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La Our 98th Year

Arnold Miller Says:

Southwest,

Coal Strike is Sure Thing
, WASHINGTON (Al') — United Mine
Workers president Arnold Miller said
today there is no chance of avoiding a
nationwide coal strike set to begin at
midnight tonight.
Asked what the chances were for a
strike, Miller said,"There'll be one."

Fire Department
Seeks Toys For
Christmas Party
Murray Fire Department members
are currently seeking usable toys to
rework for a Christmas party Dec.23.
Persons with usable toys can bring
them to either the main fire -station
doiiiitoirn or the South 16th location,
according to a department spokesman.
The party Dec. 23 will be at the city
fire station and will begin at 9 a.m., the
spokesman said. Santa will appear to
give out toys to children living in
Murray and Calloway County.
Murray Fire Department personnel
reconditioned "several" toys last year,
the spokesman said Some 126 children
attended the party in 1976. Murray Fire
Department's annual toy project is in
its seventh year.

Miller said,the status of the union's
talks with the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association were "not too
good."
More than 2,200 miners were reported
off their jobs late last week in Ohio and
West Virginia in apparent anticipation
of a national walkout, which would the
10th for the UMW in 40 years.
Miller was interviewed as he arrived
for today's bargaining session. Today is
the final work day of the expiring
contract
At the end of-Sunday's bargaining
session,. Wayne L. Horvitz, the chieffederal mediators said: "We've got
some hard problems. We're working on
them. That's the nature of this
process."
Operators President Joseph P.
Brennan, asked whether there had been
an agreement, •on any substantial ,
issues, said, "You don't reach agreement on substantial issues until
you tie it all up."
Any strike by the UMW's 130,000
miners could be expected to last at least
10 days because the union'eiatification
process takes that long. "I said last.
week that if we went out it looked like it
might be a long one," Miller said
Sunday.
The last union strike, in 1974,lasted 42
days. The longest, in 1946, ran 59 days.
Since 1937 there have been nine strikes
in the 19 contract negotiations involving

"-c.ILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Removing the 5 percent sales tax from
utility bills would greatly save consumers money, or it would strain the
'state's flow of tax revenues, depending
on who's arithmetic yea believe.
Sen.-elect Larry Hopkins, RLexington, recently announced he will
introduce a bill in the 1978 General
Assembly to remove She tax and grant
consumers a break on the rising cost of
heating homes whether by electricity or
by natural gas.
The announcement was conveniently
timed prior to the three-day

Money Removed
From Newsracks
On Daily Basis
No money is being left in Murray
Ledger & Times newsracks overnight,
circulation manager Ted Delaney said
today, following a rash of thefts of the
racks.
Four of the newspaper's coinoperated racks, which are located in
several spots thioughout the city, have
been stolen in the past ten days.
Three of the stolen racks have been
reco.vered and Murray Police
Department officials are investigating
the incidents.
The racks have been damaged
beyond repair by whomever is
responsible for taking them, Delaney
said. The newsracks are valued at $85
A reward- of $250 has been offered for
inforenation that leads to the arrest and
conviction- of the person or persons
responsible for taking the news racks.
Anyone with information about the
incidents should contact the Murray
Police Department, 753.1621, or
Delaney at 753-1916.
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All sides said bargainers began
serious discussions over the weekend
on -substantial issues." .
These include the union's demand for
a right to strike at individual mines and
for refinancing of the depleted health
and pension funds. Coal companies, hit
in recent years by wildcat strikes, are,
proposing penalties for miners who join
in illegal walkouts and incentives for
increased production.
Miller also has said the union is
seeking an increase in the miners'
wages of more than $60 a day. But pay
has not surfaced as a public issue in the
talks.
_
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WINNING FLOATS—Pictured above are the two winning-floats in the
'schools" and "commercial" division of the Murray Rotary Christmas
Parade. Sinking Springs Baptist Church (top) won first place for a float
depicting -Ch-ri4imas around the world." Southwest Elementary won the
top honor in the "schools" division for a float showing the "12 days of
Christmas." Murray Rotary, which sponsors the annual Christmas parade,
awarded cash priies to the schools and plaques to the commercial winners. What most observers believe to be the largest crowd ever lined the
parade Saturday. See additional picstreets of Murray for the Christmas
_
tu res,Page

Southwest Elementary and Sinking
Springs Baptist Church each won top
honors in their respective float
divisions, as what most observers
...,led "the largest crowd ever" lined.
the streets of Murray Saturday for the
annual Christmas parade. ,
Over 110 different units marched in
the parade which Murray Rotary Club
sponsors.
Southwest Elementary's float, with a
"12 days of Christmas" theme, won a
$100 cash prize, and Sinking Spring
Baptist, ranked in the commercial
class, won a plaque. Sinking Springs'
float had a "Christmas around the
world" theme.
With Southwest Elementary capturing first place in the schools division,
two school floats tied for second,
Murray Middle and East Calloway.
Each of those won a $75 cash prize from
the ,Rotary. Carter and North
Elementaries won third place honors in
the schools float division, winning 950
cash prizes.
Devanti's in Murray won second
place in the commercial class.
A Rotary Club spokesman said the
1977 parade had more units than
previous parades. The club spokesman
mentioned the "good weather" for the
large turnout.
The Rotary Club spokesman also
cited the work of Charles Walston in
organizing the parade, and the Murray
State University'Amateur Rodeo Club.
in using communication equipment"up
and denim the line."
Santa appeared in the parade and set
up shop in a Santa House on the courtsquare in Murray. The "Jolly Elf" will
be maintianing hours in the house until

MSU ROTC Student Achieve
'First' In Eight State Region

over the biennium — less than half of
Carroll's price tag.
In.addition, Hopkins said in an interview during the conference, budget

Literally thousands showed up Saturday for the Murra)
Rotary Christmas Parade through the city. The
newspaper today'features a full page of pictures from the
event Saturday,Pa0"5.

Mostly cloudy, windy and
turning much colder today with
temperatures falling Into the 30s
by late afternoon and chance of a
few snow flurries. Variable
cloudiness and cold tonight
through Tuesday with good
chanee of. scattered snow
flerries. Low tonight in the teens.
T e a

Win Awards

;*t-y*awt.

prelegislative conference at Kentucky
analysis for the legislature are
Dam Village State Park, which ended
predicting an unappropriated surplus
here Saturday.
of about $45 million at the end of this
The conference, mainly a social
fiscal year.
gathering, attracts many reporters
The surplus could help offset the lost
looking for substantive Issues to write
revenue, but only on a one shot basis:
about.
since the surplus has not remained
stationary in the past.
Hopkins' proposal was followed last
Hopkins points but the governor's
Thursday by a fourpage letter from
sister, Nancy, a senior business
minIstrative assistant, 1st Battalion,
Gov. Julian Carroll to House SpeakerL) inclusion of telephone bills tax receipts
Robert S. •Newton, a senior
education major at the university, and
123rd Armor, Kentucky Army National
and some of the other areas inflate the
manufacturing technology major at
William Kenton and the Legislative
CPT James 0. Afford, command adGuard.
executive estimates.
Research Commission.
Murray State University from JefUsing the governor's figures, ferson County, has become the first
The governor, though making clear
removing the tax from only electricity, cadet in the eight-state Second ROTC
he, too, would like to see the tax
4
4
natural and bottled gas and fuel oil
removed, told the lawmakers in effect:
Region to be commissioned a second
4
would eliminate about $64 million in tax
Fine, remove the tax, but you figure out
lieutenant in the Army National Guard
.4
revenues.
how to make up the lost revenue.
under the Army's new early com4
So Hopkins and Carroll still are about mission program.
Carroll suggested there will be little
$8
million
apart.
The governor,
room for reshuffling when his fiscal
Until recently, cadets who had
however, maintains the tax would have completed all ROTC requirements for
1978-80 executive budget is completed.
41t0V
to be lifted from all utilities if at all.
commissioning, could not become
Further, Carroll emphatically stated,
-We're
having
an
honest commissioned officers until they had
"I would oppose and veto any
disagreement on figures," Hopkins completed all baccalaureate degree
legislation that enacted new taxation
acknowledged. "But we're not that far requirements.
designed to make up the loss in
off. Actually, I am pleased the governor
Under the new program, cadets, who
revenue."
has gone on record in favor of removing _ have
ROTC
the
completed
However, there is some discrepancy
the tax."
•requirements, can be commissioned
between what the governor estimates to
Hopkins singled out a- mass of prior to graduation in either the Army
be the cost in tax revenues and what
e '4ii
lucrative personal service -contracts National Guard or the Army Reserve.
Hopkins says.
issued by the state as one area that
This, according to LTC Randell G.
The governor and the Department of
4
could stand reduction and offset the Routt, chairman of the Military Science
Revenue estimate the tax will generate
.r4•4 iE4•••
revenue loss.
'Departrhent at the utdvei aity, allows
$98.9'million over the next two fiscal
••••
Some $40 million to $fe) million a year the cadet, who wants to gain a comyears in receipts from i eaidential
by
and
could
be
put
to
different
use
lieutenant
mission as a second
users.
KA..
.*X16.
01 I.
eliminating many personal service serve with a reserve or-national guard
That figure includes: $:18 millionfrom
extended
contractsaHopkins
said.
going
on
opposed
to
unit (as
electric bills; $16.5 million from natural
ROTC MitESTON f: Robert S. Newton, a senior manufacturing technology
"I'm not trying to be against the active duty d'ith the Army) to begin
gas; $11 million on telephone bills; ;13
major
at Murray State University, has become the first cadet in the eightgovernor, but that's how it's being service and start receiving drill pay as
million on water bills' ;5.3 million on
state
Second
ROTC-Region to be commissioned a sacond lieutenant in the
reported," Hopkins said,"I believe this-,fawn as' he completes. - his ROTC
fuel oil and $4.2 million on bottled gas.
Army Ntionat 6uard under ihe Army's newlArly co-Minissioning program.
is a necessity, and I believe the action
The $98.9 million in revenue would be
t-eqiurernents.
Pinning his bars on are his sister, Nancy, on the left, a senior business
has to be initiated by the governor.
difficult to replace ,
63 simple budget
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert S.
education major at the university, and CPT James 0. Alford, an armored
"He has the authority to remove the
Newton, 6001 South Watterson Trail,
cosmetology — it would take an
command
administrative assistant in the Kentucky National Guard. ROTC.
tax, and it the governor wants the tax
altogether new source of revenue to
Fern, Creek, Lt. Newton was adcadets now can be commissioned prior to graduation in either the Army
taken off, it will be taken off. He can
make up the difference, sources in the
ministered the oath as an officer by
National Guard or the Army Resetve when they complete their ROTC
talk about legislative independence all
governor's office say.
LTC Routt at a brief ceremony .at the
29,,Pinning-thehars-en..---zequirements. Formerly,they had to wait until the_y had completed-all-bac,
But-Hopkins says-the tax--eon--be- --heaeaatato,"41opkins
calaureate degree requirements.
removed without affecting as much
the shoulders of his blouse were
revenue. He estimates it would cost
about $28 million a year, $56 million

inside today• One Section-16Pages

turning colder

Sinking $prings

speeralty shop

the UMW, a union with a tradition of
"no-contract, no-work."
Sources say the coal companies are
prepared to accept a work stoppage of
at least one month. Coal's best
customers have laid in stockpiles they
say could last up to 90 days.
UMW miners, working mostly in
Appalachia, produce about half the
nation's coal, down from 70 percent in
1974.
For the miners, a strike would mean
a wage loss of more than $60a day.Midfor themselves, retired miners and
dependents, no coal would mean a
cutoff in the health benefits that were
cut back this summer. The -benefit
funds are fed by industry payments tied
_ to coal production.

Legislators Hold Varied Views
On Utility Sales Tax Proposal

~ease CJIII

•
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Unemployment
Remains Stable;

Calloway °High Junior Named

County At 3.5

State Beta Club Vice-President

FRANKFORT—Unemployment in
the state remained fairly stable during
The Calloway Beta Club was in
was presented a Kentucky Colonel
Chuck Williams, junior at Calloway
October, according to figures released
commission during the convention. She,
today by the Department for Human
County High School, was elected as charge of the memorial service held on
along with Assistant Pnncipal Billy
vice-president of the Kentucky Beta Friday evening for all sponsors,
Resources. October's rate of unemmembers, and any persons c,nnected
Rue Nix, Mrs. Nix, and son, John,
ployment at 4.3 percent was 0.2 percent
Club at the annual convention held
accompanied the group to Louisville.
higher than the 4.1 percent rate in
Friday and Saturday at the Galt House, with Beta that had died during the past
Louisville. Williams, son of Mr. and
September.
year. Gail Tucker served as mistress of
Students attending from Calloway
Calloway County recorded a 35
ceremonies and was assisted by Allan
Mrs. Hilton Williams, will preside at
were Craig Redden, John Brinkley III,
percent'jobless rate during the month.
Routh, Mitzi Reddick, and Pam Pierce
the Saturday morning session at the
Rex Jackson, Paul Guy, Mitzi Reddick,
according to the figures.
of Calloway High, along with
1978 convention and will deliver the
Nearby Graves County reported 6 6
representatives from the schools with
Karen Edwards, Kim Kemp, Patricia
keynote address.
percent; McCracken,4 percent.
persons honored in the memorial
Parrish, Pam Pierce, Mary Denny,
Robert MacDonald; chief - labor
in the special
place
WItining
second
Brame, MAK WirichisterviViIke
service.
Gail
analyst for the state, said, "Western
division of the talent contest was Laura
Kentucky's increase of 01 percent over
Irvin, Billy Vincent, Kenneth Paschall,
Campaign speechec and promotional
Fones,sophomore,and daughter of Mr.
September's 3.9 percent brought'the
Joy Kelso, Joanna Fleming, Lesly
fon
or tvria
re
he
ntht
ous candidates
cali
She sang a
Fones.
Harold
and
Mrs.
level in October to 4.2 percent and %-as
Herndon, Mary Elkins, Mike Randolph.
were
held
Friday
Galloway
,
.
clue mainly to layoffs throughcAthe
Chuck Williams, Allan Routh, Bart,.
campaigned for Chuck Williams using a
song, "The Gift," which she and a
area."
cardboard train as a part of their
friend, Beth Yancey, farmer student at
• Career, Lisa Cleaver, Jana Cooper,
Marshall,CountY was high in the area
_CelloweY county „High Scheok had _ pronfation.- , _
•
'
Meleah Pagehail, lainita FOniisa'Gall'
•
emiPILIELON'T.gitaillot#
i)
•4 -Airrielsit- Miss -foniert-hoii voti-Ahr:
'
.•
,-.
-Betty Riley, Calloway sponsor and - Tucker, Dawn Medd
- `, Kim Starks; and
Ballard was lowest both in the areeanil
the
for
eligible
be
to`
t
,
est
:cloon
test
sta
diett
sponsor
Beta
Club,
Tammy
status
for
the
state
Calhoun.
•
,
iirtha state at 2.0 percent.
,
..
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North Fork .1'ews---

Fellowship Supper Is Held At North
,- °Dealt-Atibit

tot

Age Not Always Bar
To Having Children
-: DEAR ABBY: FACING FACTS, a newly wed couple,
asked if you thought it. would be fair to have children at
their ages. (She was 30 and he was 50.)
Well, believe.,it or not, When we married, my husband
was a 68-year-old college professor, and I was 20!
We've been happily married for 10 years and are the
parents of No beautiful, healthy, intelligent daughters,
now 5 ard 9.
Maybe we belong in the Guinness Book of World
Records, but we still feel very much blessed in spite of the
48-year age difference between us.
HAPPY IN MASON CITY, IA.
DEAR HAPPY: Congratulations. Read on for another
case that may also belong in the Guinness Book of World
pecords:
DEAR ABBY-- I'm glad you told that couple who
hesitated to have children because of their ages- to go
ahead.
When I was IS I married a wonderful woman who was
- then 36 but looked like sweet 16. She had had six children
by two previous husbands.
We've been married for eight years, and are now the
proud.parents of one dozen children-all healthy, thank
God.
4
No names, please. The people in our little town call us
"the crazy couple with all the kids."
P.S. We've never been on welfare, and I'd lie to add
that our family is complete now because, after our 12th, I
had a vasectomy...p
LOVES CHILDREN
DEAR ABBY: I must disagree with the advice you gave
that newly married couple who asked if they should have
any children. (He was 50 and in good health, and shewas
30.) True they-may have everything it takes to be wonderful
parents, but no matter how physically fit the man is,
there's little chance _that he'll be alive -and- spry at 70.
I'm 24 and when I was born my mother was 37. At all the
school functions (especially in grade school-) people would
ask me ivhy my "grandmother was there instead of my
mother..
I was chided all through school, and you know how-cruel
children can be without meaning to be.
--•
- - REMEMBERS-WELL
DEAR REMEMBERS: The average life expectancy of a
man today is about 70. and I repeat, the number of years a
man has lived isn't as important as the condition of his
health.
Some men'in their 50s and 60s are better qualified for
fatherhood than other men who are 30--years-younger.
DEAR ABBY: Here's a little tip for DOG TIRED, whose
neighbor's dog barks at night and disturbs the whole
neighborhood: Place the dog owner's telephone number in
large letters beside your telephone. Every time the dog
-barks at night and the later the better)ring up the owner.
It works wonders.
NO LONGER DOG TIRED
DEAR NO. What if the dog owner has an unlisted
number? Or takes the telephone off the hook after the first
ring?

New in your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of.$people like you in Murray have
called me.I hope you will, too.

lircomeliqa

Kathryn Outland
753-3079

Tuesday Is
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

FATP7-11
Cime-

•••
••••••••••
•••••••iallei:
. 011•••••

toilite
. 's_movies
For Program Information,Please Call7534214
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Fork Church; Persons Hospitalized

By Abigail Van Buren
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parents. Mr and Mrs. -Ludie
-By Mrs. R. D. Key
Malray for a few days and
November 22, 1977
Bro. and Mrs. James Phelps then will return to California.
"vilt'MrI PheipS mother,' - Arlin Paschall Most se weli
Mrs. Katie Garrett of Mem- and will see a doctor at Paris,
phis, 'fn., over the weekend. Tu., Wednesday.
Bro. James Phelps visited
Bro. F. C. Prince filled the
pulpit at North Fork Sunday. Vergil Paschall on Saturday.
Several persons. attended, Mr. and Mrs. 1AM. _Dilk
the fellowship supper at North spent last week with Mr. and
Fork Friday night. There was Mrs. Jesse Hopkins in
lots of good food for the supper Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited
and specials in song followed
during the social hour. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Marshall
Myrtice Nance and Morris on Sunday.
Jenkins who were hospitalized siBro. and Mrs. WarrenSykes
said they regretted not being and son, Mitch, left Sunday to
visit Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
able to attend.
Francis Deering of Detroit, in Roseville, Mich., this week.
Mich., James M. Deering of Billy Bob went with them to
Peoria, Ill., and Milford visit his aunt, Mrs. Thomas
and
Mr.
Deering of Detroit, Mich., Lewandouski
were called here last week due Lewandouski in Center- Line,
to the death of an aunt, Mrs. Mich.
• Mrs. Billy Paschall and
Lillie Paschall.
Vergil Paschall returned daughter, Meleah, mei. Mark
home from the Murray- Paschall, and Mrs. Jessie
Calloway County Hospital on Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Monday. Mrs. Jessie Paschall Douglas Vandyke last Sunday.
Mrs. Joan Pulse visited
and R. D. Key visited him
Tuesday and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. R. D. Key on Tuesday.
MrS. Ovie Wilson got a good
Bardon Nance visited him
• report from her doctor on
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Smith of Monday.
Visitors in to see Mrs.
Frankfort are visiting her
Myrtice Nance who is a
patient in the Henry County
HOSPITAL NEV
ai
!Ln
)
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.,
were Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
11-23-77 Adults 75
Nursery I

1

NO NEWBORN
DISMISSALS
William H. Nelson Jr., Old
Concord Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Janice K. Sheppard, -.Rt.
Dexter, Clifford Loe, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, Mrs. Mabel W.
Pickard, Rt. 7 Bx. 182,
Murray, Martha J. Brandon,
722 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Wanda S. Thorn, Lit. _5, Benton, James 1-1. Key, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Nell_ J. Wilson,
Bx. 75, Dexter, Cathey A.
Majors,'913 S. 8th., Mayfield,
Karen Barnett, 3709 Bluebird
Lane, Rolling Meadow, IL,
Mrs.Dora M.Bucy,625 S. 4th.,
Murray, Mrs. Nadine Bruce,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Phyllis J.
Freeze, No,1 Orchard Hgts.,
Murray, Brenda G. Henson,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Joseph Dick, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Thelma R.
Miller, Bx. 144, Hazel, Mrs.
Mildred L. Jones, 507,Whitnell, Murray, Ryan Clark, Rt.
6, Bx. 193, Murray, Mrs. Marie
A. Greer, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Linda K. Haverstock, 204-R S.
6th., Murray, Comus E.
Alexander, Hardin, Robert A.
Colley, Farmington, Hardin
W. Parker, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
James H.Blalock,311 N. 10th.,
Murray,Finis H. Lowry, Rt. 1,
Camden, Tn., Travis T.
Elkins, Rt. 2 Bx. 52,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Fannie
L. Rushing, 303 S. 5th.,
Murray, Mrs. Essie V.
Reeves, Westview Nursing
Home, Murray, Robert L.
Watson, 333 W. Hale,
Mayfield, CharleiL. Ross, Rt.
2, Murray, William T. Downs
(expired), Rt. 6, Murray.
11-24-77
Adults 91
Newborn 3
,NEWBORN-ADAILSSIONS
Baby Girl Ford (Mother
Debra), Rt. 6, Benton, Baby
Girl Cantrell (Mother Sandra), Rt. 7 Bx. 672, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lavanche Turner, 1302
Peggy-Ann.--MurrayT-MatthewD. Tucker, 112 N. 10th.,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy T.
Schroader, Rt. 1, Almo, David
W.Potter,302 N. 7th., Murray,
Gregory D. Lassiter, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Tracy A. Hatcher, 603
Ellis, Mayfield, Acie C.
413ailey, Rt. 1, Murray.

Nance, Daniel and joblirlie.:
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones, R.
D. Key, Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
Mrs. -Bertie---Jerikins,-- MrsrGloria Jenkins and Kenny,
Mrs. Enloe
Mr. and
Tarkington, Mrs. Holice
Grooms, Mrs. Chester
weatherford, Miss Louise Or,.
Mrs. Opal Kuykendall, Mrs.
Dimple Hayes, Mr. and Mrs.
Dallas Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs.
Gurvis Paschall, Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes, Bro.
James Phelps, and Mr. and
Mrs. 0. T. Paschall.
.
Mrs. Thelma Byars suffered
Red Cross Volunteers, Mable Gallagher (center) and Wilma Wilson (right), assist
a stroke Sunday and was
patient Teresa Woods, daughter of Jean Woods, Murray, in selecting a book from
admitted to the MurrayMurray-Calloway County Hospital's patient library catalog.
Calloway County Hospital.
Those visited Morris
Jenkins who is a patient lathe
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn., were
Mrs. Gloria Jenkins and son,
Kenny, Mrs. Beetle Jenkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jenkins,
R. D. Key, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall, Howard Morris, In early October volunteers complete listing of the
Mrs. Glynn Orr, Bro. Phelps, from the American Red Cross available titles and a brief library provides a special
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Parrish, began helping in yet another description of each book, can collection of over 600 books to
Scott and Sherri, Enloe way with a patient service be found in each bedside table. the hospital library: The
Tarkington, Vernon and provided at Murray-Calloway Patients may then choose collection, just for hospital
Lowell Nance, Mr. and Mrs. County Hospital and Con- their books from this catalog. use, includes fiction, nonfiction, biographies, and
Gurvis Paschall, Odie Kemp, valescent Division. The
Before beginning their
Nevill Barrow, Charles volunteers began operating volunteer work, librarians childrens' books.
A number of paperbacks
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph one of the hospital's most attended a workshop conand magazines are also inGallimore, Mr. and Mrs. successful services-the ducted
Margaret cluded in the library. These
by
Noble Harrelson,-and Mr. and patient library.
Trevathan, librarian at the actually make up the larger
Mrs. Bill Carey.
Ten volunteers, headed by Calloway County Public part of the circulation
since
-unitchairman Karen Cenoley, Library, where they received many patients are not able to
are in the hospital three to their initial training in the use heavier materials such as
four hourseach weekday to fill workings of the library.
books or are in the hospital for
patient, employee, and visitor
The library was added to the a very short stay.
requests
for
reading many patient services at
Patients, hospital adMCCIE three years ago ministration and staff agree
Home Department
int
eery
rials;veekday one of the througha cooperative effort of that.the-patient-lihraris
one
each new the Calloway -County PU1117
"Saving energy has become under TVA'ss home insulation patient to explain the library's Library and Murray-Calloway of the most welcome and
services
one of the most important program.She was aided in her procedures. Pushing the book County Hospital,.-' The public appreciated
-available to MCCH patients.
things one can do these days. talk by new charts and con- cart' from room to room
Energy, once so cheap many cluded with a question and throughout the hospital, the
people used it without thought answer period.
librarian delivers books and
has beeorne a leading item in
Chairman of the depart7 magazines- requested. by
the budgets of most of us," ment, Mrs. Fil Boston, con- patients and staff members.
the finest
leather!
stated Sue W. Wells as she ducted the business session of
A catalog, -containing a
the meeting at 1:30 p.m. Mrs.
Margaret Taylor, secretary,
reported on correspondence,
read minutes of last meeting
and called roll. Mrs. Corinne
ELKINS BOY
Henry McNutt was welcomed
VU-ALL
Ramey Boyd is the name
as a new member.
chosen,. by Mr. and Mrs.
Most ladies present signed a Robert Elkins of Murray
get well card for Mrs. Walter Route Five for their baby boy,
Wilson, who has been weighing nine pounds 121
/
2
hospitalized with a broken hip. ounces, measuring 211
/
2 inThe department voted to ches, born on Sunday, October
contribute $25 to the Murray 30, at the Murray-Calloway
High band trip to the Orange County Hospital.
CLASSIC
Bowl and a free will collection
The father is employed at
was taken for CARE.
Taylor Motors.
The department will have a
Grandparents are Mr. and
Christmas program Dec. 15 at Mrs. William Elkins of
two p.m. at the clubhouse. Kirksey Route One and Mr.
Mrs. Robbie Harrison has and Mrs. Chester Reeder of
planned a delighgul program Murray Route Five.
SABRE
and gifts will be exchanged.
Great grandparents are Mr.
Mrs
.
.
William
Moffitt
gave
and
Mrs.
William
S.
Elkins,
W.
Wells
Sue
Whatever the features a mon wants in a billfold, Cameo
the devotion before the in- Murray, Mrs. Magagaline
-TVA Economist
has the model for him. Choose from these, and other
troduction of Ms. Wells.
Pierce,
Kirksey
Route
One,
spoke to the members of the
popular models
each with famous Cameo styling and
Cookies and hot spiced tea Mr. and Mrs. Glen Reeder and
Home Department of the were served by hostesses Mrs.
craftsmanship. We have them in an asvirtment of quality
Shannon
Ellis,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club on Joseph Gertzen and Mrs. E. A.
leathers, in latest colors.
From MO
Thursday afternoon, Lundquist ,assisted by Mrs. all of Murray.
Great
great
grandparents
November 17.
Ms. Wells, of Jackson, Tn., Tip Doran. Nineteen members are Mrs. Lula Robertson of the
is Electrical Demonstration and two guests, Mrs. Ryan Westview Nursing Home,
and
Hafford 114 S. 5th, Murray
Representative of the Ten- Graham and Ms. Wells, were Murray,
753-1640
Paschall, Puryear, Tn.
nessee Valley Authority for present.
this area.
Ms. Wells told of the two and
a half million users of electricity in the TVA area. She
discussed ways• of using this.
energy wisely and efficiently
and without waste. She
covered insulation of the
home, use of appliances, heat
pumps and how to request an
energy survey of your home

Red Cross Volunteers Are
Involved, Hospital Library

TVA Economist Guest

Of

11-25-77
Adults 91
Nursery 3

Give him a CAMEO

.

.827461.

Lindsey's Jewelers

•

DC an.

NO NEWBORN
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Betty J. Eldridge, 511
S. 4th.,Murray, Mrs. Marcie
E. Fagan, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Carol A. Gallimore, Rt.
1, Cottage Grove, Tn., Mrs.
Caroline A. Allbritten, Box
308, New Concord, Mrs.
Marilyn K. Kendall, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Wesley T.
Page, Rt. 3, Dover, 'Tn.,
Michael L. Utley, 827 Glendale, Murray, Mrs.Frankie N.
Starks, 1100-A 'Fairlane,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce M.
Morcison, Rt. 6, Murray,
-.Graneille K., Wells, Rt. 6,
Piturrity, Charles R. Wilson;

Anget...%
Order a
Gift
Certificate
by Dec 16

20 Visits for

20
Give her a aift of
health 8 beauty

United Figure
Salon
Oillelond

t.

Rowlett, New Concord, Mrs.
Oben brittain,Rt. 5, Murray.1.-

"344V
I.

•
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Pottertown Homemakers Club Plans,

Anniversary Event

rtett COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

heat edeitAt

Christmas Meet; Lessons Presented
The
Pottertown members and one visitor,
Homemakers Club will have a Leola Erwin, were present.
special Christmas meeting on
Bosnia Zimmerman and Ola
Wednesday, December 14, at Outland from the Pottertown
ten a.m. at the cottage of Lucy Club modeled in fashion show
Alderdice at Panorama held at the Callpway County
Shores. A potluck luncheon Homemakers `annual day on
will be served at noon and November 29. The Pottertown
each member is to bring a gift club is the oldest homemakers
for exchange.
club in Calloway County and
Plans for the December has twenty members.
luncheon were made at the
The major lesson on "How
regular November meeting food Affects Your Health" was
held at the Colonial House presented by Lucy Alderdice.
Smorgasbord in November "The Sensible Use of
with Ola Outland, president, Medication and Vitamins"
presiding.
was discussed by Blanche
Lurene Cooper, devotional Larson.
leader, read from Isaiah
The craft lesson on "Making
40:28-31 and the thought for Beaded Bells" was presented
the month — To do easily by Rosini. Zimmerman, craft
what is difficult for others is chairman, who showed one of
the mark of talent, to do what the bells she had made.
is impossible for talent is the
Dorothy Simon directed the
mark of genius." Each recreation. Lurene Cooper,
-member answered the roll call song leader, -led- -in-- gra* with "what one talent she was singing with. Louise Short as
most thankful for." Seventeen pianist. _
_ _

Monday, December 5
Calloway County Band
Boosters will hieet at seven p.
m at high school band room.

Baptist Church
First
Women will meet at 9:30 a. in
at the church.

Group III, First Baptist
Church Women, will meet
Calloway County Retired with Mrs. Bernice Wisehart at
Teachers will meet at Colonial two p. m.
House Smorgasbord—at--six —
—
p.m. Call Jo Nell Rayburn for
Elm Grove Baptist Church
reservations.
Women will meet at 1:30 p. m
at the church.
Community Story Theatre
will be at Murray Middle
Oaks Country Club board
School at seven p.m.
meeting will be at seven p. in
at the club room.
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks and Recreation will
St. Leo's Catholic Church
have an organizational Women's Guild will have a
meeting for adult basketball potluck luncheon at Gleason
at the city hall at seven p.m. Hall at noon.

X
It

Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A.M. will meet at the lodge
hall at 7:30 p.m.
,

Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
Itr. and Mrs. Kenton - T. White
—
open meeting at the club house
Mr and Mrs. Kenton T. White of Hazel Route Two will
at 7:30 p. m. with Richard
cr
_Recovery Inc., will meat Valentine and cast to areseut celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
the Health Center, North 7th a "Christmas Pie."
Decenibir 11, with an open hotiet In their honor held at thte
and Olive, at seven p.m.
home of their only daughter,(Maxine)and son-in-law, Mr.and
Kappa Department, Murray Mrs. Frank Allen Pool, 1604 Locust Drive, Murray.
WilIMIIIMIN=IMP•
Monday, December 5
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
Woman's Club, will have a
Christmas party for Kappa of two and four p.m.
children at 6:30 p. m.
The couple was married December 10, 1977, by Squire TomLottie Moon Group, First
With o pure lint* cif piercing earrings
Willford at his home near Puryear, Tn. Their attendants
my
Baptist Church Women, will
Iva Coles and Ed Nesbitt, who married later and will be
were
.••••••••,
n.••••••
•
No.
Assembly
Murray
19
meet with Mrs. Codie Caldwell
attendance
at the open house.
in
10-6 M.-Thur.
Olympic Plaza
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
at seven p. m.
. .1%....
_
ir {
former Blaine Adams, daughter of the late
,,
the
White
is
Mrs.
will
meet
hall
at
at
lodge
FREE Prdesnonal Onnc.n, nInla to
won
on*
10-8
Fri.
N. 11th St.
.
,
atonic non °Acne..< II0.1011K osorcol opookno
James F Adams and Gladys Booker Adams. Mr. White is the
Coldwater United Methodist seven p. m.
Otranto. snrai Fnorong stoats Potoolni common, no
9:30-8
Sat.
Murray
White.
Smith
Elizabeth
Owed tender aye ii and no <Want. war 10
and
son of the late Sam White
Church Women will meet at
Snow
Allen
1-5
Sun.
Pool
759-1636
and
Lynn
Virginia
grandchildren,
two
have
They
Dexter Senior Citizens will
seven p. m.
MICHELSON'
White Pool.
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
1,
The couple attends Green Plain Church of Christ.
=Air
Quad-State Junior .High Dexter Center.
We Repair Any
NI A,Shop!,ng
School
Band
Festival,
Vacuum Ever Made caw%
Ellis Center will be open
directed by Paul Shahan and
David Wells, will be at Lovett from ten a. m. to three p. m
triAAWs="=VA4VAW'AW'Ailter
for Murray Senior Citizens
Auditorium at seven p.
Free and open to the public.
Murray TOPS Club will
Stanley Pltunly, author of meet at seven p. m. at the
?c-x`
three books of poems, will Health Center.
read his works at seven p. y.
in Farrell Recital Hal!, Fine-- First United -,-Methedist • - -shreturthes-frem the rodod- -Foster, Modelle Miller, Mary
D k
-EA
Pt TR*
Arts Center, MSU. Free and Church Women'will meet ten River Baptist Association met- Graves, Margaret Taylor,
a. m. at the church and later at the Memorial Baptist Mary Geurin, Pat Futrell,
open
to the public.
3R 'NG rvi6
at the Holiday Inn for a "dutch Church on Monday evening, Margaret Wilkins, Jane
treat" luncheon. Executive November 28, for a study of Rogers, Becky Hampton, and
_S 0,-11 e /Ye
:
C._ 1,
Tuesday, December 6
board will meet at nine a. m. the foreign mission book, Nadine Beane.
Group II of First Christian
and coffee will be served at "Rivers of Ink."
A potluck supper preceded
F
Church CWF will meet with
//
9:30 a. m.
the book study. —f
centered
study
around
The
3•41
0art0S41)
,MOWN
Mrs. T. N. McDougal at two p.
Baptist
Spanish
the
LA
m.
ro
Community Story Theatre Publishing House in El Paso,
will present a special program Texas, and the influence of its
Jessie Ludwick Circle of at East
vfr-- H E 4//-111-ETIff/
School at seven p. m. printed publications upon the
First Presbyterian Church
„
lives of people in forty-one
HAS SURGERY
will meet with Flo HenSenior Citizens Greenhouse
EVERYTHING
CL o'rAi
countries around the world.
Guy Lovins underwent nose
drickson at 1:30 p. m.
committee will meet at 3:30 p.
Thyra Crawford led the surgery
Thursday,
on
m.• at St. John's Episcopal study and she was assisted by
tit- 10V 1)
December 1, at the Methodist
Ruth Warren Group of
Church.
the following women from Community Hospital, HenSinking Spring Baptist Church
K iv 0 L.v Nly s,247' -T
Memorial Church: Laura derson.
816 Coldwater, Murray
will meet with Carol Turner at
Jennings, Lois Sanderson,
753-8512
seven p. m.
Willie Garland, June Cottrell,
- They kw E'veRys,
PADUCAH PATIENT
Lalla Boyd, Connie White, and
Sigma Alpha Iota Alumni
Gayle Edwards of Hardin
Betty
Sledd, missionary on
will meet with Nancy Ryan,
has been dismissed from
—40-01/10p
furlough from Nigeria,'Africa.
P"'4 D T4E/
-y D
2010 Brookhaven, at seven p.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Those
attending
from
Salem
m.
Catholic Church
Church were Eleanor Miller,
Woman's Guild will have a
Winnie Crouch, Sue Foster,
Dorothy Group of First potluck luncheon at noon on
Pr \/5
and Oretha Williams.
clv,vs
v<c- Baptist Church Women will Tuesday,
December 6, in
Locust Grove Baptist
meet with Mrs. Brent Outland Gleason Hall with Mrs.
A Goch5fLE.
Church
was represented by
at 10:30 a. m. for a potluck Theodore Schlueter, Mrs.
Maxine Houston, Nell Norluncheon.
P\- /\/
Henry Bila, Mrs. Paul
sworthy, and Lerli Vinson.
Maggard, and' Mrs. Josephi
Attending from Elm Grove
Gertzen as hostesses.
were June Crider, Electra
Mrs. Leonard Lankford will
Fulkerson, Mildred Cook,
present a program on
Bobbie Burkeen, Eunice
Christmas
in
Mexico" Shekell, Juanita
Lee, Jimmie
DRY '
following
the
business
Lee Carmichael, and Ploy
meeting
at
one
p.m.
CLEAN
Caldwell.
Members will participate in
Representing Poplar Spring
CrrriaaM, DY"
"
^
the celebration of mass at 230
Church were Bobbie Cook,
p.m. Parishioners and friends
Glenda Byerly, Ruby Fannin,
are welcome to attend. •
and Louise Short.
-Attending from Sinking
Spring Church were Gladys
Wilkerson, Maxine Nance,
Ruth- Warren, Hattie Lee
Americans know a lot of ways to
Galloway,
Faye'
Orr,
and
steak, and one of the liveliest
enjoy
Let _us pert niz your,
Susie Scott.
is Jerry's' Steak on a Stick Its
party clothes with
Those from Memorial
Sanitone drycleaning.
delicious marinated beel chunks,
Church,
not already menIt gets soil out and puts
onion and peppers.
tomatoes.
tioned, were Billie Farley,
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
new life back into your
with
onion rings. French
served
Associated Press Food Editor
Verna Mae Stubblefield, Sue
clothes. So colors are
fries, and tossed salad
COMPANY DINNE-R
Wynn,
Vicki
Kloke,
Mae
brighter, fabrics are
Stuffed Veal Breast
Good from 11 a.m. daily,
softer. With Sanitone
--Bsoccx
-Potatoes
Det.-5=1iT1977drycleaning,
your
Beverage
Peach Pie
pia
For Your
clothes will look and
STUFFED VEAL BREAST
‘4111941.
ce. your
Easy to prepare, thrifty and
feel like new again. So
Christmas
good.
remember us at party
Blooming
tt pound I cup) bulk
time.
ocieygoo'lhci?itot4 0
Plants
,••• • V.

y 03 LITTON

PAUL WINSLOW'S

Your Ears Pierced FREE

al
to

ie
al
id
Ls

a.
to
is
ir

•COOKING
OR
CLEANING

Has It

N

$1000

It
It
N le

It

Women From Five
Churches Study

•

Anniveliai*
'Sale

.

11,A Pevanaa

7-00—AND

Marcile's Fashions

St. Leos Guild

,•4

To Meet Tuesday
St. •Leo's

******Ja*******
-111:-PMETC1IN

******
***
*******
This week:
STEAK -

Sanitone,.

ON A STICK

rt-R\COOKING
IS FUN

(R.S.

Boone

9
S
Laundry & Cleaners
'Thp Clpfiner Interegeil

in
.112.01.11.8

Shirts 3 fo,s109
Laundered

Call for

Bring any nembar. You must present
Ms coops when you bring yaw
cleaning to Beane s Genisstrs.
Coupon Good thru
Der 31,1977

delivery

7:A.‘

,
COCA FOC1.1111

Clorl

753-2557
N. 12*SL
13th L Mein
6th & Pop.

pick-up

1<pPYfc7eanerls.

blases 2 Piece

Suits or

sill 99

Ladies Pantsuits
(Matching)
Bring nay nussibrer. Toy moot present
this coupon when yea bring year
cleaning to Boone I Dowers.
Coupon Good thru
Dec 31,1977

• •1.,‘.

sausage
I small onion, finely
chopped (about 1-3rd cup ,
i•4 cup finely chopped celery •
III cups bread crumbs I use 5
thin slices soft bread
with crusts)
Bone-in breast of veal
) about 3 pounds) with
pocket
Paprika
In a 10-inCh skillet gent;
cook the sausage, onion and
celery.- Stir in the bread
crumbs. Stuff mixture into veal
pocket; close opening with skewers. Place bone side down ir
a shallow roasting pan. Tightly
cover pan with Toil. Roast in a
350-degree oven until veal I,
very tender — 2L2 hours: remove foil; sprinkle with paprika; roast, uncovered. Iv hour
longer to brown. Drippings,
with the fat removed, mart
'
,
used for a delicious gray:.
Makes 6 servings.

2.49

‘t'..

t,

Poinsettias,

"•
S2.50

-

$15.00
Cyclamens
Reiger Begor.as
Azeallas
Kalanchoes
Gardenias
Christmas Cacti

091

Flowers and
Greenhouse

Jets

917 Coldwater Rd
Phan.- 753 3880

RESTAURANTS

Open Sunday 1 4 hI

Honest Food...at Honest Prices!

Christmas

South 12th Street
V.
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Looking Back

(ART IN
HEARTLINE is a serv ice for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. II
you have a question or a problem uot
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a promp reply, but you must
include a „stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Q. Every year it seems that we have
to pay more expenses out of our pockets
for Medicare. Will there be an increase
in this for 1978? —J.C.
A. Yes. There will be an increase in
the different deductibles under
Medicare for 1978. When you go into the
hospital, you will have to pay the first
$144 instead of $124, as in 1977. From the
sixty-first day through the nintieth day
you will have to pay $36 per day instead
of $31 and if you get into the use of your
60-day lifetime reserve, the charge gsoes
up to $72 per day from $62 in 1977.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book is written in
easy-to-understand. auestion-andanswer form and covers any medical
items and services that are covered by
Medicare, complete information on the
deductibles you have to pay, a sample
Medicare claim form with instructions
on how to fill it out and an explanation
on how "reasonable charges" are
figured under Medicare's Part B.This
book may be ordered by sending $1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St.. West Alexandria, Ohio

A. You can not receive any financial
help from Social Security for staying
home and taking care of your husband
because he is on Social Security
disability. The only way you can
receive a Social Security benefit is if
you are at least 62 years old or if you
have a child under age 18 staying at
home in your care.
Q. My mother is 63 years old and does
not have extra income to spend freely.
She gets a lot of telephone calls trying
to sell her different products. Are there
any laws about this? If not, od you know
anything that can be done?—.1.T.
A. The White House is asking the
Federal Communications Commission
to consider banning "ail forms of
solicitation by phone" for people who
say they don't want such calls. Such
action is aimed at protecting the public
from an avalanche of unwanted
"junk," telephone calls. "We are not trying to ban advertising
from the telephone," a White House
source said. "What we're saying is
there should be a study to find out if
there is any system that can be devised
which will prevent such calls coming to
people who don't want them."
The source said, "we are also
suggesting there should be some
exemptions for noncommercial purposes,such as charities.

Agrees With Writer
Dear Editor:
his mind was torn between what he
,-4318 .11t.)_cs. to, Fill, by Marilyn I.nthi- would EMU do atid what he knew he
is a refreshing idea, perhaps shared by -inuat -do. he rose to his feef, in What
many people. In a win-oriented society may well have been his finest hour and
we sometimes lose sight of the fact that resigned as Head Football Coach at
the biggest win of all is not recorded in M.S.U. with the style, dignity and class
the won-loss column, but, indeed the that only a few giants among men
winning of confidence by the insecure, possess.
belief in one's ability, by one who never
In defeat, he won a great victory. He
believed, winning a courageous spirit left a shining example for his student
that enables even the weakest to cope athletes of twenty years to see. The
with any situation, rise above it and go measure of a great coach is not how he
on to greater things. These things every reacts in winning, but how he handles
athlete with the proper coaching must himself in times of adversity.
learn.
Big Shoes to F111? Yes,few know how
These points have never been driven big.
home any /birder than a few days ago,
James H Boone
when Coach Bill Furgerson faced the
hardest decision of his life. Should he
stand and fight or muster his courage
and a resign a position that meant as
much as life itself? The wins of his
early athletic training won out, while

Today
In History

Dear Editor:
On behalf of theMurray Rotary Club I
would like to take this opportunity to
publicy thank all the participants in the
Annual Rotary Christmas Parade. It
was the largest Christmas Parade ever
staged in Murray and was viewed by
the largest number of people to
assemble in downtown Murray.
We would also like to thank the First
Christian Church for providing appropriate Christmas music with their
chimes. There were many favorable
comments heard from parade viewers
in regard to the mood which was set as
a result of this music.
A survey Was ruli prier tb-trie parade
and following the parade: and most
businesses seemed to be doing a brisk
Christmas business.
For these reasons, the Murray
Rotary Club is proud to have continied
their tradition of ;resenting to the
people of Murray and Calloway County
the Annual Christmas Parade.
A Merry Christmas to all.
Sincerely,
A. Wilson Simmons, Jr.
President,
Murray Rotary Club

Thank You
For Parade
Dear Editor:
The girls and I would like to extend
our appreciation to everyone concerned
with making last Saturday's Christmas
Parade a reality. We look forward each
year to participating in this eveart13at
brings in the Christmas season.
We realize many people spent long
hours coordinating this activity so it
would be a great success, and we feel
these people should be openly praised
as they brought joy and Christmas
spirit to such a large crowd. This year's
parade was definitely one of the best.
A special thanks to Charles Walston
and the 1977 Christmas Parade Committee, and also a special thanks to
Santa Claus.
-Sincerely,
Sandy Coleman
Twirling Academy.

Gary Abrama,-Gary Ballard, Tim
Fannin, and Eva Williams of the
Calloway County High School Speech
Team won honors at the Nathan B.
Stubblefield Speech and Debate
Tournament sponsored jointly by the
NFL Chapters of the University High
and Murray High Schools.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Della
Smith Bryant.
Abram Thomas. native of India,
student at Baptist Bible.
"- Iiiititute,
Mayfield, spoke at the meeting of the
Hazel
School
Parent-Teacher
Association.
The Murray State University Racers
beat Louisiana College in the opening
basketball game of the season.
Elmo Gardner. Max Morris. and Ed
Knight are pictured with their twelve
swamp rabbits taken in a recent hunt
in the "Fins 'n Feathers" column
written by Lee Smith.

45381. •
Q. My husband is 58 years old andl"
'
nor receiving Social Security benefits.-Is there any way that I can receive
benefits for taking care of him? —Mrs.
T.P.

Letters To The Editor

Parade
A Success

10 Years Ago

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 5, the 339th
day of 1977. There are 26 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1933, prohibition ended
in the Un,ited States as Utah became the
36th state to ratify the 21st Amendment,
repealing the 18th.
, On this date:
In 1492, Columbus discovered the
West Indian island of Santo Domingo,
which now is shared by Haiti and the
Dominican Republic.
In 1782, the eighth American
president, Martin Van Buren, was born
in Kinderhook, New York.
In 1848, 'President James Polk announced that gold had been discovered
in California. The gold rush of '49
followed.
In 1934, 66 people. were executed in
Russia after purge trialt. — .
In 1955, blacks in Montgomery, Ala.,
began a bus boycott to protest
segretated seating.
In 1962, the United States and the
Soviet Union agreed to cooperate in
peaceful uses of outer space.
Ten years ago: One thousand
protestors against the Vietnam War
demonstrated at an armed forces induction center in New York. Police
arrested 264 people, including baby
specialist Dr. Benjamin Spook and poet
Allen Ginsberg.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that states can shut down
drinking establishments that feature
nude dancers end gross sexuality.
One year ago: The Spanish Socialist
Workers Party held its first congress in
Spain since a ban by the Franco
government, with West Germany's
Willy Brandt among those attending.
Today's birthdays: Republican Sen.
Strom Thurmond of South Carolina is 75
years old. Former Army secretary
Stanley Resor is 60.
Thought for today: There is no
inevitability in history except as men
make it — U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Felix Frankfurter, 1882-1965.

Bible Thought
And he that taketh not his cross, and,
followeth after me, is not worthy of me.
-- Matthew 10:3R.
It is very diffiCiiltlo be a follower of
Jesus of Nazareth. It takesefoit, work.
anti even sacrifice to be a true
Christian.
.

20 Years Ago

Tip ter up and charge it to my pal over there."
An AP News Analysis

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer I

Conference Unexciting
But Serves Purpose
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. AP) — The
legislative session that begins Jan. 3.
prelegislative conference may have
The emotional issues such as aborbeen somewhat unexciting, but it
tion, the Equal Rights Amendment and
served the purpose of previewing the
laetrile may make news, but they
1978 General Assembly.
eventually will go away without leaving
There were no bitter fights for the
much of a mark on the Commonwealth.
leadership of either party — merely an
But.the impact of-the budget will be.
.unsuccessful attempt by some Senate --felt long_ tiff& fM session
enctsarti
Democrats and .a similar abeirtive--;- Mayett..-- .
move among *Use Republicans to
One controversy, already has
replace a few leaders.
emerged: whether to repeal the fiveThere were no inter-party denuncent state sales tax on residential utility
ciations. The Democrats handled their
bills, and if so, how to replace the lost
business quietly and the Republicans —
revenue.
outnumbered almost 5-1 — did not hurl
But the issue has not been put in focus
any invective at Gov. Julian Carroll.
yet because the figures have not been
Instead, a major theme during the
clarified. The Carroll administration
three days of meetings at Kentucky
contends that more than $90 million
Dam Village State Park was money —
would be lost in the next two fiscal
specifically the lack of it to satisfy
years if the utility tax is eliminated.
completely a few special and sectional
The Legislative Research Commission
interests.
estimates less than $30 million.
That seems to portend the most
Another controversy is just beginning
significant issues in the 60-day
to bud and, it, too, involves a huge
amount of money. It is the question of

Washington TodaN

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Reorganization
Behind Schedule
WASHINGTON (AP — President Service, supporting only limited
Carter's campaign to reorganize the changes to better define jurisdictional
federal government has slipped behind boundaries.
schedule. But from Carter's standpoint,
yettigrew said in a telephone inthat's not all bad.
terview that the administration is
As administration officials tell it, the trying to develop consensus
a
position
delays add up to making haste slowly. so whatever plan eventually
is subPostponed timetables, they argue, are --rnitted will sail through
Congress
likely to avoid more lengthy delays
without serious opposition.:
later.
Take the case of a planned
Under reorganization powers granted
reorganization of the agencies that
Carter last April, any administration
handle federal paperwork for the do-itplan for reorganization is killed if
yourself pension programa knOwn as
disapprond py either. the •Senate or
Keogh
Plans
and
Individual
House within 60 working days.
Retirement Accounts.
Because of this veto threat, the
Carter's reorganizers, working out of
reorganizers give every evidence of
the Office of Management and Budget, trying hard tO work
closely with
had hoped two months ago to have a
Congress in advance so their plans,
detailed pension reorganization plan
once submitted,face promising odds.
ready_ for ,submission to Congress on
,
Oct. 17. Now they may wait until next
Thus Carter's Reorganization Plan
year.
No. 1, involving the Executive Office of
the President,took effect automatically
The reason for the delay, according to
Richard Pettigrew, the president's top
in October with minimal congressional
opposition. And Plan No. 2, to replace
reorganizatiOn aide: the House committee that will handle the plan favors
the U.S. Information Agency with a new
International Communication Agency,
the creation of a single agency to administer the pension programs. But its
seems assured of early approval.
Among other things, the Executive
Senate counterpart wants the chore
divided, as it is now, between thd Labor
Office plan abolished the Office of Drug
Department and the Internal Revenue
Abuse Policy, which did give the
reorganizers some uncomfortable
moments. As Harrison Wellford,
OMB's executive associate director,
MU'iray Ledger & Times
told a reporter:
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
EditorR Gene McCutchcon
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how much of the coal severance tax
revenues should be returned to the
state's 40 coal-producing counties.
Judging from a preliminary meeting
of the mountain caucus, the coal
counties want about half of the
seyerwieg,40...levenues..._ which could _
amount to ,.$60 millionor inore•
year. Furthermbre,sotnelrant to spend
that money without any state
restrictions.
The Calloway County Soil ImporObviously, the administration has
vement Assoication distributed 75,000
other plans. With Carroll already
trees to forty farmers for planting on
predicting a "bare bones budget" for
_eroded
land in Galloway County. Five
the upcoming biennium-, -tiLs---atV
farmers who asked for 4,800 trees each,
ministration is not inclined to be overly
enough to plant four acres, were
generous in returning severance tax
Harvey Wood, Harden W. Parker,
receipts..
Arvin McCuiston, Rufe Burkeen, and
A third problem in the budget is the
O.J. Kline.
amount to be funneled to secondary and
Sheriff Wendel Patterson said that
elementary education to meet a.pledge
Hal Houston's car which was stolen
Dr.
by Carroll several years ago that he
two weeks ago, had been located in
would try to raise teachers' salaries to
Detroit, Mich. His medical kit was
the level of neighboring states by 1980.
found near Eggner's Ferry Bridge.
Carroll may wind up regretting the
The Murray Chamber of Cornrnerce
promise because, by most estimates, it
is now taking applications for memcannot be fulfilled without leaving other
bership, according to Max Hurt,
sources or programs impoverished in
executive secretary.
the next biennium.
Dr. A. D. Butterworth presented a
Removal of the ifile'S tat on utility
paper
on polio or infantile paralysis at
bills, the fate of the coal severance tax
the meeting of the Calloway County
and the level of teacher pay all were
Medical Society.
thrust before the public during the
Patricia Parker, daughter of Mr. and
prelegislative session.
Mrs.
Eubert Parker of Murray, was
Therefore no one can claim surprise
married to John Prothro,son of Mr. and
when these topics eventually become
Mrs. John W. Prothro of Big Sandy,
s
entwined in fiscal acrobatics and
Texas, on November 25.
politics during the upcoming legislative

30 -11ears Ago *

Business Mirror

Yes-, you 'could Call it making haste
•. '

lis .1 ihn ,iinni II

Economic Outlook
ookg Good:TA_(M-

NEW YORK I AP) — If you want
some relief from the handwringing that
seems to be inhere,* in most economic
forecasts, you should read the reports
coming out of General Motors these
days.
GM means generally magnificent
when applied to the economic outlook.
"There is no doubt that the U.S.
economy and the automobile industry
are in a dynamic period," one official
report states.
Dynamic? But isn't the automotive
industry harassed by all sorts of
seemingly insurmountable problems'
Isn't the econornic,,expansion a shaky
old creature trembling along on arthritic joints?
Just a few days ago, Thomas A.
Murphy, the GM chairman, issued a
yearend statement that stated:
"General Motors, as well as the
automobile industry in the United
States, in calendar year 1978, will set
records surpassing the marks now
"One of our unpleasant duties is to
being posted in 1977."
have to go up to Capitol Hill and explain
Murphy is making a tradition of such
to a committee whose only justification
statements. He is in effect saying that
for existence) is the oversight of a unit
we must remain aware of the problems
that we are abolishing. (On the drug
but not overlook what is right with the
agency) we really had three hours of
economy. He said the same things last
.
unmitigated hell."
year,and before too.
Echoing Pettigrew, Wellford said,
To illustrate, in Murphy's words:
-We have really made a tremendous
"We continue to be deeply concerned
effort to go out to the congressional
about the unemployment rate..." but
committees at earlier stages to get
we should also note that "the percent of
their advice about options that we are
the working age population that holds
developing."
jobs also approximates the highest
The ultimate objective,' said
level in peacetime history."
Wellfor(l, is "being sure we have a good
And demonstr4eifurther:
mise sof what needs to. be done, and .
"we4
Are aware 'that triatiyAti.
5
•
,slowly.

Murray State College has received a
grant of $65,900 from the National
Science Foundation for a summer
science institute with 50 high school and
junior high school teachers to be
selected from the Midsouth and Midwest to attend from June 16 to August 8.
Jamie Potts of the Kirksey 4-H Club is
pictured as Grand Champion of the
Mayfield Junior Burley Tobacco Show.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Potts.
More than five hundred persons
toured the Holiday House at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. I. Wells Purdon,302 North
10th Street, Murray, on December 3
from two to ten p.m. This was sponsored by the Rose and Garden Club.
Births reported include twin girls,
Rita Kay and Nita Gay,to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Alton on November 24.
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat Farmington, New
Concord beat Murray Training, and
Fulgham beat Hazal.

pairing business and consumer confidence. We remain confident, however,
that these-uncertainties will be.resolved
by soundly based programs in the
national interest."
Propaganda in the pursuit of selfinterest, say the cynics. What choice
has a company of GM's size but tc
promote good news about the economy
Bad
news trntertrilneS buyer
confidence: good news sells cars.
There's hardly any purpose in
denying the likelihood that this is an
ingredient in the GM recipe. Why, one
of its former chairmen once stated
publicly that as,GM goes, so goes the
nation.
But GM is also putting its money up.
and that you must respect.
Said Murphy: "General Motors again
will make major capital expenditures
next year. In 1977, GM's capital
spending, including special tools, will
aggregate $3.5 billion, more than 50 per
cent above last year's near record.
"For 1978 and 1979, we expect our
spending for the expansion and
modernization of our facilities to be at a
comparably high level."
In summary: -The balanced
economic expansion during 1977
provides a good foundation far
sustainable growth in tbe years
_ _ _
•_
ahead."
How odd those words! So many
people think the auto industry has had
a
terrible time of it, that the etshnomy has
been disappointing, that the economic
foundation is quivering, that the
economic road ahvd is mined, and that
Maybe smiling in public is unethical..
-144- -ipespipeor.s.f.--- -policy currently cloud the outlook for •ceptable to be optimistic7
And it ap1978 and haye the potential for irn- pears to pay off as well.
• •• •••••
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'Santa Makes
Special Appearance

Thousands See Murray Christmas Parade

etc\

Staff Photos
By Lowell Atchley
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ARM EitiEtAtit RE AST

Terminology used: PLENTIFUL - More than enough for requirements ADEQUATE - Enquat to
meet needs LIGHT
Less than adequate not enough /or normal needs

GUkag engirre.rs develop rtew plarts for

FOOD NIARKETI

GFann machinery storage

Pecans
adequate Following
a 1976 crop which was the smallest since 1962. the 1977 production to be 2% above the 1975
crop.

USDA
Agricultural Marketing Service

As of mid -November, the December supply situation looks - like Filberts
adequate. The 1977
tnIs
crop to be 53% above the short
openings 16 feet wide and 14
about 12% less than the large 1976 crop. and 9% below 1975
RED MEATS
feet high.. The shop area in this
crop in 1975. Dried prunes . .
Beef
plentiful
plan is 32 by 35 feet, the shop
Production to
California's produc- GRAINS 8 LEGUMES
be 2-4% below year-earlier lev- adequate
having an 'end or side door
tign about 8% above last year
els,
Rice adequate The 1977 crop
but
about
1%
above
the
targe
option.
and 5% above 1975.
to be 15% below the large 1976
1974-76 average for December
The shop area in both plans
crop and 16% below 11974-76
Grain-fed beef production to be
vegetables
Processed
adeinclude layouts for possible
average
'
above year-earlier levels, but not
quate with some items plentiful
power tools and equipment,
enough to offset smaller output
Wheat
.
plentiful
for
U.S.
inventories
of
food
As of Sept 30,
plus work areas and storage.
of grass-fed beef
frozen corn-on-the-cob were needs Production down 6%
An overhead loft in one area of
Pork
plentiful Production to
58% above the average for 1974- from record crop of 1976, but
the shop is shown in the plans,
76. and broccoli inventories about equal to the 1074-76 avercontinue seasonally large, but
the loft designed to provide
average 1-3% below a year earliwere 11% above the same peri- age Boosted by a large carryextra storage space for repair
er. and 4% abovegke 1974-76
od Frozen potato inventories over, the 1977-78 wheat Supply
average tor the month
were 3% above 1976 ,and 10% will be record large
items and miscellaneous
above the 1974-76 average Corn
plentiful for U S food
supplies that are riot too heavy.
POULTRY 8 EGGS
Canned sweet corn, beets, needs '1977 production 2%
Insulated wails and ceiling in
Broiler fryers
plentiful Dec
tomatoes and tomato products above record 1976 crop and 13%
the shop -area - make --iteasiermarketing rates more than 10%
above 1974-76 average. plentiful
above 1976 and nearly 20%
and more economical to heat
Fresh potatoes
plentiful
Fall
Dry beans
adequate for most
above
the
1974-76
average for
in winter to facilitate year
storage crop was 4% above the classes 1977 production
the month
down
around use.
1974-76 average with western 8% from 1976 and
12% below
Turkey
adequate New-crop
A third pran is for an production 5% above average 1974-76 average
marketings 7% above year earli"economy, dual-purpose" shed
and midwestern output 10%
NEW FARM MACHINERY STORAGE PLANS AVAILABLE-Pictured are artist's sketches of three
er and 10% above Dec average
that is 30 feet wide, with side
Dry split peas
above average Fresh onIons
light. 1977 pronew farm machinery storage buildings that have been designed by UK's Agricultural Engineering
for 1974-76 Cold storage holdduction to be 55% below 1976
plentiful Summer storage crop
entrance and a 12 foot eave. It
dual-purpose"
can
that
shed
an
"economy,
described
as
building
a
is
sketch
of
Department. The top
ings at start of Dec down sharpand 64% below 1974-76 average
lo they
is of pole-rafter design and has
be used not only as a machine shed, but can also double as a tobacco-curing facility. The two other
ly from year earlier, enough to
cwraosp.3b
%u tb8e:, w
above thneea v197149
-76
6 Reason is continuing drouth in
provisions for removable tiersketches are of larger structures and designed only for machinery storage and workshop facilities.
offset any anticipated produc- average
tpe Northwest. the major U S
Sweetpotatoes
rails at six-foot height in order
The budding at the lower left has a side entrance into a 32 by 35 shop area, the plans providing for
tion increase Total supply in
production area
adequate
length.
to
flexible
as
to provide two nets of air-cure and
wide
building
is 32 feet
an optional entrance to the shop at the end. The
Dec may be down 10-12% from
tobacco housing. The upper
1976 and 13-15% below the
The plans for the budding in the lower right call for a width of 40 feet, with a shop area 32 by 40
1974-76 average
tier-rails are at a 12-foot height
feet, the entrance to the shop being at the end of the building. lhe building at the top is of
pole-rafter design, while the other two are of clear-span, pole-type construckion.
and are part of the permanent
MILK 8 DAIRY PRODUCTS
roof structure. A row of posts.
Milk)and dairy products
plenare necessary". however, to
tifkik‘
j Production of milk to
support the roof and tobacco
continue above Dec 197e and
to Plan Service, Agricultural Engineering Department, University of Kentticky, Lexington, I
Dec 1974-76 average. and begin
load. Optional track doors are
Kentucky, 40506.
F
I
1
seasonal increase Production
included in the plans'for the
0
of manufactured dairy products
open side of the building. The
SI 00 for plan sr 741-9.40-ft. clear-span side-entering machine n. shed with -shop.
- to rise seasonally Commercial
blueprint plans do not include
stocks of manufactured dairy
0 $1.00 for plan #741-8 -32-ft. clear-span side-entering machinery shed with shop.
. a shop
_ . area, but one end area
products are receding but
_
could easily be inclosed to
should remain more than ade0 •50.50 for plan #741-7 - 30-ft. pole-rafter sideAntering machinery shed with optional
provide a shop and work area
quate to meet needs
-*-2-tier tobacco housing.
that cduld -aISO 'serve' as a
Preliminary figures for Oct. 1977
temporary tobacco Stripping
show American cheese producNAME:
tion down 5% from Oct 1976 but
room. This plan 'offers the
10% above 1974-76 average
small land owner an economROUTE,(STREET):
Oct 1977 figures also show ButIca/, versatile building that is
ter production 7% above Oct
capable of handling 1,000 to
CITY:
1976 and 15% above the 1974-76
STATE:
2,000 Pounds of tobacc-o`for
GRINDING et M1XAG
average. Nonfat dry milk pro. curing during the fall and
Complete Rations In Meal or Pellets For All listock
duction in Sept was 40% above
*Vehicle arid equipment storage
Sept -1976 and 35% above the
for the rest , of the year, plus plans may not fulfill everyone's extension agents or may bt sheets per plan.
1974-76 average for Sept Comneeds,
they
wilt
-frit
the • needs obtained ditiectly froni the RaiVITA FIRM* SERVICE HEADQUARTERS:
possibilities for other handy
mercial stocks of butter-on-Oct.
interested
are
you
case
"In
for farm machinery-storage
1 were 20% below 1976 and 9%
uses.
Service, Department of Agri- in a plan now, lust fill in the
below 1974-76 average for that
"While these three new that have been indicated in the, cultural Engineering, Uni- .form shown and. enclose the
mad}
, requests we have
Vie Can Mix To Your Specifications or Supply Complete Feed.
versity of Kentucky, Lexing- proper am outtrfor your copy," date Commercial stocks of
received," it was stated.
American cheese on Oct 1 were
ton, Ky. 40506. There IS a the engineers said. "Maybe you
2% below year-earlier levels, but
The engineers added there are
There's a
normal handling charge ol will still have time to get that 5% above 1974-76 average
"several individual and corn25 cents per blueprint sheet machinery shed built before
SPORT MIX — TRY/Ti
Manufacturers' stocks of sionfat
mercial_farm builder groupa_
- -with-the-tcrtat-costs
Hunters and Kennel Owners Ask About Our Kennel Price of 500
__drv-mylk-svere- IS% beloveY-1976
dependiFog
wrote
vie-a
theT
r
across
the
state" that also have
and 17% below 1974-76 average
Lbs and Over Approved By The National Research Council
Shield
for you too
some very good designs at comagain."
for Oct. 1
petitive prices and embodying
141
"r_it'
4
"
""trtganr
quick erection techniques.
WHOLESALEDISTRIBUTORS
FRUITS. VEGETABLES, NUTS
ri
210 E. Main
Farm Equipment, Livestock Feeders and Waterers.
The engineers said the new
Fresh
soma
or
apples
souse
and
winter
pears
Phone 753-0489
plans are available through the
plentiful Crop and storage conoffices of the individual county
ditions point to seasonally
A full and Complete Line of Products for Prevention Of Lnestock
heavy supplies Fresh oranges
and tangerines
Disease Prescription Drugs Available Through Your Veterutartsa
plentiful

Three new blueprint plans
for open-sided farm machinery
and equipment buildings have
been prepared and made available through the Agricultural
Engineering Plan Service in
UK's College of Agriculture,
according to George Duncan
and Doug Overhultz, extension
Agricultural engineers. Two of
the plans include an enclosed
shop area, with the third
having space available for the
possible addition of a shop.
"Many requests from farmers in the last few years have
indicated they -desire better
storage facilities to protect and
preserve the expensive, sophisticated modern-day machinery," the engineers said. The
new blueprints are the result
and since shop facilities for
servicing and maintenance of
such equipment are. also of
importance, the enclosed shop
area has been included in the
new plans, they added.
One plan provides fix a side
entrance opening measuring 19
feet wide and 14 feet high to
.accommodate a large combine
or other such large equipment,
the extension engineer
explained. Other side openings
can be of the 19-foot Width or
can be reduced- to more economical 16 or 12-foot widths.
• The shop area has a dimen, -Siettr.bf 32 by .40 feet, with an
end door of 20 feet wide by 14
feet high to accommodate any
size equipment to pass through
into the shop. There is also a
smaller "human-passage doorway" between . the shop arid
the storage area.
The building itself is 40 feet
wide of clear-span, pole-type
coditructiori..
_Another plan is for a medium size building, 32 feet wide
and also of clear-span, poletype 'construction; -- with stde-

ARMINGTON FEED
FARM SUPPLY,

FARMINGTON, KY.
"We Know How
stLo Help. Thanks
For The
Opportunity."

•
s
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FEEDS

HORSEFEED

DOG FEED

*Or

Farmowners

EQUIPMENT

Ronnie Ross

Farm Bureau Speaker
Expert In Three Areas

LOUISVILLE-The speaker
at Kentucky Farm Bureau's
All-Commodity Luncheon in
Louisville December 8, P. R.
"Bobby" Smith, seems to
have at least three pertinent
areas of expertise - politics.
farming and Farm Bureau.
And Smith, who serves as an
assistant to Agriculture
Secretary Bob Bergland, is
expected to touch on all three
7171
1
when he officially opens the
three-day run of the 58th
annual KFB' convention,
scheduled at the Galt House.
He confirmed his visit to the
meeting after Bergland, who
earlier had indicated he would
appear, announced he is
unable to attend.
,
Along with Smith; other
convention keynoters are Gov.
Julian Carroll, American
Farm Bureau Vice President
Robert Delano and KFB
President J. Robert Wade.
The latter three will share the
Dec.-9 speaking program.
Smith's credentials include
a background as a farmer,
cotton
Purchase-a new International Harvester Farrnall tractor, take
ginner
and
warehouseman, as well as
delivery before .January 1, 1978, finance the sale with International
service as vice president of
Harvester Credit Corporation, and finance charges will be waived
the Georgia Farm Bureau.
until March 1, 1978. See your International Harvester dealer for all
The native of Barrow County,
the details.
Georgia, served as chairman
- of , the
Carter-Mondale
Committee for Food and
Agriculture during last year's
presidential campaign, arid is
currently heading up the
USDA Tobacco Task Force
which is reviewing operation
of the tabacco price support
programs.
A general business session,
policy adoption and election of
directors and officers winds
up the convention on Saturday, December 10.
Some 939 voting delegates
representing regular r far._ zer,i...members ih the 120
county Farm Ilureaus will be

Special Retail Terms
On New International
Farmall Tractors

We also offer free interest on new International Harvester Combines until-September 1, 1978.

di

Pur
cha
se
EQUIPMENT CO INC
thq 94

Phone 153-1215

tbatelarstrtifica4m-ai.the

convention. Delegates vote
their choice for KFB directors
in district caucuses Friday
afternoon, and decide policy
and elect officers during the
Saturday session.
Other convention highlights
include four commodity
conferences Thursday
following the opening lurk
cheon, and two youth-related
nighttime programs Thursday
and Friday. The four conferences, designed to attract
farmers
with
differing
commodity interests, will deal
with feed grains, tobaceo,
livestock and dairy. The king
and queen contest occupies
the spotlight Thursday night,
while two divisions of talent
competitibn comprise Friday
night's agenda.
Women who attend the
convention will be treated to
several special events, including a Ladies' Tea, hosted
by Mrs. Joan Wade, and a
combined lunchean and style
revue, featuring competition
among entrants wearing
homesewn casual and dressy
garments.
breakfasts
Two
are
scheduled, a special Membership Breakfast on Friday
and the traditional legislative
Breakfast Saturday. Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow,
majority floor leader of the
Kentucky
House
of
Representatives, will address
the legislative function,
designed as a warm-up for
Farm Bureau's program in
the 1978 General Assembly.
Field Services Director
Willard "Mutt" Carroll will
unveil a beefed-up mem•tiership promotion program
Friday morning, featuring
sorpe new incentive awards
protrama designed' to eneoaita-14e- M ember ship
recruitment on the county
...or
,
•

ANIMAL HEALTH SUPPLIES

Although current crop is smaller
than 1976. oranges should be
seasonally heavy Fresh cran-

berries and cranberry products
adequate Continuing harvest problems associated with
heavy rainfall cut earlier prospects of plenty Fresh grapefruit

and grapefruit products
plentiful Above-average crops
expected in all producing areas

Raisins
plentiful The 1977
production about 45% larger
than last year's short crop, but

Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Discuss Your Animal
Health Needs We Work Together

A NEW SERVICE
VETERINARY MITRITIONAL COLICLIW,
COMPRISED Of:
RATION FORMULATION
HERD HEALTH RECOMMENDATIONS
PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE
Your neighbor Nutrena knows

how to help.

Nutrena.Feeds‘

Free
oubleslide door.

We're making a repeat offer on the
best deal in Butler Farrnsted% building
history. Buy an all-steel Farmsted building
now and get a double slide door. Free.
You don't have to buy sight unseen.
Let us show you a Farmsted building. What
you see is what you get. And what you get

is the best in farm buildings at a price you- can afford.
Buy now and you'll get a free double 1,
Slide door. See us right aWay, and let's
'f,
make a deal on a Farmsted building. And a
free door.
OLITLZA>
[AGRI - BUILDER]

Hilman Coles Construction Co.
_ Murray, Ky.

...(Iffice Ph. 502-753-389T
Yew-

KeifkItart102
Gills F Aillerson 502-153-544
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Fasthall Named Bronze
Award Winner In FFA

RECAST
Leaf Producers Reminded- Of
Proper Use Of Marketing Cards

local, state, regional and
national levels to recognize
FFA
members
for
achievements in activities
leading to careers in
riculture.
ury Production Award
winn
from 12 states
competed
for
regional
recognition in the 12 states
A
that make up the FFA's
central region. The regional
tatwinner was Robert Nigh of
Viroqua, Wi. who will receive
•
•
4....:i-if•
a plaque, a check for $250, and
.1„4" ••••
-T . -:*_•isP.4.
partially paid travel expenses
erordinglaDentisTotson. properly managed residue will put money in the bank
to the National FFA Con.'
%ration in Kansas City,
Missouri, in November. At the
Convention Robert will
compete against Regional
Dairy Production Award
winners selected in each of the
other three FFA regions.
Kenneth will be presented a
framed
certificate
recognizing his placing in the Stalks and straw,residue, or and water movement. If the seedbed preparation should be
trash properly managed can no-tillage system is followed, made immediately before
regional competition.
mean more consistent yields a good portion of the residue planting.
and higher profits for the can be removed and used for
Some advantages of the
grain farmer, Dentis Colson, feed. About 70 pounds of corn management system include
member of the Calloway Co.
Soil Conservation Service residue is produced for each more snow and water trapped
FFA Chapter.
Agronomist, believes,. _
bushel of corn harvested. diiring the winter. _Residue
Kenneth became eligible for
Colson, recognized by the Some two tons of residue per mixed with the plow layer and
the regional runoff when he
Kentucky Association of acre is ideal on the surface at on top decays faster and does
won the $100 State FFA Dairy
Conservation Districts as planting time for the no-till a better job of building tilth.
'Production
Award
coConservation Man of the Year system. Considering a 100- The soil is less apt to crust and
sponsored by Avco New Idea,
for 1977, has been one of the bushel corn per acre yield, interfere with seedling
Farm Equipment Division of
outstanding proponents of no- some 7,000 pounds of residue emergence. The power, fuel,
Coldwater, Qttio, and The De
till -farniffig for erosion con- woUld be-producid' ,- So it Wonld and time requirementi- are
Laval Separator Company of
trol. "Many farmers are. still be possible to harvest one to less with chisel plowing,
Poughkeepsie, New York. The
going to plow, and it may be two tons of residue for feed. disking, or no-tillage as
award is one of 19 Proficiency
good, biit the secret of good
Fall plowing on some fields compared to deep-clean
Awards presented annually at
plowing is to leave a part of may be flirting with disaster, plowing. Valuable wildlife find
the residue on the surface of Colson believes. This exposes food, cover, and insects in the
the land. It May be called the field through the worst trashy. clover,,...
'trashy'farming and might be eresiOn season on uplands. i-A
-It may-lara- little trashy
ridiculed by the neighbor, but slight time advantage may be to the neighbors, and may be
it takes money to the bank," gained in early spring but it ridiculed, but which is more
Colson stated.
could be lost in yields. Disking important; savings oil and
The soil structure and and puddling the soil in late
yields, or what the
workability is maintained winter and early stifing
a neighbors thiak?", Colson
ATLANTA, Ga.—The t first
management waste of time and soil. Any
concluded.
meeting of the recently -Ritty Cunningham, son of through proper
The
straw and
the
residue.
of
F
s
established Federal Grain " W. and Mrs.
Bobby- Cun- stalks help replenish plant'
Standards Act Advisory
ningham of Dexter Route 1 nutrients and hold the soil in
Committee will be held at
has been selected as mem- place. The plant nutrients can
Washington, D.C., Dec. 14.
ber of the month for Nov. by be replaced, bul-organic
Leland E. Bartlet, adfrom the
ministrator 'of the U.S. the Calloway County Chap- matter formed
be replaced.
residue
can't
ter
of
Future
Farmers
of
AIM THE DAIRY COW
Department of Agriculture's
Other priceless benefits
is PROBABLY THE GREATEST
,(USDA) Federal Grain In- America. Ricky was selected
Hew
the
may be overlooked.
PROTEIN RECYCLING* MACMNE
spection Service, said the as a result of winning the
handled influences
AVAILABLE 70 NAN...
purpose of the meeting is to chapter fire prevention residue is
soil, the
insoak
in
the
water
essay
contest
and
is
one
of
review the 1976 Grain Stansoybean roots
fT/5 E577MATEP THAT A CCW PUIeNG
dards Act and make recom- the 3 finalists in the chapter depth corn and
stored
A 305144Y LAC
ON PL9W00
mendations-- regarding its Soil Conservation Essay con- reach for soil and water
.5 Clc M/1/4"
and
CAN PRODUCE 42
plant
nutrients,
test. Ricky is chairman of the
implementation.
PROTEIN WHILE cvbstyNG._
yield per acre.
The meeting will begin at 9 FFA Leadership Committee ultimately the
479 POUNDS OF GRAIN 311S2,'
Residue can be turned into a
a.m., in Room 2096 of USDA's this year. He was also 1977
PROTEIN...
4i0
T4 A RA770 OF
and soil saving asset
moisture
South Building, 14th and In- winner of the Regional FFA
• Ai.10
most equipment and
dependence Ave. S.W. The Swine Impromptu Speaking •••
''lystems. If the stalks and
meeting is open to the public. contest and participated in
straw are plowed down into a
-;• tCommittee members from the state contest last June in
PEP A
...ompact layer beneath the
the Southeast are: George M. Louisville and served as a
PROTEIN CONCENTRATE ----furrow slice, it slows down the
Wood, Camden, North
REAT4CEMEN7; SHE CAN
delegate to the state FFA flow of water in the soil. If the
PROCK/CE MORE PROTEIN MAN
Carolina, corn, soybean and
Convention. Ricky is a junior residue is mixed from the top
SHE crwsumes. THAT PROTEIN
hog farmer; and James M.
at CCHS this year.
throughout the plow layer, it
APPEARS ON AMERICAN ?AWES AS DELICA,US
Gaston, Atlanta, Ga., Gold
„speeds water and air
WHOLE MILK OYEESE, ANDOTHER CAIRY PRODUCTS.
Kist:official.
movement •
and
filth
ANIMAL HEALTH ANO MORMON MOOLICTS
(-workability and soil strucCONTRIBUTE 70 THE AliKINCOACE NIP ECI9N•
ture).
OMY OF NUTRI770V.I5 DAIRY PRODUCTS...
Good management
DAIRYMEN CAREFULLY REAP AND FOLLOW
essentially incorporates the
LABEL OIRECT(ONS TO /NSURE THAT
#;
residue into the soil and on the
AN/MAL HEALTH PRODUCTS ARE USED
A'ROPERLY AVP EFFECTIVEL);
surface, increases soil
porosity, and,provides more
Ainymiu NEA1rWhys7irureis'SY416(304
air for faster, stronger root
APPEARIN&' CS(MANY LABELS,
growthrEtts rife sraeY..
Constant plowing and
covering of the residue can
VrAKE
REAP THE LABEL m
develop a total barrier to
water and air movement. The
• fields.-became- near stertle,-__
holes and low areas are
flooded,and the soil is difficult
to work. Sheet and gully
erosion moves tons of soil and
The Ilth National Young Kelly, Michael Burchett, Max
netrienta'per_ acre from theseGore, Richard Jones, Michael
field's, especially fail plowed Farmers' Educational 1n
stitpte will be held in Shelton, Max Hughes, and
uplands.
Proper alternatives, ac- Louisville, on December 11-14 Johnnie Stockdale, teacher of
cording to 'Colson, include at the Galt House and new agriculture.
The Kentucky
Young
leaving a part of the residue Commonwealth Convention
oo the surface when plowing. Center. A crowd of 1,000-2,000 Farmer Association, hosts for
This can be accomplished by young farmers (and wives ) the institute, has planned an
standing the residue on edge who are enrolled in Vocational entertaining and educational
classes program. Two days of bus
with the furrow slice, Agriculture
Haying a completed Christmas Club is like
United States tours are planned and include
the
providing
a
pathfor
air
and
throughout
haying your own personalized Santa
water movement through the are expected to attend this young farmer farms, tobacco
tucked away for the holidays! You 'can
warehouses, Claiborne Farm,
soil! The straw and stalks four-day corwention.
reach any desired amount you .wa
I.
mark each furrow slice across
The Callornly County Young International Harvester
Yuletime by depositing a set sy m
the field. This will work on fall Farmer classes meet at the factory, Churchill Downs, and
week into your club account' loin The Club
or spring plowing.
Murray Vocational Center for other points of interest.
today and be on the road to a carefree
The chisel plow or disk instruction in agriculture Speakers include Grady Nutt,
shopping spree next Christmas without
effectively mixes the residue production.. This is the first Tommy Bell, and Pat
going into debt! It's the best way vet to inthroughout the tillage zone. year for our chapter locally. Liembach with the welcome
sure a happy holiday!
The mulch or trash left on the and many young fanners_and Sunday'night being given by
surface helps keep the soil wives have enthusiastically Governor Julian Carroll.
The purpose of the institute
cooler in midsummer' and enrolled in this program.
IS to promote a continuing
prevents evaporation frOm the
,Settezal of these members
surface.
the Calloway County Your
educational program among
No-tillage systems, with Farmer Chapter are plannwg young farmers of the nbtion.
FDIC
only the planter tracks to attend the festivities in This program is contributing
disturbed, is the ultimate in Louisville.. Those planning to Immeasurably to the welfare
. We Salida The Miura; Nigh School 'Witching
residue mana ement. The_ _represent _ Calkoy,ey,_;1101,1174,„
Irconiie-41911eliseAnd- the
'
— •
land,"Natiinial Champs"
Fe-striae tits ris a stiaahltp are: -Darirly—and ,Thdy
re of agriculture fir the
and providesfor complete air nitighath Jim and Penn', c0untry.
Kenneth Pksehall of Hazel
Rt. 2 has beeh narped a Bronze
award winner in egional
competition for the FFQairy
Production Proficiee.
Award. Kenneth is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carves Paschall
of Calloway Co. and is a
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Sure Comes In Handy
At Christmas Time

Young Farmers Institute
Slated In Louisville

Bank of Murray
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Lexington, Ky.,—November
21 began what some 142,000
Kentucky farmers have spent
all year for—marketing of
their Burley tobacco crop.
"Each year farm operators
have to pay penalties and
quota
possibly receive
reduction," says Beverly G.
Yeiser, Sr., State Executive
Director of the Kentucky
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service(ASCS),
"simply because they did not
understand
thoroughly
quota
marketing
regulations." ASCS is the
agency within the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
which /is responsible for
regulating the production and
marketing of certain commodities.
During the marketing of the
1976 Burley tobacco crop, 141
violations were cited, according to Yeiser. "Not only
do producers have to pay a
severe penalty, but usually
will have their subsequent
year's quota reduced," Yeiser
pointed out.
Aecariling_tu:_ Yeiser,
"Burley tobacco marketing
cards are issued only for
identification of tobacco
grown on one fatin, the /arm
number in which the card is
-Willed under. Producers are
'net to''sell tobacco on their
card that -was grown -ore:
•

anOthig• -farm If a tobacco
marketing card is used to
market tobacco from a farm
Other than the farm'on which
produced, the subsequent
year's quota may be reduced
for both farms and each
producer may be liable for
and
criminal
penalty
^presecution," Yeiser emphasized. Violation of the U.S.
Criminal Code provides for a
rule of not more than $10,000 or
imprisonment for not more
than 5 years.
YeiSer also pointed out that
to transfer x quota between
farms, a proper ASCS lease
must be filed and approved by
the local county ASC committee. "Operators are held
solely responsible for the
tobacco sold on that farm's
marketing card,"says Yeiser,
"and for this reason, every
county ASCS office is
responsible to see that all
producers are made aware of

marketing
quota
regulations."
The per pOihd Rene* for
the 1977 Burley tobacco crop is
.$06. Yeiser requested that
each producer should examine
his marketing card and sale
bills after each sale to see if
the sale 'Was correctly
recorded. "Any error should
be reported to the ASCS office." comments Yeiser.
According to Yeiser, "We are
counting on 100 percent
cooperation from our Kentucky
Burley
tobacco
producers."
Should producers have any
questions concerning the
proper marketing regulations
of Burley tobacco, they should
contact their local county
ASCS office.
All programs administered
by ASCS are eligible for any
qualified person, regardless of
race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.

"Two years ago,
Frank and Jean
learned what dependable
ag finance really means."

•••

A Consumer fop
from Extension Specialists et
the UK College of Aorioutture
WITS kepr-at below-zero

temperatures will stay safe to
eat indefinitely, according to
UK food specialists with the
Cooperative Extension
Service. But for best quality
and flavor, folio* these
storage times: beef and lamb
roasts, up to 12 months;
ground and stew meats, up to
three months; pork sausage,
up to three months; and
variety meats, up to four
months. Fresh turkey and
chicken, frozen whole,. will
keep up to 12 months.
Thaw frozen meat, poultry
or fish before cooking by
putting in the refrigerator at
temperature below 40 degrees
to prevent further bacterial
growth. Never thaw food at
room temperature. To speed
up the- thawing process, UK
food - specialists with the
Cooperative Extension
Service recommend placing
the meat in a tightly-wrapped
water-proof package in a pan
of cold water.
'1111MN111111111mIer

It was a rough year for Frank and Jean,
but they found their way through it.
They also found that PCA•really is the
dependable source of agriculture credit
.in good times and bad.
- You talk, we'll listen.
Jackson PurChase PCA
305 N. 4th
.753-5602
Murray, Ky.
McCollon
—
Secretary
Anita
Keys F. Keel — Field Office Manager
Richard Price — Field Representative

Luxury...Economy...
Performance..Value:
Everything's coming
up Loadstars!
II'iiMt,
•••
.

We've got the hottest deals in
trucks -today. And if your sire is medium, novs's the time to trr
on a rukged dependable load star
Today. I oadstar's got three
wart to help you arnse at VOUI
one sure decision .' "—
fconomiter. Rieder and Sundance, And, one of them is
bound to suit sour mediumdutv truck needs to a "T "

The Loadstar Econolhizer is the lowest-priced diesel made in
America. It's a value when you buy it — and it keeps paying off
with dependable performance for years to come.
Few things on wheels are stingier with a gallon Of gas than the
..
44ez. It's specially built for today and today's gas prices.
And if you want to mix business with pleasure, the Sundance
is just what you're looking for. Glossy on the outside, comfortconscious on the inside — Sundance gets the job done with a
special flair.
Economizer. Binder. Sundance•One of them is right for you.

Taylor Motors,
-10-7112Inc.
1411111MIMIa.
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Denver Wins AFC West
Crown, Cardinals Upset

(MURRAY LEDGER P TIMES)

NTS
Racer Women Now 2-4,
Defeated In Louisville

New England, 8-4, and the scored on a 1-yard run, broke open the game in the third
'By ALEX SACHARE
loser of tonight's game bet- loose on an 84-yard scoring period.
AP Sports Writer
Steelers 30;Seahawks 20
and jaunt in the fourth quarter as
National ween Baltimore,
the
,Making
Bradshaw ran for two
Terry
seventh
up
its
wrapped
8-3.
Dallas
Football League playoffs is Miami,
h touchdowns and
11th
and
Pittsburg
title
East
NFC
NFC
Cowboys
for
old hat for the Dallas
and settled
_
a third and-Franco --The_ travel-weary Murray margin more .
12
in
passed.for
tnealeat
berth
East
as
the
in
is
10-2,
playoff
and Los Angeles Rams, but ' Dallas,
win.
13-point
the
l
basketbal
women's
State
to
yards
103
Harris lained
years.
not for comeback hero Craig winner.
"The girls were really tired.
Dorsett, who carried 23 raise his season total to 1.052 team will return to the
Minnesota, 8-4, leads
Morton and the surprising
was about one in the morIt
MSU
the
of
confines
friendly
the
on
10th
him
NFL
place
and
Chicago by one game in the times, is only the third
Denver Broncos.
before we arrived in
ning
p.m.
7
a
with
Arena
Sports
rookie to gain 200 yards in one career list with 6,185.
"It's been a long time for the Central.
e from Northern
Louisvill
tough
a
against
Tuesday
game
0
Bills
10,
Redskins
_
. Los Angeles, 9-3,is in as the game, joining Jim Brown and
Denver Broncos, but it's been
Saturday. Four
Kentucky
team.
Kentucky
Joe Theismann's 12-yard eastern
Toni Wilson.
even longer for Craig Mor- West champion.
games in six nights can be a
who
women,
Racer
The
the
in
Fugett
Jean
to
pass
14
Rams 20, Raiders
St. Louis, Washington and
ton," said the 34-year-old
little tough," Racer coach
Haden completed 13 of 22 second period provided the finished a tough road trip
quarterback, who threw two Chicago, each 7-5, are the
Jean Smith said.
to
loss
60-47
a
with
n
Saturday
Washingto
n
touchdow
only
not
card,
was
wild
passes for 186 yards,
touchdown passes to help frontrunners for the
Hall,
Freedom
in
in a game played Louisville
Denver subdue the Houston as well as Minnesota if it fails intercepted and was sacked needed
"We didn't play that badly.
nearly 60,000 empty are now 2-4 on the season.
Oilers 24-14 Sunday and clinch to win the Central Division. St., Just twice as Los Angeles before
of our 13 walking
Most
up
Only 22,975 showed
the American Conference's Louis is at Washington Satur- clinched its fifth straight NFC seats.
was the violations in the second half
game
s
Saturday'
West title. -Oakland's Ken at 80,020-seat Rich Stadium, fourth in six nights. The could have been called fouls.
Western Division title and the day in a key game.
by contrast, was 16 the smallest crowd in Buffalo
Stabler,
Sungames
NFL
in
other
berth
In
playoff
Broncos' first
Racers played at Vanderbilt Louisville just beat us to death
194 yards but was since 1963.
for
day, the Chicago Bears shut for 37
their 18-year history.
Wednesday and won in physically under the basket,"
Bengals 27, Chiefs 7
"It was very satisfying for, out the Tampa Bay Buc- intercepted four times and
overtime, then lost a tough 75- Smith added.
Ken Anderson threw two 70 game Friday at Northern
me," said Morton, who suf- caneers 10-0, the Minnesota sacked four times.
None of the Racers scored in
0
Bucs
10,
Bears
San
the
n passes as Cin- Kentucky before losing to the twin figures.
edge
to
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touchdow
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Vikings
frustratio
of
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fered
In six home games, Tampa cinnati handed Kansas City its Cardinals.
backup in Dalla.1 and then as a Francisco 49ers 28-27, the New
The Racers, after the game
has been Shut out 'five 10th loss in 12 games, the most
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beat
Patriots
York
New
England
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a
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with Eastern Tuesday, played
As has been the story for at Elizabethtown Thursday
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other
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.
in
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very
Giants
I'm
York
.
this
season, the Racer women and Lambuth Saturday.
together.
really
Louis Cardinals 27-7, the held Chicago scoreless for novers and breakdowns," again started off with a bang,
proud of it."
Proud is not the word for Pittsburgh Steelers defeated three periods, but then Bob bemoaned Chiefs Coach Tom rolling out to an 8-0 lead in the
Mgevey State
opening minutes. In the game
Denver's first-year coach, the Seattle Seahawks 30-20, Thomas booted a 32-yard field Bettis.
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Racers trailed 31-24.
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the New York Jets-edged. the cluding a 69-yard bomb to on a fturth-and-goal try from
UNSTOPPABLE - The -Racers' Mike Muff (40) was untalk about them."
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Dallas and Los Angeles are New Orleans Saints 16-13.
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Chargers 37, Browns 14
Morton threw 13-yard touch- play, for the victory to.. remain
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did manage to trim the gap to
3-4 3 1 5
1-1
Steve Grogan connected three TDs as San Diego
Dallas clinched the Eastern Broncos to a 14-7 halftime
0-0 3 4 2
but then wound Griffith
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33- whipped ClevelandThje was
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final
the
victory over the Philadelphia shoulder on
31 29-60
Eagles behind Tony Dorsett, the first half but came hack in touchdown that kept the Patri- team," said Browns Coach
who rushed for 206 yards and the fourth quarter to guide the ots' playoff hopes alive. That Forrest Gregg. "They didn4
two touchdowns. Los Angeles Broncos to their decisive pass capped an 89-yard drive. seem to care."
Giants 27, Cardinals 7
Jets 16, Saints 13
assured itself of the NFC West score, his 33-yard pass to
Field goals of 42, 29 and 27
crown with a 20-14 decision Odums setting up Norris "They took the ball and
write
stuck it down our throats," yards by Pat Leahy, the latter
over the defending Super Bowl Weese's 5-yard run.
Coach Don two in the fourth quarter,
dejected
a
said
champion Oakland Raiders on
14
Oilers
Cowboys 24,
Coryell after his St. Louis helped the Jets past New Ora 43-yard scoring pass from
Tony Dorsett, who earlier
Cardinals were upset by the leans. Clark Gaines rushed for
Pat Haden to Harold Jackson
Box 307,Murray, KY 42071
Giants. Cornerback Bill -103 yards for New York, while
with 2:10 to play.
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'touchdo
for
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54-yard
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Reyant's
Chuck Muncie
That fills three of the eight
with an interception broke the Saints.
playoff berths. The Baltimore
Colts could make it four with a
• 4.
victory over the Miami Dolphins tonight. That would
clinch the AFC East title for
IAMINIMI••
the Colts, although the „ LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API .11M.•
Dolphins would still be in the A peculiar back ailment
running for a wild-card berth. forced James Lee to the
Here's the way the playoff trainer's table lapt week, but
_09
picture looks:
the muscular reserve forward
AFC
tonight
uniform
in
will be
Denver, 11-1, is in the play- when top-ranked Kentucky
No Finance Charge
offs as the West winner.
greets Indiana here in Rupp
For 12 Months
Baltimore, 9-2, can clinch Arena.
the East title tonight.
Heat treatments and a
Pittsburgh, 8-4, leads the whirlpool bath apparently did'
Central by one game over the trick, however, and the 6Cincinnati, 7-5. The two teams foot-6 sixth man will make his
AT HOME - Jimmy Warren is at home in more than one
meet Saturday at Cincinnati. season debut tonight. ...
.
18an
up
May. Here, he's at home on the wing as he fires
Oakland, 9-3, is still alive in
Lavon, Williams
and
Lee
a
he's
since
home,
at
also
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And
he
points.
two
footer for
the wild card race, along with missed the season opener
Birmingham native.
against Southern Methodist
University after being ruled
ineligible for the - game
Up To 12 Months To Pay With No Finance Charge
because they participated in
an exhibition game last
summer.
Kentucky will be without
'Refrigerators
guard Jay Shidler, who still is
*Freezers
recuperating from foot survery.
.ntes
•Ra
Shidler was a thorn in In•Disliwashers
diana's side last year, pamping in 20 points in a 66-51
*Microwave Ovens
victory at Bloomington, hid:
*Washers
However, the Wildcats'
backcourt will feature a
*Dryers
familiar face for the Hoosiers.
Kyle Macy scored 11 points in
*Color TV's
each of his two games against
*Black & White TV's
Knight's
Bobby
Coach
national charnpions
*Stereos-Consotes
ago when he played for
*Stereo Components
Purdue.
The remainder of the Ken*Motorola CB's
tucky lineup is set - guard
'Motorola Tape Players
Truman Claytor, center Mike
Jack
forwards
and
Phillips
*Portable Appliances-Cookwares
01 I//71
, 11/1 WI Ii/R/
GiVens and Rick Robey.
If Indiana's game against
East Carolina is any indication, however, fans will
need a program to keep up
Big Special On
with Knight's substitutions.
Trailing by four points with
Tennis Rackets
11 minutes remaining against
the Pirates, Knight replaced
his entire floor team.
Butch Carter, Jim Roberfull
soft
Thane's
SIR HASTINGS - luxurious in hand
Phil Isenbarger, Scott
son,
fashioned long sleeve shirt aocented with full fashioned
and Tommy Baker
Eells
l-X1
S-Mcollar and loop placket. 1004,Orlon' acrylic
to outscore East
proceeded
camel
Green heather, blue heather, navy, natural, tan,
Carolina 29-11 over the last
Store Hours:
heather, chocolate, oxford. Machine wash and dry.
2 minutes to blow the gam9
/
101
8 a.m.-5 p.m. thru Dec. 8
DuPont Reg. T.M.
open and nail down a 75-59
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Dec. 9 thru hc. 23
The cost of credit is paid by the dealer and is
victory.
included in the cost of goods & services
"That's the first time since
I've been coaching that I've
substituted five guys in a tight
game," Knight said. "But the
people.who were playing just
weren't getting done what we
CenteT
Dixieland
needed to have done.And ;he
put in have been
-.
'73VeiiTiritliPITtlff/VVIrilellibt*Ii94
working just as hard and Often
times playing just as effectively as those we had in"

I

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Lee Back For
'Cats In Game
With Hoosiers

LA

DECEMBER
Just in Time SPECIALS!
For The Holidays Buy Now - Pay Later

THANE

Sporting Goods

' Free Parking

Free Gift Wrapping

EVERYTHING IN THE STORE SPECIAL PRICED
STOREWIDE SALE!

Burkingimm Eall,KM.

Oeorge Hodge Son,Inc

7

A
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Tall, Talented Samford
Nips MSU In Overtime•

7
4
4
4
0
0
9
9
4

17

whistle was blown by the throws for a 77-76 Samford didn'tdidn't do anything. The second thus far as they must play
By MIKE BRANDON
half, our defense was much Kansas, a team which has
lead.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor official.
clock down tougher and we executed 'Shawn no mercy on its three
the
ran
was
Murray
either
there
Therefore
There's one giaod thing
walking was' until when with eight seconds better -OK -offense," Overton prtwieus- victims.
about Murray State's 77-76 a foal called or
"They've beaten everyone
a short said.
missed
left,
Wilson
ache
since
Muff,
on
called
overtime loss at Samford
The first half, it was all they've play.ed by 40 and 50
the jumper from the right corner.
Saturday: Samford isn't in the tually had possession of
was Mike Muff. Working against a points," Overton said. "
ball
the
was
However,
Nothing
Wrong.
ball?
Ohio Valley Conference. And
"They are a club that can
broke knocked back toward Wilson tough Samford zone, Muff
that may be a good thing for called and the officials
really
embarrass you. Mt
and
points
contact
was
16
bombed in
gave and though there
the seven other OVC teams too up the scuffle and
was made almost all of the points came that's life in the big city," the
call
no
everywhere,
Racer
out.
ball
the
Murray
as the impressive-looking
then and Samford grabbed the ball from the 15-22 foot range., Racer coach added.
Bulldogs showed off their coach Fred Overton
Murray will continue its
in and headed down the sideline, Jimmy Warren had eight
sent
and
timeout
a
called
talent before a Homecoming
"big
-city" schedule as they
too
they
and
half
bounds.
of
the
in
out
points
the club only to step
crowd in the beautiful, new three guards when
Murray the ball came over the zone, from the play at Indiana University in a
gave
That
floor.
the
on
back
came
17,004-seat Civic Center in
1:05 p.m. game Saturday
Murray got the ball in and with three seconds left and outside: - •
downtown Birmingham.
called time.
Murray played much, much before returning home to host
Overton
freshman
left,
seconds
11
with
Last Monday, Samford led
Donnell Wilson threw the better in the second half and a good Mississippi College
for much of the game before guard David Lowry was
inbounds near the top of looked better than they did in club a week from tonight.
ball
outstanding
an
Lowry,
fouled.
losing 83-79 to Tennessee. It
to Lowry who fired their first two games of the
circle
the
the
missed
was almost the same 'way free throw shooter,
teernay Starts
to Danny season. But, the Racers
underneath
ball
the
bonus.
the
of
end
front
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
again Saturday...
Muff
pressure.
open
under
14-27
3-3 1 1 31
wide
failed
was
simply
who
Jarrett
floor
the
down
flee
Samford
entire
the
trailed
Murray
Warren
7-18
2-3 3 5 16
only to slam the ball
had
left,
and
seconds
three
with
and
3-9
3-4
Randall
5 4 9
points
31
with
Muff finished
first half before they .finally
0.0- t " 5 4
24
fired in for the winning basket. But while Warren had 16. No other Jackson
caught up and grabbed the senior guard Elvin Terry
2-4 r 2 8
Wilson
3-7
the game Jarrett didn't dunk it. Instead, Racer hit twin figures. Thtrdlull
s. 2-4
0-0 3 1 4
lead with 5:50 left in the game in a 12-footer to send
little
3 1 2
0-1
hurried
1-2
Jarrett
a
up
put
he
Samford had five men in Kelly
when Birmingham native into overtime.
0-0 1 0 0
0-0
from about three or double figures and two more Barber
jumper
tip
opening
the
took
Murray
0
0-0
0 ?
1-1
Jimmy Warren hit on a drive
0-0 0 1
0-1
in the overtime and went into four feet and somehow, the who were just a field goal Lawry
for a 60-59 Racer lead.
33-74 10-16 19 20 76
Totals
er. Finally, with ball failed to go in. Jarrett away from making it seven in
From that point, even a four-corn
Sanford
the extra period, tipped the ball but it caught double digits.
in
left
2:52
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
though the score went back
rolled
and
rim
2-2 2 2 2
the
Jackson
of
0-1
back
fouled. He hit the
Samford, whose recruiting Williams
and..forth between a tie and a Mike Muff was
1-2 1 0 9
4-6
off.
and
bonus
the
of
end
first
the
2-2 2 1 8
agts
3-8
has already been bolstered by
two-point Racer lead, it apmen
big
.
M
2 5 10
our
rill
2-2
4-6
put
"We
led 72-71.
their new playing facility as Rivers
peared the Racers had things the Racers
4-5 7 0 12
41
and Randall) under they have some superb frosh Coleman
(Jarrett
and
back
shifted
lead
The
6-10
0-0 6 1 12
under control. And they
TWO FOR THIRDKILL - Johnnie Thirdkill (35) of the Racers goes inside for a bucket as 6-5
4-I 6 5 10
3-9
finally and we had two good shooters talent, will play host to Ole Bumbrv
did.. until the final 11 seconds. forth and Samford
3
Terry
3
12
4-4
4-11
freshman Brion Coleman defends. Watching are John Randall (21) of the Racers and 6-11 freshLowry and Muff) outside," Miss tonight.
lead at 75-74 on
0-0 1 3 2
Kahn
1-1
Skeeter Wilson, another grabbed the
play.
77
final
20
37
the
man Steve Kahn (50) of Samford. The balanced Bulldogs took a one-point win in overtime.
19-21
of
Totals
said
2940
Overton
Andrea
by
throws
Meanwhile, Murray State Murray
Birmingham native playing two free
11 39 5-76
(Staff notes by Mike Broaden)
"We were looking for Muff will have its toughest game Samford
1:57
left.
with
Jackson
34
37
6-77
with Murray State, was fouled
get
and
penetrate
to
Lowry
left,
or
seconds
32
Then with
on a move to the bucket and
couple of changes of a shot off. Lowry did penetrate
his two free throws with 25 after a
the Racers got the and got in to Jarrett but the
seconds left gave the Racers a possession,
guard two shots just didn't fall.
sophomore
as
lead
71-69 lead. Then with 15
"I thought we played real
feet
20
from
hit
Barber
Lenny
seconds left, Sarnfords's 6-9
well the second half. The first
76-75.
it
make
to
ea
Jake Rivers missed from
But just five seconds later, half we played tight and just
ingtde. Mike Muff rebounded
Randall picked up bis
-John
and as things got a little rough
and junior guard
between Muff and Rivers who fourth foul
hit two free
Skaggs
Todd
SOUTH
were shoving each other, the
r,.
Auburn 71, S Florida 54
Clemson 99, Citadel 65
Florida 92, Brown 76
Georgia 72,..Troy St 58
Georgia Tech 82, Georgia St
55
fllirtois 84, S Carolina 68
LSU 68, Oral Roberts 60
Louisville 96, Vanderbilt 66
Manhattan 92, Stetson 88
Mississippi 79, Tulane 77
S Mississippi 95, Ball St 85
Toledo 86, E Kentucky 75
Virginia 86, Old Dominion 67
Virginia Tech 86, Richmond
76
W Va. St 75, Morris Harvey
73
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 77, Biscayne 62
DePaul 94, Evansville 71
DePauw 79, Otterbein 78
Detroit 112, Adrian 69
Kansas St 76, SMU 58
Marquette 59, W Michigan
47
Miami, Ohio 62, Xavier,
Ohio 61
Notre Dame 89, Valparaiso
75
Ohio 67, Youngstown 64
Purdue 82, Alabama 65
S Dakota 84, S Dakota Tech
58
S Dakota St 97, Jamestown,
N.D. 82
W Kentucky 78, Bowling
Green 65
Wisconsin 96, Canisius 70
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 104, N Texas St 74
Oklahoma 52, Drake 50
Oklahoma St 127, Sante Fe
11111111
87
•
Pan Atheficisii-115;'Yekie
Skeeter
for
ALMOST - It was almost a three point ploy here
A&165
Wilson (42) of the Racers as he was hocked on the arm by 6-7
Rice 52, Pacific 50
freshman Robin Bumbry. The ball hit the rim and rolled off.
St. Mary's, Texas 70, SW
Wilson hit the two free throws. Also in the picture are Mike
Texas 68
Muff(40)and Jake McGill (24).
Texas 81, Miss. St 69
(Staff Photos by Mike Iltootbo)
Texas MM 77, Houston
_
Bapt
‘,=*-TV ScoreboardTM attaches to any TV set-black
TCU 67, Wayland Bapt 53
and white or color Choice of tennis, handball,
FAR WEST
hockey, practice. Each game designed to develop
Cal-Santa Barbara 77, StanCHARGE IT
and test coordination and timing Digital scoring,
ford 76
(Aim STORES)
E Washington 52, Gonzaga
switches.for ball speed and angle, and paddle size.
51
Requires AC adapter or 6 "C-batteries Fantastic
Idaho St 94, Brigham Young
savings!
87
Nevada-Las Vegas 91, Bradley 90
New Mexico 94, New Mexico
St 87
N Colorado 76, Montana 75
Oregon 88, Doane 50
St. Mary's, Cal. 100, N DaA delicious Steak that
75
kota
We_serye
mouth!
will rnell in your
4411t
San Diego St 113, Reno 88
it sizzlin' hot with your choice
San Francisco St 76, Chico
of potato and a thick slice
St 70
of Stockade Toast.
UCLA 88, Santa Clara 79
Utah 93, Southern Cal 67
Radio Shack
Utah St 95, Midwestern,
iunior hardTex. 55
The original, patented Archer Space
hat bargain.,
Washington St 85, N Arizona
Patrols with Ch 14 crystal, 9V batwith flashino
Bel-Air
INCLUDES
tery As seen on TVI
beacon and loud
61
Center,
siren Batts extra
Murray
"TOURNAMENTS
MOst Item,
%lied Bar and Drink
also avarlablv - ar
N Carolina 87, N Caro St 82
Try a 5' Gene
Radio Sher
' Duke 97, Wake Forest 84
Dealers
Syracuse 75, Michigan St 68
Look for th.s
Rhode Island 84, LeMoyne
•••••••

ache limit

Cage Results

Pr

TV GAME AT LESS THAN 1/2 OF LAST YEARS'LOW PRICE!

Reg. 39"

REMOTE CONTROLS PLUS
4-WAY FUN AND SOUND!

Put a little
sizzle into your
Tuesday.
Sirloin Stockade Special Steak!

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

CB WALKIE-TALKIES
THAT REALLY WORK

SIREN/LIGHT HELMET
FOR FUN AND SAFETY! /

$ 99
Free

SEE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY WHITE PAGES
FOR THE RADIO SHACK NEARESIYOU

IRWIN

.... .

STEAKHOUSE .
Hg FAMILY -

Illinois St AD, Delatrare, 70
• 1-..:r--terv1dson- 03, Colgate $T,

wins-lbw& Tili*IetOlitfittRATIOIr"
.
" .".;

,i-iricirt
Aikte!IRA VirAlrr Att2425iVrElft.1A-ii "42.616e21-- - ''',04121f10

-.-
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Relay Road Race Held
In Murray Big Success

•

0

fp

[Akers Get Jabbar In
Lineup But Still Lose

/I

.•••1

6 '11-2
two—-.while_ third plsroiLta
-Mel' had
•
--Mtirrsly -Stlite—University
called "The Over-the...group
splits
The
58:19.
of
time
bined
Relay
held its first annual
Gang." Fourth place went
Road Race Saturday with-a were Chimes 1443, Rafferty Hill
Jackson-Central Merry
to
and
14:46
14:04,
Warren
participants
large crowd of
alumni.
and spectators being present. Johnson 14:46....
Tee-shirt winners included
MSU
the
to
went
place
Third
runners
four
had
Each team
:
Colon and John Perry of
Butt,
Marshall
of
team
each person ra .tc2
TICC-tiECT-ran- 16:31. ----mile course, The first three Crawley, Tom Mracek, Steve
Running for the "Over-theteams in each division -along Chrisafulli and Mike Vowell.
Gang" was Race. coach
with the fastest three in- Their time was 65:25. Fourth Hill
Cornell who finisned in
Bill
"E"
MSU
tothe
went
place
dividuals in each division won
and defeated several of
17:19
team of Keith Forton, Richard
tee-shirts.
athletes.
former
his
and
Bauman
Fowler,
Chuck
In the men's university
In the women's division,
division, the Murray State Jcilin Holloway. They recorded
Daviess County "D" team
"A" team won. Brian Rutter a 65:48.
won the high school division
was
team
MSU
"D"
The
led off with a 14:21 while
with a 76:45. Members of the
inMembers
75:03.
in
next
in
turned
Richard Charleston
and times were Molly
team
Brent
Henry,
Bobby
cluded
a 13:47, Jerry Odlin an out18:50, Terri Boling
Dunn
Tom
and
Ewing
Barry
Laird,
Martyn
and
standing 11:42
Estes 20:28 and
Staci
18:58,
winners
tee-shirt
The
Potter.
Brewer anchored in 14:09.2.
Linville 18:29.8.
Lori
and
Odin
Charleston,
were
55:59.2.
was
time
The total
Second went to the Daviess
Second place went to the Rafferty.
Owensboro Senior won the County "E" team eitille third
MSU "B" team composed of
Jackson-Central
Dave Rafferty, Pat Chimes, high school division with a went to
fourth to Heritage
Dave Warren and Mitch 64:59.8. The team members Merry and
were: Bobby Vanover 16:53, High of Lincoln-City, Ind.- The
John Quiggins 17:05, Marvin tee-shirt winners were the
Jump 15:48 and Scott Eckstein three top Daviess County
15:13.8. Second place went to a runners.
OW Games Monday
In the university division,
Gambling
called
team
at
Kentucky
Eastern
from the Murray State "A" team
runners
two
Gremlins,
DAYTON by 12
Henry County and two from won. Legs included Mary Ann
Murray at KANSAS by 18.
finished McConnell 20:52, Sharon
Memphis State at WESTERN Obion Central. They
place
67:31.
ivent to Macy 20:18, Camille Baker
in
Third
BOBO DRIVES - Bobo Jackson picks up two of his points on
KENTUCKY by two.
came 19:04. and Glenda Calabro • this fastbreak bucket against Samford Jackson is o 6 I junior
then
Ind.,
City,
-Tell
Eastern Montana at EAST
Northwest, 18:57.2. The total time was
Clarksville
transfer from North Carolina State
TENNESSEE by 11.
The MKT "C" team
"A" 79:
J
Jackson
Central-Merry
—
Tennessee Tech at ALABAMA
team
"B"
the
and
second
was
and Jackson Central-Merry
by M.
third. Tee-shirt winners in"B" team.
Georgia College at MIDDLE
cluded Calabro, Baker and
were
winners
tee-shirt
The
TENNESSEE by 11.
of Becky Beckman.
Tuesday High School Games Eckstein and Jump
along
with
Senior
Owensboro
Heath at FLTLTON COUNTY
Hot Roth
Sander. Williams of Norby five.
course
the
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
Renard Memorial at LONE thwest. He finished
in 16:15.
during an 11-minute stretch of
AP) — Part of Bud Grant's
By KEN RAPPOPORT
OAK by 10.
In the men's open division, a reputation as a coach who
the second half, when the Sun
AP Sports Writer
Lyon County at REIDLAND
group of former MSU athletes forbids his players to use
For a reluctant sliooter, • Devils broke the game open,.
.
by three._
artificial warming devices has Ronnie Perry certainly made and finished the night with a
LOW'S at- TarmIngtOn by • called "Still Kicking" won.
They were composed of Tim evaporated.
team-high 22 points.
up for lost time.
nine.
Jim
UCLA whipped Santa Clara
National Football League
For more than eight
HICKMAN COUNTY at Fancy Butt, Jimmy Colon,
Mabbitt.
Dennis
Calabro
and
David Greenwood's 23
behind
Metropolitan
visiting
teams
minutes, the Holy Cross
Farm by one.
Butt finished in 15:16, Colon in *dium
December player didn't take a shot points. The junior forward hit
in
at 16:17, Calabro in 17:12 and
County
Marshall
erally use gas heaters against Duquesne. Then he 11 of 16 shots from the field as
CALLOWAY COUNTY by Mabbitt in 17:19.3 for a
along the sidelines, such as the didn't .stop — and the. result.. he led the Bruins to their
three.
tembined tirrig of 66:04.3.
San Francisco 49ers did was a ..30-point performance'-lotirth triuiliPli-Of -the 'Season
t Season Record: 7-4 OVC,
Second place went to Sunday.
and an 86-76 victory for the without a defeat.
13-2 high school.
Paducah Community College
The Vikings shiver in their nation's No. 17 team Sunday. , George Johnson scored the
*armup jackets and parkas.
"Ronnie Perry's patience in winning basket with a minute
But 35-year-old linebacker the first half and our total remaining to lead St. John's
Wally Hilgenberg, who has team play was great," said over Princeton.
shivered through 10 Minnesota Holy Cross Coach George
winters, may have short-cir- Blaney. "We preach this
cuited the no-warming rule. patience all the time and
Hilgenburg reportedly we're really very fortunate to
heated a 10-to 15-pound rock in have so many unselfish
a sauna prior to Sunday's players ... we won because we
game, wrapped it in a towel were unselfish."
because it was so hot and
"Patience" was obviously a
smuggled it onto the field.
Holy Cross synonym for poise.
Several players were seen The Crusaders managed to
warming their hands with the make just 13 of 39 shots in the
rock during the game, which first half and fell behind 47-39
was played in snowy, 15- at intermission, but didn't
degree weather.
buckle.
Perry's consistent pointTENNIS
making complemented a
SYDNEY, Australia — Aus- forceful defensive game by
For
tralia regained the Davis Cup the Crusaders in the second
from Italy when John Alexan- half.
der defeated Adriano Panatta
In Saturday's top games,
in a four-hour, five-set mara- second-ranked North Carolina
thon fourth match at Sydney's won the Big Four Tournament
at Greensboro, N.C., by
White City courts.
In a match that seesawed beating North Carolina State
throughout the day, Alexander
7-82; No. 3 Notre name beat
won 6-4. 4-6, 2-6, 8-6, 11-9.
Valparaiso 89-75; No. 4
Marquette defeated Western
Michigan 59-47; Arizona State
upset No. 5 San Francisco 8979 in the finals of the Sun Devil
Classic in Tempe, Ariz.; No. 6
OVER
1.000 DEALERS
UCLA defeated Santa Clara
COAST-TO-COAST'
-79; No.8 Cincinnati stopped
Biscayne 7,7-62; No. 9
Louisville *hipped Vanderbilt
96-66 and 10th-ranked NevadaLas Vegas trimmed Bradley
91-90.
Purdue, the nation's No. 11
team, walloped No. 15
Alabama 82-65; 12th-ranked
Syracuse vron its own Carrier
Classic with a 75-67 decision
over Michigan State; No. 13
Michigan beat Fordham 77-62;
No. 16 St. John's edged
Princeton 4:140 and No. 18
Wake Forest lost to Duke 97-84
in a eonsolation game of the
Big Fb-tir tournament.
Phil Ford scored 30 points to
lead North Carolina over
North Carolina State. Earlier,
Duke beat Wake Forest as
Mike Gminski scored 20.
Don Williams scored six of
his game-high 20 points as
Notre Dame jumped to an 11-0
lead and went on to defeat
Valparaiso. It took five
minutes before Tom Kizer
scored for the Crusaders, and
the early surge helped give the
Irish a runaway 19-4 lead en
route to their third straight
victory.
FOR AS LONG AS YOU OWN YOUR AMERICAN OR FOREIGN CAR,
Butch Lee's 18 points led
Marquette over Western
Michigan. The Warriors were
hardpressed by their stubborn
opponents until putting then;
Tickets
away with a late flurry.
Roy Joshua's second-half.
Available
_sh4r,pShooting ledrIkriz_ona
5
State past San erancisro
Jtahua scored eight point:
,

Cage Picks

San Francisco Upset,
Tar Heels Win Tourney

Bull Durhams
Open All Winter
Tues. - Sun.

Call
642-0368

Christmas Party
Bookings

By The Associated Press Washington over Cleveland.
ven- Wi Kareem Abdul- The victory, the Bullets' ninth
Jabber back in the lineup, the in their last 10 games, moved
Los Angeles Lakers didn't thenn past the Cavaliers into
have enough punch.
first place in the Central DiviThe National Basketball As- sion.
sociation All-Star center
Bucks 114, Nets 118
scored 21 points and grabbed
Brian Winters.scored six of
14 rebounds Sunday night in his 36 points and Quinn Buckhis first game since he suffered a broken right hand in a
fight with Milwaukee's Kent
Benson on opening day Oct. 18.
Saturday's College
But despite the presence of
Football Results
the five-time Most Valuable
By The Associated Press
Player, the Lakers dropped a
SOUTH
111-109 decision to the Denver FlorMia State 37, Florida 9
Rockets and plunged lower in Notre Dame 48, Miami, Fla.
the Pacific Division with an 8- 10
14 record.
SOUTHWEST
"We've got to put a winning
Texas A&M 27, Houston 7
streak together or it will be too
FAR WEST
late to make the playoffs,"
Arizona 17, Hawaii 10
said Lakers Coach Jerry
San Diego St 37, San Jose St
West.
Jabber's return was offset., AL.
by fine performances from
Denver's David Thompson
and Dan Issel. They scored 27
and 23 points respectively and
DRY
Thompson assisted on Jimmy
Price's game-winning basket
Central Shopping Center
with three seconds left.
Open7am to6pm
In the other NBA games, the
6 Days A Week
Phone 753-9084
•
Washington Bullets whipped
the Cleveland Cavaliers 100MEN
& LADIES
94; the Milwaukee Bucks
ripped the New Jersey Nets
134-118 in overtime and the
Atlanta Hawks turned back
the Phoenix Suns 96-89.
Before Price hit his winning
shot from the top of the-key,
the Leiters had tied the game
12 seconds earlier on a jumper
Nixon. Denver called
by Norm
.
a timeout, then played for a
last shot.
Of his return to action, Jabber said: "It's hard to say
what kind of shape I'm in. It's
been so long since I've played.
I've only had two practice sessions prior to tonight. But I
_really wasn't as tired as I
thought I would be at the end
LAUNDERED AND
of the game."
PRESSED TO
Bullets 100, Cavs 94
PERFECTION
Phil Chenier and Kevin GreGOOD ALL WEEK
vey combined for 53 points at
one guard position to carry

ner seven of his 21 in overtime
as Milwauliee—suriecT—Piiit—
New Jersey. After a 116-116 tie
in regulation time, a Winters
jump shot, Buckne_r's free
throw and another Winters
long jumper gave the Bucks a
quick five-point lea.d and _
started them on their way..

College Grid Scores
BOWL GAMES
Grantland Rice Bowl
Jacksonville 31, N Dakota St
Gold Bowl
S Carolina St. 10, WinstonSalem 7
PLAYOFFS
NCAA Division II
Semifinals
Lehigh 39, Cal-Davis 30
Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl
NCAA Div. III Finals
Widener 39, Wabash 36

2\One HouFi'
cLeaneRs

AIN

Noun
11G1
tosI, sr=

0
GOOD TUTS WED NUR
DEC 6
EXPERTLY DRY Cif

SWEATERS,
SKIRTS,
SPORT 3/209
COATS

MIX OR MATCH
NO LIMIT

I

SHIRTS

Tribute To

/via

ON HANGERS -OR FOLDED

9

Thurs., Dec.8,1977
7:30 p.m.
at the
West Ky. Exposition
Center
College Farm Road, Murray, Ky,

Featuring Elvis' Concert Back-Up Group.
J. D. Sumner and The Stamps
•.

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE
(FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY)

EXHAUST PIPE
AND LABOR!

CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAIR & MOTOR SALES, INC.
619 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
-MURRAY 502-75341131-

D

Tickets At Door of Available)$

00

ADVANCE TICKETS:
Adults - 100, Students '400, Children (6-12)'2"
HOSES - Murray
West Ky. Expo! Center - Murray
ater-MaySiiki
kMink,ci-

WCBI,13enton Radio Station
a
GginjiltiskCcrite
-A
- r -Pitaxak
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Let
'
s Stay Well

By F.J L Bla-suigame, M.D.

SANTA and the PIGWIDGEbT
y LUCRECE BALE

Safety Advice For Hunters
e
)11f
tie
• rs
see

rs
a
•d

0: Mrs. R. C. writes that
32-year-eldsen
are going on their first
hunting trip with some
friends. She asks me to
recommend safety precautions against hunting injuries.
fast File Satin
At Sig Discos:II

St

on-

WI

FILM,11.1511 CMS,
CAMERAS, FRAMES
Artcroft Studios
its 0.12111 763463.6
nal Pad* At Itoe; Deer

A: Safety precautions
are very important to hunters. They should be
routinely practiced until
they become habitual.
Gunshot wounds are
common among hunters:
about six times as many
persons.are- wounded by
their guns as are killed
during hunting trips.
In addition, many thousands are injured as a
result of bites, burns, falls,
water-related mishaps,
and automotible or other
travel accidents.
Here are a few precautions for hunters:
- Wear clothing that is
readily recognized by your
fellow hunters. For example, clothes of unnatural

Crossword Puzzler

uP-).

colors (such as bright red) the trigger.
the
will help- yotr to be easity-recognized, especially bunting area. Carry your
when you are moving. gun pointing to the nearby
Shoes and garments should ground in front of you.
fit properly to avoid „rub- Some hunters prefer wearbing a blister or chafing.
ing their gun on their
- Be familiar with the shoulder with the gun
area in which you)-are- pointed-teward-thesky--hunting. If not, exceptional
- Watch your step. The
care should be exercised. hunter is often viewing the
- Know your weapon surrounding area for game
thoroughly, especially the and may fail to watch
safety which controls where he is stepping. A fall
whether the trigger will may result in your injury
snap.
and cause your gun to
Never load your weapon discharge and wound a
until you have reached the nearby hunter.
hunting site. Laded weap- Shoot only when you
ons should not be carried in have a full and clear view
your car or snowmobile. of your target. It is better
to miss bagging game than
Always unlaod and possi- to injure a fellow hunter or
bly dismantle your weapon a farm animal.
- Make plans ahead of
when you have finished
your hunt and are ready to time on how to handle an
return home.
injury or an emergency if
- Take special care one were to occur.
*hen climbing through a
Safety pays great divifence and see that your dends, especially for the
safety is on and that your hunter. Parents should
gun barrel is not pointing take time to teach their
toward another person. children how to practice
When hunting in a thicket safety before they are alor underbrush, see that the lowed to hunt alone or in a
limbs- or twigs cannot pull group.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
DOWN
ACROSS
Festive
E111131401
1 Mild
2 Man's name 15171111111113
expletive
Sprints•3
4 A washil}g
EMIrmiumne irii
4 Prohibits.
8 Frolic
EMU REHM iI
5 Time gone
12 Wine cup
IMAM PURIM (111r1P1
by
13 Site of raj
11014117
6 Bodies of
Mahal
soldiers
CUMIN
14 Great Lake
7 Speed
15 Spanish
8 Turn
MUM MO JIII
plural
Native metal
9
article
10 Wire
16 32nd
measure
President
11 Fondle
18 Residue
ILGEIIII
MAIMS
1 7 Latin
20 Man's name
conjunction 29 Dine
43 Teutonic
21 Man's
deity
•
19
Man's
30tUnusual.
- nickname
nickname
32 Trap
44 Temporary
22 Simian
Skill
—
33
Paddle -shelter
2223 Be defeated
24 Faroe
45 Pitcher
36 Title of
27 Existed
Islands
46
respect
Negate
Murray State debaters
29 Bitter vetch
whirlwind
47 Plunge
(abbr.)
30 Part of stove
ended their fall season last
37
Hail
Projecting
25
48
Dutch
town
Uol.)
38 Nearly
weekend by taking several
tooth
49 American
31 Exists
40 Substance
26 Slave
essayist
honors at the Greenville
32 Man's
41
Untamed
Throe-toed
27
50
Things,
in
nickname
sloth
28A continent
law__
_ Coll e Debates in Greenvills,
33Poem '
ill.
12
34 Article
44.•=
35 Boundary
:444)MI
Sophom ore Tom Riley,
37 Mournful
38 Mature
iii11111
12 11111§gil
-Murray, )Learned with John
39 Arrow
15
1;liiiMartin,sophomore from West
40 Deface
Man's
41
Plains
, , M ., to take second
nickname
..,,,,frm
-'-v *".•,,,,,,'-''-'•
mi
place teen awards. Ftileywas
42 Perceive by
422
pittNttI 21
touch
....x.;4)4.•...):.;.;
MiiilliMiiiii a membei• of the third place
44 Measured
Nset.
44.:29
27 WI
...0
,30
debate teem at the Ohio
duration of
v.%
X-5
Valley (onference Tour47 Leave34
•••••
•
32
kil
C.C4
%..
PP
taking
'ooX4um
nament at Morehead State two
51 Be in debt
;;;;;:ill
a
33
::::::11
weeks ago
52Sacred
AS4!
:V.'•
image
5'3Bohr disk
Freshml Randy Hutchens,
54 Unit of
16-.44
45 4.6 Mlirray, ind Keith Brown,
Japans*
''..t:g•.:.gii.illil
rifle, took fourth
currencf
47 41 49
55 Skin of fruit
place hon s at the Junior
that
56 For fear
;;!•
:
-.
;-call III Varsity tot lrney. This enabled
-67 Attempt__
•••••• mi
32 111111111Will
mm Murray SI ate to register the
55
2.2c• Se
:•:•;* 5.EM

mnur

rnrirmann
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Synopsis: Claus leaves toys in the
stockings of the sleeping children.
He sets out to find the Pigwidgen
and break the curse. NO one can
volonsan speaks
help him until an old,

MSU Debaters End Season

votl.

CHAPTER FOUR
PATRICK
TWEEDLEKNEES

wPoi.

CLAUS leaned over the old
woman and gently shook her
You've got to tell me what you
-All the children
know!").$1; cried."
of the land are sleeping because of
'this Pigwidgen curse."
"A Pigwidgen curse is a fearful
thing," wheezed the crone. "That
is why you had best go home.
"Who is the Pigwidgen?" asked
Claus. "Where does he live? What
does he do?"
The old woman closed her eyes.
•'l don't remember," she whined.
"I am very old."
She pressed hentips together and
would not say another word.
Claus begged and teased and
threatened but the old granny would
not speak or open her eyes or even
breathe. "She is dead," - thought
Claus in despair. At that instant the
crone's eyes popped open and she
cackled, "Ice cream always helps a
person tb remember."
Claus rushed to an ice cream
store and brought back all the ice
cream he could carry. The ancient
one ate, seven quarts in seven different flavors. When the last box was
licked clean she said:
"When I was- a gni- a hundred years aga'a crooked-legged elf told
me about the Pigwidgen. Go to him
and 'he will tell you, too."
"A hundred years ago!" gasped
Claus. "Where could I find such a
creature now'.P- ""On the Sopchoppy River
-.Ferry."
"Where is that?"
''When night has come, take the

4 A

grr

.

-.744,1‘-asa4ils-73tia.
Claus bought all the ice cream he could carry
crooked.road out of town. -When
you come to the fork take the middle road to the weeping willow -tree.
Circle the willow 14 times."
"And then?" cried Claus.
- But the old crone's eyes hadclosed again. Her mouth folded together. No more would she say.
Claus left her. He went through
the town asking directions to the
crooked road. No one had heard of
such a road. Nor had anyone heard
of the Sopchoppy River Ferry.
Claus waited until dark. Then he
Walked to the four edges of the
town. Nowhere -did he -see --a
crooked-road. Four timeshe went-to
the four edges of the town. On the
fourth time when he came to the
fourth side the moon-had come out
and he saw a crooked road where
before a straight road had been.
Claus was very tired but tie-raced
down the loony, ziggity-zaggity,
yawing, catawampous road. At last
he came to a fork-. One road
blanched left and one road

mark.Assistant Debate Coach
Steve Cochrum, who accompanied the teams,called it
the best Junior Varsity trip
this-year-for-MSU.
MSU debaters also received
individual recognition. All
four team members were
ranked in the top 15 out of
more than 60 contestants.
Riley won chief. honors for
Murray with a third place
overall record while Hutchens
and Brown were awarded
seventh and ninth place
recognition.
Murray debaters will have
time off during-the- holidays
until their next scheduled
meet
with
Princeton
Uniyersity which will be held
,
i
FRANICF'ORT;Ky.(AP) — reconsider its action. The
at Murray on January 22..
Following that, the teams will The state Supreme Court was original ruling was in a five4-:!:
top record for all 25 schools in travel to Auburn
•:•:-: Mmi
University in to hear arguments today on year-old suit involving the
Distr. Sr United Vesture Syndieste. low
nttaboorievani with a 7-1 win-loss
Alabama on January 26: " why it should modify or state's most populous county
.ruling in which the county sought to
reverse its September
that the 1972 Home Rule Act is extend the home rule doctrine
PEANUTS
countywide for some ordiunconstitutional.
I IADN'T STEAL THAT
WHILE YORE DOI*TI-IAT
tfOU'LL WEAR THIS
NOW, HEgE'S
The Supreme Court, in nances.
I'LL SNEAK AROUND, ANC
BOX OF GOLD STARS,'
MY SECRET
SEE, AND YOU'LL SIT IN
Jefferson County had filogranting a motion to rehear
FIND OUT WHO TOOK
SNOOPY,BUT I'M GOING
PLAN...
the ruling, set aside one hour tually taken the case to the
MY SEAT AT SCHOOL
THE GOLD STARS!
TO FIND OLJT WHO DIDfor oral arguments today. "appellate court after a JefBackers of home rule who ferson Circuit judge held the
want to see the ruling at least fiscal court could not exercise
modified, were granted 30 its power in the many small
minutes, while supporters of cities located in the county.
)
But the Supreme Court
the original ruling also had 30
overturned the entire ruling of
minutes.
/2The Supreme Court, in its Circuit Judge Jack Mudd, who
NANCY
upheld
the
cow)
original ruling, held the law had
granting broad legislative stitutionality of the Home
'HE'-HAS
power to county fiscal courts Rule Act,
NOTHING
Joining Jefferson County in
was unconstitutibnal.
TO DO
courts
today's
oral arguments were
fiscal
court
held
The
KE EPER.
ALL DAY -are not legislative bodies and the Daviess County Fiscal
the General Assembly cannot Court and the Kentucky
make such a broad grant of County Judges' Association.
Jefferson County has
power.It said fiscal courts can
adopt ordinances only to com- already filed a written brief
ply with or implement the dic- contending fiscal courts are,
tates of specific laws adopted indeed, legislative bodies and
by the General Assembly.
.19ZZ,Wrilod
.should at .least be given
Feature Syndicate, Inc
The ruling has caused specific legislative duties by
BEETLE BAILEY
considerable confusion among ,the General Assembly,
BL ON THE
I DIDN'T SAY YOUlocal officials, who are not
The Legislative Research
COULDN'T SLEEP. I
ALERT IN CASE
sure what local ordinances or Commission and the state
THE GENERAL
JUST 6412 BE ON THE
programs are still effective. attorney general's office have
NEEDS YOU,
ALERT
Jefferson County Fiscal also filed briefs asking for
13E0%LE •
Court% leading thelight to g,et modifications of the original
the Supreme Court to' ruling.
do,

IlII
II lifilimmai gi

a ilffi.

:::::::::

uam

611111111111110 1111111Kallillitiit
shepherds
ka 4.):s,
USUUU.....46.

bunched right. The middle_rdati
was not a road at all but only a path
laid. down by the moon.
Claus followed the path. He ran
on until the path was blocked by a
-.giant -willow tree.- Although it was
winter the tree was in full leaf.
Claus circled the tree 14 times.
The circle grew wider and larger
until he was miles from the tree.
When he had counted 14 times he
fell on the ground in exhausted
sleep.
A glittering light and a blow in
the-face awakened him.)He opened
his eyes to find -a...tiny elf leaning
over him and yanking on .his hair,
The elf waved a flashlight made of
fireflies and shouted. "Wake up!
Wake up!"
"W- who are you?" stammered
Claus.
Pa131L, T-Wetzdte*-ne)-10V--)-----:-. ------------ped the elf and he gave the astonished Claus a fierce poke in the )
nose.
.Tomori•oi, • fhi, Soprhoppyfr'ry

Supreme Court Will Hear
Home Rule Arguments Today

UUI

Display On Paintings
Being Exhibited At MSU

While it is expected the Su- amendment on the November,
preme Court will announce -its 1979 ballot. Both Gov. Julian
decision before,the end of the Carroll and House Speaker
1978 General Assembly, plans William Kenton have 14are already proceeding for the vocated such an amendment if
legislature to take action to Supreme Court fails to modify
its ruling.
restore home rule.
Kenton has asked both'tbe
The Interim Committee on
counties and special districts
Counties and Special Districts and the elections and canhas prepared a bill it feels will stitutiond amendments coinclarify the law and make it ' rnittees to tome up with
constitutionally acceptable.;recommendations for soluttbn
Moves are also expected of the home rule dilemma by
during the legislature to place ,the time the legislature
a constitutional home rule convenes early next month.,
•

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraues Drake
FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6, len
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
▪
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Expend energies _wiselyThere's a tendency now to
overtax yourself. Your talent
for carrying out assignments
against big odds can be cleverly
used.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211 tikkir
Mixed Influences.
overoptimism. Too -rosy an
outlook could cause you to
overlook small but vital details,
The p.m. brings some good
news.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)

moo-

objectives. There is always
way for the imaginative, op.
timistic worker. And you are

that!
SAGTITARIUS
( Nov. 23ilt:
t eyt.4nur.
21)2(
:
alaatioa
11[0°
'
if associates seem difficult,
some persons may be "edgy'!.
now, so don't take unseemly
action personally.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
item could_t
- 4 neat
venture now if you li ice given i4
careful thought. A :''• day for
promoting, advertising your
wares; in general, to press on to
better things.

w4

AQUARIUS

( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
,
--fertein-rere 01,Pertifoities.------rwrintrtirre'es stimulate
indicated. Familiarize yourself your ingenuity, creativity and
with data and knowledge personality. Be careful,

Crack pattern examples, required, then step forth with
Know What You See, an
however, not to go to extremes
action,
proven in anything you undertake.
exhibition of othe examination misguided restorations, quality
and treatment of paintings, is pentimento images, and the technique.
PISCES
CANCER
currently on display at forger's simulation are
June 22 to July 231
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ‘
f t);-?`).
illustrated. A light box shows
Murray State University.
A new type of work assignMore gains indicated Own you;
by
means
of
four
different
The show in the Clara M.
ment should make your day anticipate. '13dt there will be'
Eagle Gallery of the Price lamps the distinctive effects more interesting than usual. On SOME obstacles, so pick your,
Doyle Fine Arts Center was on color of different light. the personal side, an unex- way alertly and cautiouily
pected invitation will delight but without anxiety.
organized by conservator producing sources.
you.
In
introduction
to
the
his
Louis Pomerantz for the
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are:
Pomerantz
warns
exgibition,
Foundation of the American
(July 24 to Aug. 231
endowed with a fine intellect.;,
,
Institute for Conservation of those viewing an exhibition of
Distant interests take the lofty ambitions and unusualits
type
for
the
first
time:
spotlight. You may now be able versatility. Unlike many other
Historic and Artistic Works. It
was developed and is being "...you may never again look to take a trip that was post- Sagittarians, you may choose
circulated by the Smithsonian at paintings in quite the same poned or you may hear some one of the arts as a careen, n
excellent.news from afar.
preference to business but, if
Institution • Traveling way. You may become aware VIRGO
you decide to "go commercial,")
work
many
reasons
why
a
of
Exhibition Service.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23/ nPt-P
you'd do best in a line which can misrepresents
Through photographs and of art possibly
An active day indicated. Put utilize your creative gifts and.
text, the show focuses on the the artist. You may un- all you have into endeavors: your fine eye for lint and color,
art conservator's techniques derstand more fullPthe many your best thoughts, plans, ef- - head of a designing studio,:
for examining pantings. It conditions that affect the forts. Look for the unexpected for instance, or. promotint
paintings. You and appreciate all - even the fashion. Running an art galleros
features such photo-optical appearance of
would also be fun for you4
appreciate
the challenges. .
may
begin
to
infrared
and
means as X-rays,
LIBRA
However, your best bets are art.;
r"'"/
limitations
of
the
unaided,
and
Sept, 24 to Oct 231
4.. literature or the theater If yot
ultraviolet , light,
untrained eye, compared tm ....A sudden flash of intuition in a do yearn for a profession, makei
micospopic examination.
Results of modern scientific the enlightened vision made romantic matter will be right-On it the law - the avenue ex-'
target. Follow through and traordinary to statesmanship,;
conservation arevslso shown, possible with the aid of science recent barriers to happiness diplomacy
and the judiciak
photographic
and
specialized
including removal of overwill fall.
Birtbciate of ) J.L. Gay-Lussac.
paint to reveal a hidden figure Whniqter. You may begin to SCORPIO
Fr physicist. chemist: Warren; ,
Nue
and the alternation of a DeW. see, and, in questioning, reach
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in/ r'fi‘' Hastings, 1st Gov -Gen'l
.
- aut2nore tifte_n,ta,-touchltbe+ ,:"Neiter-inTraihi--dads-aggno-ams,fLikEvelribeevrEnarnetr.)-L._):::
Mtel to"Irsitt9r-1tiore-.
.• teutn,ip "know what_y2u see2.7)-.).4rou:_Keouatorkinittowarct ynur_iazz.)ptatu.st,
calable

DAISY SURE LEADS
A SOGT LIRE

$804::-.)

412,k-C;?.,

THE PHANTOM

*a'

•

If
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31""X 303E3

40
Digitatthe tght
ourgiq4049dea.,?
LOOKMERE
Prg SELECTION
OF EXCTIVQ gIFTS
FOQ EVEQYOkE
ON YOUR LIST

price

NEW NOUNS TNRU CHRISTMAS*
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5 •
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 800
5/

Exclusive in Murray
Bijoux Givenchy of Paris
',Jewelry

-

7

"‘
40,

ONLY

Persons violating any provisions_of this ordinance shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and fined not less than 55.00 or
more than S20.00.
BRENT MANNING
CHIEF OF POLICE
CITY OF MURRAY

V:FSM

303Segleg leg leg yessrssiX411560511:51legleg WA

753-7598

Plans
Tr"
Hager

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
(Dec. 2, 3, & 4)

by,-uao

SeillatiliglIUSAILIBMBOISAKIMISBIMiS:MilMeg

0=1111111•11

Check
Your
Ad

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
• copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
MUSICIANS WANTED to
buy Martin, Fender,
Gibson, & MusicMan
Guitars & Amps.Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.

ore
Advert,sers
requesteckto check Ow
first insert.on of ads for
This
correction
newspaper will be
responsrble for only
one fncorrect ,nserflon
ANY ERROR SJ4-01)10 BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
L Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM P TL Y IN CASE OF AN

DAY CARE will open for
night service,6:30 p.m. I a.m. Friday and
Saturday nights only.
Call 753-4481.

FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones,217 South
nth, phone 713-3128.

APS.

1

Come see the Country
Ham Christmas Tree.
The perfect gift for all
the family.

LANDING
PARIS
Country Store will be
open 7 days a week
through the winter
Antiques,
months.
china, lamps,
miscellaneous. New
Arkla gas logs,$20 each.
Peel and stick floor tile,
85.00 box. Across from
Paris Landing Park on
- Highway 119.

All display ads,
displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
clAsifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.
classified

GIBSON
LOCKER PLANT
107 N.3rd Street

WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday
through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Torn Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753,5670.

FREE

Carolyn
(Lee)

Maxlow

95t ValUel

Store Hours through Christmas
11-6 Mon.-Sat., 1-4 Sunday
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-9668
elmsx gme:43:251101isx ;afx sassess mtl:ssszo wileg imsgissita

1611\
CI 93
293

1,4

is now back with

Murray
_ .Beauty.
Salon

Square Egg
Press
--

Home
& Auto

Murray

Cbestnut St.
sie initas had Medea ra cal b.. fa, ad
appsiadmart.

Chestnut St.

753-.1142

),,..hole

J,rrr.

Oisietand Center

SOAP

Chestnut Street

Single bars and
Gift Boxed

Magno
...Macedonia from Spain
...Pure Goats Milk & Buttermilk from Switzerland
rOal Meal & Almond Meat
r White Lilac from West Germany
...Sandlewood frarn China
...Sauna Soap from France
rlasmk from France
...Camellia Oil, Plum Blossom &'Honey Soap from

'.

!ill

iii

16 ON

iS III

For the man who's into
pants,we've got
the ones
that fit!

4
4
4
4
""sw.

4
4
4
4
4

4 New Fashion
0
(0 Update!

Tastefully tailored pants with classic quarter-top
pockets,in all your favorite solid colors.

40,

go
• t Buckingham-Ray, Ltd. 4
Dixieland Center - Free Gift Wrapping
1fii S ul pill in t lit III! 1111
440 jftpIt

Sc*******lir***
/
il,,,,remerar-40-16"

1L

'
4
1
P /j/
'AL.

NEW SHIPMENT

$1.90

*heat se.sed sedh cranberry $$$$ add • cup csi soul,

to, Ribeye, peach Rolf sfods
cottage f:fseese, and a <La of soup

t'

\
lipp,

$265

C

You may substitute a potato for peach & cottage cheese or bread for
the soup

lender 60,1.1444 golden bred c hops and hushpupprey euth barter sauce

The Best Hamburger In Town . . $1.65
ttttt pound ns lueel on a poppa seed bun fully dressed *rots steals Itrey

StrollDown Payment
Molds Far CAIrsbnans

RALEIGH'
Ralegh Industries of America, Inc

desigrled for you

. Spoke & Pedal, nc.

.REGULAR _MENU ITEMS_
SMAD ANYTIME

Au wit woo

Novelty Pajamas

•nd •

OUR FAAAOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORItE
A meal in oself • ONLY 51 95
'

OUR

•

Give a Ramp:1r R-10. The bike with the tough. low-slung BMX
styling kids want.It'slust one of our fall line of Raleigh and Rain,
par bicycles. For kids and Oaks.For the best holidays ever.

$2.50

..

Ile•I batman Snag/hello lopped systh our ttttt homemade meal yam,
salad born nur lamou•...lad bar

;

Dixieland tenter

••••

MM.

(With Feet)

or
C

$1.75

Fish 8. Chips

Spolghetti-ztovers Delight

Lingerie
Sleepers

$1.85

lapan
;Plus dorens of American made Soaps'

,!-:•-•••••-•

Ina

;:a=COSA XS Mgleg ASS1eg XS&leg Mfg

$8995

WEIGHT-WATCHERS LUNCHEON SPECIAL

4 mu,

WEEKLY
$ 200
stuffing.
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437

Bikes havejust arrived

4 aenernos portnny of renler-cut ham and slice of barss cheese served uilh our
the day
soup

the green door

351144MSS Mg

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS for day
cook. Apply in person,
House
Colonial
Smorgasbord, no phone
calls.
NEEDED BABYSITTER
in my home, 7:30-4:30
Mcindity through Friday.
References
required.
Call 753-8445 after 4:30.

u•

SHOE
BIZZ

6. Help Wanted

bans cheese and our tamp n1 the dm

Ham Steak on Rye
I

OFF

RALEIGH. RAMPAR MX
$1.95

Breast of Turkey

Imommm

20%
MI

New Shipment

Corned Beef on Rye
Soused rolh saurkraul ylrae ol dr11 slue

Boots

,LOST: Female black cat
4ith white spot on chest
and stomach. Name
Muffy. Wearing white
flea collar. Vicinity of
16th and Main. Childs
pet. If found please call
753-0920.

BICYCLES!

LUNCHEON MENU

All

LOST PAIR of glasses in
beige flowery case. Call
753-4767.

...s.$441•0:16•ukii•alliii•Afin0141.04ba0•6!troult*W

rped\rj)71ti's

1 Week Only
(Through Sat.Dec.2)

YOUR NEED Is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
7113-6333.

TEACHER NEEDS baby
sitter for one year old
boy in my home.
References and trannecessary.
sportation
Call after 4 p.m. at 7537264.

THE WORD Paradise
appears in the King
James version of the
Holy Bible in three
places only: Luke 23-43,
II Corinthians 12-4, and
Revelations 2-7.
Paradise - -Greek Paradeisos, Par-ad'isos, a Park, i.e. .(spec.}
an Eden. Hebrew - Pardec, Par-dace', of
for. or. a Park: forest,
orchard. Jesus was
crucified in paradise
..(Gol-go-tha). placed in
hell and raised to the
right hand of God. Acts
2-31-33. For further
consult
information
For
Bible.
your
assistance call 753-0984.

-MIMSJinnista MilliAN*MAWSXS=ON 050511eCi

Shop Now For Cold Woather

GROW EARTHWORMS
for profit. Free DataWORM WORLD, 1810
Josephine,
South
Denver, Colorado 80210
or call Mr. James.
Collect (303)-778-1026.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

111MmenmeumPP

or
With each purchase
of $5.00 or more
Plant
Aluminum

2 Nottce

2 Notice

CLASSIFIED
ADS

10
/ Off Alt/frock
0
Purple Passion

-

0

-**

ERROR

GRAND OPENING

1

Chestnut Street
Murray,Ky.

20

1. North 13th Street from Olvie Blvd to Payne
Street.
NoTh 14th Street, from Olive _Blvd to Payne
Street.
3. Olive Blvd,from N 13th tGN 14th Streets.

W-

-v

Stick Pins
,,Nandmade Bags
v Shawls
Whiting & Davis Jewelry

2. Notice

By authority of Ordinance 644 of the City of
Musray, adepted August 24. 1977. it shall he
unlawful to park any - vehicle at any time on
either side-of the below listed streets.

Ron 8 Charlotte

Gifts, Gifts, Gifts
Galore
At Julfon's

1
•

NOTICE

Owners

On bone
Bag & Beads

Shopping
Days Left!

SHOP EARLYI
NI EASY

rs

V.
•I

twiny Now for Christmas

Taste-04tise

Di44.1orietCen!er
7514388

Price-Wise

Fre4i1t Wrapping-

**1101:*3101c:4c***31c*****

pre'ani

•
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1.•meka.
Situations Wanted

6 Help Wanted

EMPLOYMENT
WANTED by MSU
student - athlete, any
type of work. Available
from December 23
through January 13,
prefer steady work. Call
Brian Rutter at 767-4167
during the day or before
10:30 p.m.

SERVICE
attendant,

STATION
must
be
mature, clean and
coitrteout.txcellent pay.
Good working conditions.
Uniforms furnished. One
week paid vacation and
other benefits. Apply in
person at Ky. Lake Oil Co.
NEEDED BABYSITTER
for 6 year old girl. On
Saturday 8:30 a.m.-I:30
p.m. Prefer young adult.
Call 759-1020 or 753-1206.

10 Business Opportunity
LOANS AVAILABLE for
business and farms,
personal and
consolidation. Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days week.

STUFFERS
AND
MAILERS URGENTLY
NEEDED! $25.00 per
hundred GUARANTEED.
Send
selfaddressed
stamped
envelope, TK
ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver, CO. 80221.

14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY lot near
Hazel. I-11
/
2 acres
preferable. Call 901-6420992 or 436-2124.

NEED FULL TIME help
in Veterinary Clinic.
Male or female. Apply in
person at Westside
Veterinary
Service.
Johnny Robertson Rd.
SOMEONE TO BABYSIT
part time in return for
-_ room and board. Prefer
younger person.. Call
753-2897.

ONE TO FIVE ACRES
with or without older
home or trailer in
Coldwater, Stella
vicinity. Call 753-0284.
GOOD USED MOBILE
hornes. 'Call 1427-8372..

WANTED-Innovative
adfor
self-starter
account
vertising
, representative position.
Person hired will be
expected to plan and
advertising
organize
programs. Salary and
fringes including
hospitalization-major
-medical, paid vacation,
etc. Interested persons
should send complete
resume, including salary
expectations, to P.O. Box
32-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071.

15 Articles For Sale
WEED
EATERS
Clippie, J19.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while
they last, 09.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
.. a
SAVE 1.14 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount prices at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.
EXCORRELLE
PRESSION, 20 piece
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

LABORATORY TECNNOLOGIST AND
X-RAY TECHNOLOGIST
Full time position for each. Excellent fringe
benefits. Salary commensaurate with experience..Apply at Trigg County Hospital, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 312, Cadiz, Kentucky 42211 with R. B.
King,502-522-3215 ext. 37.

15 Articles For Sale

31E 31"

15 Articles For Sale

COMMODES - BORG
Warner Or . Artesian,
white, $34.95. Colors,
$42.50. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SMOKE ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
$29.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale. Model
574, 71.4", 1;41 HP, $29.99,
Model 559 ball bearing 2
HP, $54.95. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
MRS. EUPLE Morris will
continue selling
Christmas decorations,
antiques, and gifts in the
HairDresser Beauty
Shop until Christmas.
FIVE PIECE mahogany
dining room set, drop
leaf table. Call 753-4746.
SKIL ROUTER sale, 1"2
HP model 548 only
$35.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
10" CRAFTSMAN table
saw, 19" portable color
RCA TV and stand. 1973
Ford car. All in good
condition. Call 753-4578.
FELT CHRISTMAS tree
skirts, styrofoam items
including large
snowflakes, a wide
selection
of purse
handles, a good selection of craft cord, beads
and "rings, Little Red
House of Crafts in Uncle
Jeffs Shopping area.

FIREWOOD. Will
deliver. Call 753-6857.
56 GALLON drums $5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids. Ky.
Candy Co., Almo, Ky.
USED FURNITURE and
appliances.
Bedroom
and living room suites,
living room chairs,
recliner, file cabinet,
base cabinets, 7 piece
dinette, Maytag wringer
washer. Carraway
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd
753-1502.
BEAUTY SHOP equipment. Two sinks, 2
chairs, styling booth, 6
dryers, etc. Will not sell
separately. Must call
753-0390 after 6:00 to
arrange appointment to
see equipment. Selling
price will not be given
over phone.
USED 13'6'x18' and 11 x
14 rose beige rug. Clean
and in good condition.
$40. Call after 5:30 7533834.

OUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Center, South
16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paterrusyan
Tapestry
yarns in stock, also
Paternayan
3
ply
Persian. Materials for
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.

16 Home Furnishings

WEEK SALE. Recliners,
$79.95. Platform
rockers, $39.95. Bean
bags,$24.95. Three piece
19 Farm Equipment
bedroom suite ( oak, 1952
MODEL B John
$249.95. Many specials
Deere tractor and
now for Christmas.
cultivator. Call 436-2318.
Can-away Furniture 105
St.,
753-1502. ' 30 FERGUSON tractor
N. 3rd
and equipment. Call
ZIG ZAG sewing machine
after 3 p.m. 437-4846.
less than 1 year old.
20. Sports Equipment
Portable or cabinet
model. Washer and 14' ALUMACRAFT boat
dryer. Call 753-5258 after
and trailer. Call 4364 p.m.
2318.
tfailli1011001001(

claSSC: t.1.1C1=1.1:1ToUikZ111:g

2471thitta,
4- klemernie4;..

Floor
Covering
*Name Brand
.108 Sq. Ft.
•All colors
&styles
$1799

‘4:6--1:42ffit NAS ME=ISZC 1st%

1_

•

McCulloch
10110

Roaches,SbveiFist.
and Shrubs

24 Miscellaneous

Murray K

ESZfCtflatfarr,t1 VIZINSWISItg I

o l000
Corvette Lanes
11

Ise

list

Sports Shop
Pre Christmas Sale
I

Pro Line
Golf Clubs Balls

Bags

Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and
other golf and tennis clothing

REDUCED TO SELL

450,
.--%a,a,caAvigs1M
B. C. Ltd.

Factory Outlet_

$219.00$1

Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden
Center

200E.
Main

AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky. C
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

9995

Phone
753-3361

The Children's Corner.
Offer Some
Christmas Ideas

BATH TUBS - Borg
Warner or Artesian, 5'
steel, white, $59.99.
Color, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

1'1•/Ill of, (hafils

-k• City; 4t-

It..
Ifvfidle• /vim,

Hli,

SKIL HEAVY /
1
2" drill
with spade handle,
Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

.„

• -•

to
•-•
O

Children'sU

Decorate a
lolitlav Cake
The
Wilton NVilS"

Bel-Air Shopping Center-Murray
g()Weekdays
1-6 Sunday
"Savings up to 50% g more
For The Entire Family"

LADIES DEPARTMENT

CUSTOM
MADE
MATTRESS for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1443-7323.

NEW
AND
USED
railroad 'ties, culvert
pipe, used steel pipe and
treated timbers, rough
sawed treated lumber,
locust and Catalpha
post. Many other items. _RP
Phone day or night 618524-9614.

TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
LAY-A-WAY PLAN
1415 Main St.
753-2202
-)Ottrial)1515'Ittlfratt

641 North, Murray
Across from Colonial
Nouse Smorgasbord
Phone 753447$

Reg

CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

GO CARTS,3 HP,$279.95;
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
$309.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

ALL REDUCED

West Kentucky
_Appliance Center

TWENTY ONE year old
male student desires
reasonably
priced
apartment or trailer in
Murray area for Spring
semester. Call Mark at
753-2455 after 6 p.m.

A-AV-AVAWAVItt

4644,..tome%

lTckrepecial
Mccasion.tto.

4111
Bypos

SUGGESTIONS For

Downtown Shopping Center Where you will find quality
merchandise at a reasonable price for the entire family

23. Exterminating

12 X 65 MOBILE HOME,3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath,
carpeted, unfurnished.
Good condition. Call 7539570.

WOULD LIKE TO RENT
duplex or house in or
near Murray. Couple, no
children. References
furnished. Write to P.O.
Box 32-J, Murray, Ky.

100 SOUth 13th Si
Phone 753-3914

' From Germany
Just Received Engravable
Stick Pins

IF RP

. Settle-Workman

27 Mobile Home Sales
WURLITZER PIANOS &
organs. Rental applies
to purchase at LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV in Paris.

110.. *rod owl oporood *ter 111
yeAra. Ow mei sig•-••7 *worse lon4

Wooden Pyramid
Windmill Candles

DELUXE HOTPOINT NO-FROST 20.8 CU. FT.
NOW AT A
-c*A`ozicv
00
SPECIAL LOW PRICE! SUE
rr
cog
umeriJ

Shop

31 Want To Rent
SAVE - MARANTZ Stereo
Components Speakers Warranty.
year
5
Discount on system
your
at
pricei
Magnavox Dealer in
Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC
& TV.

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

$1 2°41FF
Up to $110
"OFF
(Free Drilling + a Free game)

FREE GIFT
WRAPPING

TWO 1218A Altec speaker
cabinets, and-or ProSoloist art Synthesizer.
Excellent condition.
$1,000. $500 each. Call
498-8650 or 753-7553.

4111111.1"or4E
.

20
OF VALUE!

Dresses, Coats, Sweaters Blouses
Skirts Slacks Jeans. Tops Purses
Jewelry Robes Gowns Pajamas
Lingerie Scarves. Uniforms Jum
psuits, Gaucho Sets, Dress Shoes
Boots Casual Shoes, House Shoes

USED BALDWIN Spinet
piano. Lonardo Piano
Co. Across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.

From Poland and

New Vinyl

Up to

4 It ip 11111 I !II! 101

22 Musical

Cecribeil e; EPA
Avood Cest1y Num* lepers

Bowling Balls I Bowling
Bags

Southside Manor ,Murray, Ky.
753-8339

rITIACA: 12 gauge gas
operated, 26 improved
28 full barrel. Ventilated
ribs. New gun. Call after
5 p.m. 753-3301.

1174 MOBILE HOME, 3
THE TOUTS at Sunset 'bedroom, 2 baths,
Boulevard urge you to
central heat and air,
hurry and lay-away that . underpinning, nice front
Pioneer Car Stereo for
porch. Furnished or
Christmas to guarantee
unfurnished. Call 753to have the Pioneer you
3418 after 5.
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
29. Mobile Home Rentals
year has already caused
a shortage on some
MOBILE HOMES and
models. Some come on
mobile home spaces for
over
to
Sunset
rent, at Riviera Courta.
Boulevard Music,
Call 753-3280.
Dixieland
Center,
Chestnut St.
MOBILE HOME Spaces.
Fox Meadows and
REALISTIC stereo
Coach Estates. South
component system. $150.
16th Street. Call 753Call Tim at 753-0182 or
3855.
753-0634.

FREE
Termite
Inspection

hvarian- Wood Articles
Angel.Chimes
Wooden Nut Crackers
Germany

ff list

coihe
shoe
tree

SAILBOATS 10 percent
off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. WednesdaySaturday call 395-7844 or
362-8585 nights.

21 Mobk Home Sales

26 TV Radio

7

Storting December 5
We Will Be Open
1 Until 8 p.m. to Serve You
--Nand Paintird

ROWING EXERCISER,
like new. Call 753-5688.

Get A Boot
Out Of Life!

20 Sports Equipment

COUCH AND CHAIR, 1
year old. Half price. Call
753-7874.

ROUND
PORCELAIN
Kerosene heater, heat3
or 4 rooms. also two $6
gallon drums with
75
gallonkerosene. All for M.
Call 436-5671
--DOG BOX fits on any
wide pickup. Phone 7535846. See box at 1651
Ryan.
--WOOD FOR SALE, $15
rick & up. Immediate
delivery. Call 437-4346.

f VMKPAS OttNM
TWO EACH 17,000 gallon
storage tanks with
ladders. Would make
1,800 'bushel grain bins.
Top condition. Both
$2,000. Call 618-524-9614.

FOR SALE: Full size bed,
with. Bookcase Headboard, Frame, Mattress, and Springs; 2
Bookcases; 5 Drawer
Chest; 10 Drawer Chest;
Desk; Loveseat; Arm
Chair;
Phonograph
Console - needs work;
Cradle; Pole Lamp; 6
Drawer Dresser &
Mirror; Color TV- needs
work; drapes 83" x 63",
and 83- x45" Beige; call
753-3893.

16 Home Furnishings

15 Articles For Sale

30T:11

M
Casual ShoesVI()
c.‘•
Pr

PAY MORE? WHAT FOR?

Buy 1 Pair, Get 2nd Pair
C1.625411 Early Amenran -ityling with a
distinctive country look in a cabinet of Pine veneers and hardwood solids. Overhang top and straight bracket base Deluxe
three-piece gallery. Concealed casters. H32i," W 17" 1) 19'7"
25" Diagonal
Standard Features
.GT-Matic IT Color Tiating-..Deluse 30,000-volt GT-300 Solid-State Chassis
.Sylvania Dark-Lite 50 Picture Tube
.AFC
.Perma-1Int4SeMI
.6" Oval Speaker
per wk.
.lighted Channel Indicator

FREE

Early America St*

Hodge ti Son, Inc.
753-4669

205 S.5th
Miirrny,

S-35.'004

Warn ebr and

Jeans

25%
1

Minnetonka

Moccasins
pct.

Coats
50% & More

•

Save Up To

e
00
1

Buy 1 Pair
Get 2nd Pair %IP
For Only

Factory Outlet is your
headquarters- for_ :Boots, Suits..
Coals, liather Coats &Jacicets, etc
B.C.

We'll be glad to ma,
your orders to you

This fine 3 bedroom brick home offers the things
so important today in determining value and
living comfort. A den big on space perfect forrelaxation or entertainment, 2 full baths lone is
off master bedroom), large kitchen complete
with all appliances, control heat 7 air, and occulksisey is immediate! Located in Bagwell
Manor. Try to match this fer only $37,3d0.00.

Murray Horne
& Auto
IOS N. 17th Street

26 TV Radio

B0112-1EARS

753-8080

r H E PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIIINDI Y TOUCH,
WANTED A RESPONSIBLE person to take up
Medea maijo;153.4034.
Itinibiallooily 753.v034
paymeritg 6n `025" color •
NO‘tif Maar 7S3 7519
iirbets
753-4111
TV.
01,4"0116.4prtryr7
it B
11.-4-1400k 103-0•3161 •
753-75Z5.
r
•

4
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31. Want To Rent

43 Real Estate

4

0

-ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment
needed at Christmas
References offered. -Call
153-0903.

43. Real Estate

The

Kountry Kitchen

I
0
a_
'

33. Rooms Fix Rent
SLEEPING ROOM for
boys, utilities furnished.
Walki^° distance for
MSU. Ca 76341/.
34 Houses For Rent

Uncommon Items:
iv-Rum-a-Baba Molds
...Roll Top Bread Box
v.Picture Poster Raisin Racks
v- Egg Coddlers
Salt Grinders
v- Individual Cookie Cutter
v. Glass Punch Ladles

2
UNFURNISHED
bedroom house, near the
- university. Economical
gas floor furnace heat.
Deposit
Carpeted.
required. Call 753-3744,
days.

4
4
a
o4
4

•

138'Acre Farm - Just
listed _flood__hottom
2 mi.
1
land with over /
of hwy. -frontage. 100acres tendable plus air
cured, dark fired, and
burley tobacco bases.
Located on Hwy. 1836
1u2 _miles north of
Coldwater. Priced at
$886/acre. Call or
come by

Murra., K.

4
0

SMALL HOUSE furnished, air conditioned,
Living room carpeted.
near
Nice located
university. Couple
desired;No children ce
pets. Call after 9 a.m.
753-3920.
_

X NI'X 31E

ir.3lohc,ipprorcv

o•

LeCreuset Cast Enamel Ware

1

Pfaltz Graff Dinnerware
4 Village
4 (Jourmet

0:

• Farberware
4• a
A

-

in the Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center. 7591707 or 759-1716.

York Towne g
Heritage

1707 OLIVE. 3 br. 2 bath
brick home 2 blocks
from campus. Has small
upstairs apartment and
detached apartment.
Should rent for $200
monthly. $49,500. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate. 7533263 anytime.

Wroppirg

-.Always Free G

• Starks Hardware

I

,

Murray, Ky. w
• 12th and Poplar
tirsivirsrercrergairoirrovrcsswov7QWparcrarovroarcrercorcove

36 For Rent Or Lease

HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also S
available. Call- Mike
43. Real Estate
753-8850
Brannack
between 8 and 5.
HOME WITH 40 acres
with lovely landscaped
surroundings and 5
Mink
ponds in wooded setting.
Warehouse
Several
outbuildings,
Storage Space
fenced area for horses,
For Rent
pine forest with walking
753-4758
riding
trails
and
to
a
meandering
37. Livestock Supplies
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
THREE WHITE FACED
hillsides Y-QU'll not see
steers and one white
another picture this
faced bull, Call 436-6844.
pretty in this area.
38 Pets Supplies
Ph-one us today at
GERMAN- Kopperud' Realty, 753AKC
SHEPHERD puppies.
1222. We are Murray's
Call 554-2153 Paducah.
fastest growing realty.
AKC GERMAN short
haired Pointer puppies.
Guaranteed against hip
dysplasia. Sired by
O.S.A. certified double
field champion. Dam xrayed good at 13 months.
Shots, wormed. Call 1354-8776.
RIfiGISTERED
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. Call 554-2153,,
Paducah.
ONE FEMALE AKC
Doberman
registered
puppy. Red and rust
colored. Nine weeks old.
$100. Call 4W-5495.

2112=1111111

El

PURDOM
1 0
1

753-7724

Murray, Ky.

OPINVESTMENT
PORTUNITY-Brick
duplex with each unit
having 2 bedrooms
located only 4 miles
from Murray. This
property offers a good
return on investment
and owner would consider financing. Priced
to sell fast. Low 20's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for friendly,
courteous real estate
service,,,
Good Investment. Just
listed - brick duplex in
county plus extra lot 3,'•
acre in size with
trailer hook-up... Both
can be bought for
$31,500 or separately.
Call or come by

511F5SAWS WM WM MS RIM 7:5S

KIN

I

0
0

.;
0:
• t

4'

I
.
•

,

" \•7i
t•

Boots & Shoes for every activity under the sun.
Olympic Plaza
753-9885
9-9 Weekdays
Murray,K.
1-6 Sun.
Male & Faded Glory

Leather
Coats

Jeans

25%

; -Fully LinedRedueed from $140.90 to

ti•A'
11
'111

$

•

999

Work Shoes

Leather
Coats

0605 & 607 N704

• Left to right: Kick'llGo '29.95; Kick'NGo Sr.
'39.95; Kick'NGo 2,'39.95

lay-Away Early,
Supply Is Limited

• Buy 1 Pair
Get 2nd
•
es
,
Pair Free!
0
•
•

OVERBY HONDA

•

753-4092 •

101 South 4th

Redu( ed

113

Oil Resistant
Neoprene Soles
Vernon's

is

8 Track

OR MORE
headquarters

for

• Leather 8 Western Goods
.0,Q10%;,fro rye,Iscro.clIrcallftzsaNrargigrcrilr0

arraloNallrowPs4

Tape Player

$4995
CHUCK'S
MUSIC CENTER

Pr-•

2
NEW
ALMOST
bedroom brick house in
Lynn Grove. Has city
water, gas heat, carpeted throughout. Call 1527-9303.

I;

)

First time on market-well
maintained older 2 story
home located NW_potential of 5 bedrooms, kitchenden, triple carport_in the
30's.

Just Received - New Shipment
Largest Selection Of
Chairs in this Area

tz

OVER

130 CHAIRS
In Stock

P4

Dunn Furniture Warehouse

d

TV-STEM-APPLIANCES
MI

Open Friday 16ghts Tit 8-00 p.m.
Murray,Ky.

t.Ma&Mattatii3.tiZiatAILYZILlici

, 120 ACRES- Completely
fenced with most crossfenced, 92 acres tendable. Has well, stock
barn, tobacco barn &base.
on
Located
Tucker-Garland Road.
Phone Wilson Ins.' 4.
Murray. Ky
1 -36E1 Iff
t5 1411 Ma
Real
Estate 753-3263
.1t
6
3111111
5SSORS11013116
.
•AR WSJ etMRSIMPSWW0113311154171131256=5514
anytime.

a53

inotomminionunnuennnitt

Murray, Kentucky

HOUSE AND LOP for
sale at 905 N. 16th Street.
For mood information
' call 753-8679.

Lane Action
Recliners

tz

After Hours:
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579
Bill Payne - 753-9794
Brenda Jones - 753-8668
Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Judy Johnston - 437-4446

AC/Battery

OFF

TWO BEDROOM frame
on 44 acre lot. Has new
roof, panelled, 'carpet,
electric heat, storm
doors and windows.
Three miles South of
Farmington on 564
Highway. Call 1-345=90.

I;

Two large bedrooms in this
Eying
brick_kitchen-derr,
room with fireplace, garage.
In the 20's-.North School
District.

Beautiful

For Sale

PTTITIVIZTTIVIIT/ITIZTIITZTTZIZITE

Due to owner's retirement a
well established business is
now available. Owner will
train and will consider financing,. Call now.

Western Store
Dear Santa:
. The Honda Kick 'N Gos are at Overby
Honda

46. Homes

REAL
"For Real Service
In Real Estate"
711 Main 753-1 222

If you recognize and value
the distinction of fine design,
we have your house-1large
bedrooms with abundant
closets_Sitting in front of
crackling fire you can view
open
meadow...For
economy add heae-ptsmpand R 28 insulation.

Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center 759-1I07' or 7591716.

753 25 1

111',

44 Lots For Sale
LOT WITH TREES in
--Gatesborough. 126.x 217
ft. Call 753-6275.

PA KOPP RUD

We can't keep these NEW
ISTINGS wiclos ow hat-

The Neison
Sh.-oot Co.,
REALTORS,

_.t

:AR,f. •

After flours
759-1716

=MIR

43. Real Estate

VERNON'S

O

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

1406 West Mel - 753-5315

"Tow Key People
In Reel Estate"

X11103/Stri

5271469 - 75-3-9625
(00•EI

.h

759-1707

"Satisfied Customers Are Our

Int

Iffp ilfwerplircilrpiriallNyerty OciVirp117p124
q,ffewcp,14-117p1IPiall
,

For All Your
Real Estate Needs
Is

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St.

QUALITY

Murray

Guy Spann Realty

e/iff-ya.f5)

I 7 N Popiar-Senton

The hone
Number In

Main Concern"

901 Sycamore

43 Real Estate

KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
ou in. Real Estate
-TT you have a
matters
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
---Kappenid -Meaty want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.

Come in for a test drive.

Model T15262

Realtor

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759)707- 759-1716

Our Sporty
Affordable
Luxury Car

CRACKLING FIRE on
the fireplace...large
living room - kitchen
combination...loft
bedroom,. large wooded
secluded
in
lot
area.. ideal hideaway.
'Ail" for only $11,000.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

Texsas Instruments
5 Function
Digital
Watch
$988

John C.
Neubauer .
Lot Your Property With Us
7530101
505 Mein St.

irrAridr, casmik,

Waldrop Realty
Sus,ness
&rice. 1956
753-S646

011DMINNINKNONDINNINCINCINCORNItiltik

COUNTRY
FINE
LIVING-Now is your
chance to own property
overlooking the lovely
Murray Country Club
golf course. Three
bedroom brick home
with fireplace, full
basement which is ideal.,
or
for
workshop
recreation roam, attached garage, and
breeze.4y. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in
the low 30's. Additional
acreage may be puradjoiniag
chased
country club golf courie...,-k
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for full-time,competent real estate
.service.

Whether its lot, farm,
home, or commercial
property, The Nelson
Co ,
Shroat
REALTORS is the
company to see. WE
have all types of
listings and are
available at all times
to serve you. Come in
to the most conveniently Iocote4 yea]
estate co. in town
The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
REALTORS

GET BACK to nature on
this 40 acre farm...26
tendable, tobacco base,
woods, creek and
older frame home.
Owner will consider any
reasonable offer.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

43 Real Estate

almemmee.,

REV/non

0:

•

REALTORS

641 North

753-3037

EMITN

sound system
The Mini-Wedge

Prill12111P',,011
'01111

Model JSITAr
_
Fealutes,the?klicee0-5e.uegAelledter,-..
AM/FAA,Stereo FM Tuner won AFC on.FM
Stereo Precisiod Record Changer Complete
with A-Track.Tate Mayer Shown with Zeno,
Altegro t000 tuned port speakers Snnurated wood
calzknet with handsome Tamed Wainul,t,M,St.
Toetstalaygoesm
oefote the name goes or -

SW divot,ow full tins to ih• sales and ~vice
_•
ofelectronicProducts

ucker T.V.
Salei*Service
105
•
111-4144
.
Sotdwaterit*-4441

O&M

After the thaw...
Rent

RINSE

VAC

CARPET CLEANING SYSTEM

AM• IN
mite

REMOVES
SLUSH • SALT

MUD • DIRT
GRIME!JRESIDUES
NOW
ONLY

99
•I'm" HALF DAY
Mon. thru Thurs.
•

'iii
t_birtioth
flog of
Onistwas
my true 17o me
•

gave

IIIIppV Prepaid (:hri.si nuts
ili111.
treAt yew..b•itt i•ur ChriNtriws
le) F.01'1.1•:ti /BANK
r.

!Way Mona IAuto.
_

• Chestnut St.- 751-2571
in

,
*
if Ft

Sweater Knit
Panels
Vest Size

$298
Cardigan Size

$398

This Special Good Tues. Only

all tfve bills.

M

Tuesday Special!

H1

Murray Sewing
Center
r Center

,ftvvf *MOM Of

5323
'A.Trademark of. THE SINGER cOmPAN

South 12th at

Sycamore

TELEPHONE 7511051

SAY HELLO TO A
GOOD BUY! This sharp
3 bedroom, 1 bath has
been newly decorated,
economical central gas
heat, central electric
air. Private backyard,
nice outside storage
lniilding. On quiet'street
in good neighborhood.
Plenty of closet space,
large utility room. This
one won't last long at
$34,900.00. Located at
503 Beale Street. Call or
come by 1$N....12th
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.

Purdons.it Thronan
Insurance I. Real Estater
sc..,•mid. Court Squore
- Mersey, KentocAiy t

.itainmintioutiaraimowastaltats"

753-4451
'•

*

1
1
'
119
- -F
4

BIG HOME-BIGGER BUY
Just listed this large 4 bedroom,3 bath home on'
private one acre tract- 4'.4 miles,from Murr
Almost 3000 square-feet of living area in this
home which has extra large rotims and large 2
car garage. Built-in kitchen with all appliances
including refrigerator, range, dishwaifier,
disposal and trash compactor staying with sale
of home. Priced well below replacement cost only $45,000. Phone us today for more information.

KOPPERUD
REALTY
711 Main
A
531222'
Gtrihge G-allogher 753-6129 Geri AnderArn 7f1-7932
Harry Patterson 492:3302 Sill Kopperod,753,1222_,........
eis Rayburn 753-4474
111
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new
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itelreparetFor
Christmas 1978

3E"31E 30la
46. Homes For Sale

Bank of
Murray
Member F. IL I. C.

1970 DOI5GE POLARA
station wagon, with
snow tires. $500. Must
sell fast. Call 767-4556.
1971 CHEVROLET
Kingswood wagon. Call
753-7307.
1972 DATSUN pickup,
good condition. $1,550.
Call 753-7595.

•

The Shon)case

It gathers the light of
ten thousand yeiterdaysto illuminate ten
thousand tomorrows.

17 ti

-at
121 Bypass
fvturrar Ky. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Visa &
Master Charge
Welrome

VTITVIZITTIVITITITITITITITVITITT/

Creative
Printers, Inc.
808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
dedicated to giving you

v Quality Printing
vQuick Service
Reasonably Priced
Let us help you with
All your printing needs.
We also have
quick copy service

Phone 753-2285
SALES OPPORTUNITY
FOR PERSON WITH
MANAGEMENT IN VIEW

on,

his
:e 2
ces
er,
:ale
st in-

32

FOR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW:
call (502) 685-3151, Ask for Joe Pruitt
or write.

CITIZENS SECURITY

-sun DisuRANcr
,felten,..Ky. 42041

Including:

CUSTOM
UPHOLSTERY. Free estimates.
_Call 43g-2786.
-FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates fcfr your
needs.
-

1975 SCOUT II, 4 wheel
drive, V-4, 4 speed,
power steering, deluxe
interior, big tires and
wheels. Call 395-4175
after 5 p.m. Ask for
Dennis.
1976 BUICK SKYLARK,
automatic, 20,000 miles,
power windows, power
locks, power steering
and brakes, - cruise
control, AM-FM. Like
new. A Steal' $4,300.
Call 753-2501.
Estate
1970 BUICK
wagon, excellent running condition. Motor
overhauled. Call 7533222.

YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOFING. Commercial and
residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.

air,

V-8.

GENERAL BACKHOF.
worn, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard. 436-2306.

FOR HACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

Wards steel-track belted
Road Grappler Radial:'

off pairs.
Tublike..
whitowall
else

Also ft,
metric
idiot

Catalog

- 141176-13

175H-13

1)1(714-14

. 175H-14

Very

1974 CAPRICE, 1 owner,
excellent. Call 7534648,
50. Campers
16' SHASTA, completely
self contained. Excellent condition. Call
753-6808 from 7 to 5 a.m.
51. Services Offered
JACKSON PURCHASE
Insulation of Murray
announces its opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration. heating.
Call 474-8841.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and
sand. Lime, sawdust or
.`decorative_ rock. Also
free estimates on. •
driveyva a
•411''1534263.

• R.samede
SIGNS

*CROSS

*759-1661

•

Twin Lakes
Office Products
753-0123
Main at 4th
Murray(Ky.

Rag
price
each

Sal•
price
Pairs

6237

4606

70.12

21.00

6244

56 345

114.711

111.110

N.. I,

You
in

Psi.

-.1.....6e.a...e...........4 me...atm. elf.4.1,C

_

.

SPEED QUEEN

••

1. Washer Model PA
Dryer

502 N. 4114
Murray,Ky.
753-3251
753-8944

*WHITE PINE'
*HEMLOCK
*LIVING
CHRISTMASES
-10E11 SEI1IDATS4,4,1_

$21700

.Only washer on the market with a full 10 year
warranty on the transmission.
•
.5 year warranty on thy tub
oBalance,2 year warranty
CA1144

Morris Refrigeration
153-1205

••..A.AN't

506 So 4th
THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share Trftsy-are superbly-styled in
elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every-possible taste
from classic. to,conte_mporary, to vent gar9e . . and
to assure lasting pride and satisfaction

Earl Side Square

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Coolcsey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt effecient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

AIR COMPRESSORS
On. & lebeitt Wits. lepers
el ell makes

502-442-9396

•

KING'S DENP.
"The" Store For Men
PHONE 502-752-0650
net_ AIR SHOPPING
Fri
crri
,

753-2835

Murray, Ky.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

••

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 753'1200-,

Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized pop will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

Taber's Body Shop
24 Hour Wrecker'geiviCe753-1441

753-6177

753-3134
1301 Chestnut-Murray,Ky.

Prices from $3.50 to $15.00

Shirley's Florist
& Garden
Center.
St.

1

,

Traditional Wedding Rings

Fire

To Choose from.

WET BASEMENT? VA
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. call - or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

••

,
...

POINSETTIAS

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates:
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

.t;q1Y11.0.ff#.1.1P11131,1:1.11'11'.111`\\.

BLOWN-IN insulation. Fast
dependable service,
Fred's Insulation Co.,
phone 901-642-9500.

IRIM TIRE SALE

$26-$48

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterjpj. Also dry wall
10 years exkrience. Call 436-2563.
Ralph Worley.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then cal/ 753-6614.

installed per your
specifications.
Call
DI:nig Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

1972 V.W,good shape low
mileage. Call 759-1143.

,

FOR YOUR septic tank
and bickfioe work
needs. Also'septic tank
Cleaning. Call John
Lane:Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 4364348.

*Shaeffer
*Parker
sPapermate

•

C. Ir.-6.1,W-_,14:- '- 117.14--111-1-4 --_ - 4-841.4'.4.-.
184.-...-141R1)- station---a"
"
)117R-14
195R-14
hi 65
6238
11444/
32.10
wiigon,
body good, fair
(1(714•14
67
85
205R•I4
6239
101.20
34.50
mechanically. $150. Call
. rrics-14
6240
74 04 Ill.611 ... 31.60
21514-14
after 5 p.m. 753-6505.
___
en7N-15
73 94) 111.00
20514-15
6231
30.00
1111714•15 21514-15
80 11 121.72
6232
30.60
1975 FORD GRANADA,
1i1(714-15
23514-18'
6236 ., 45944 130.1111
411.110
power steering, power
40rice Includes Federal F.IICISP Tax
b
nice. $2995. Ca 53-2738
nights.
USE WARDS
CHARG-ALL
1974., PEUGOET, 504
CREDIT
diesel, 4 door sedan.
39,000 miles. 30 mpg.
Ammareulata. CaR 753Uncle Jefra Shopping Center --W3-1908
--S72111
2738 nights.
rakes.

51. Services Offered

Lay-A-Way Now
For Christmas
Calculators-Portable Typewriters

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

1971 CHEVROLET 142 ton
truck, 16' flat bed. Good
shape. Call 901-247-5336,
Puryear, Tenn., after 5,,
GENERAL HOME
p.m.
remodeling, framing.
-aluminum siding and
'GALAXIE,
1969 FORD,
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
automatic, power
steering, 302 V4 motor. . or 1-362-4895.
Good gas mileage.
WATCH AND CLOCK
Ashley wood 'stove
repairing. All work
without jacket. Call 436guaranteed. Call 7592204.
1231.
1969 MERCURY MONTEGO_ MX
Power DRIVEWAYS and
brakes,steering and air,
parking areas white
new-iiresT-Ceil-753-9039
rocked and graded. Free
after 3 o'clock.
estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
173TOYOTA Celica, air,
4 p.m.
new tires, Runs and
looks good. $1995-. Call 1GUTTERING BY Sears,
247-3258.
Sears continuous gutters

Male or Female
We have-an outstanding opportunity
for a responsible person who can sell;
and who wants to develop into management.
We offer you the opportunity for
growth, with advance commissions paid
daily, vested renewaLs,and overwrite on
production of the people you supervise:
We specialize in group and franchise
group life and cancer insurance as well as
a supplement to Workmen's Compensation.
We are_aclinarnic; growing Company
that has quadrupled in the last 10 years!
Want to know more? _

wir

SALE - Willard car
battery, .2
year
guarantee, $22.88; 3
year guarantee, $26.99;
4 year guarantee,
$29.99; 5 year guaran11
(01) NEED AN`? HELP, I'LL 9E
tee' $32.59. Maintenance
free
NE)C'r ROOM WATCHING
'
)/%)
guarantee
year
5
$39.99. Wallin HardSOME VIOLENCE.
ware, Paris.
51 Services Offered
19 Used C.
51 Services Offered
..rs & Trucks

V-AWAW-AWAWIAW-A

Waterford
Gallery

Desk Accessories
a
Desk Pads
Dearer-1W ray
Desk I Pocket
Pen Sets

NOTICE:For
your
Datsun
Automotive
repair work. Call Gene
'timbre),753-8693 Datsun
trained mechanic.

Today

Visit the

10%DISCOUNT
On MI

1975 HONDA 250 XL,1,200
road miles, only iidden
for 3 months and matching helmet. Take up
payments at $600. ,Call
10041111r
--

Christmas Club

51 Services Offered

Friday $ Saturday

47 Motorcycles

OA:AAW-AW-AW-AV-AWAW-3
OPEN YOUR

Isn't
It time
you started
collecting
signed
originals by
Waterford'

‘1‘.;41 iii(041•01.010hi114.,414.0

THREE ROOMS, furnished, 10 miles East of
Murray,Call-1-44114811.

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Onuars

Kelley's Termite
.4 Pest Control

Quality Service
Company

100S. 13th4.
Murray,ry.

Pump
Special's's

753-3914
'PRINTING

Modern Sheet Metal
t Service Departments.

753-9290
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
753-5397
102 North 4th Street

401dOER-14114-41LENTbC441‘...

6

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-02

Refinishing &
Custom Built Furniture

502-492-8837
Hwy,641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

Police
753-1621

Hinman's
Rentals
Neese, grim, wete, sewer,
pewee end csecrete tools end.
etc.

753-5703
802 N. 18th Street
Murray.
Radio Cab
Conipany

Poison
Control
Center
753-7588

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
24 Hour Service
7 Days A Week''

Phone
75342361

.4E!
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Deaths and Funerals
Ray Dowdy Dies At

Final Rites Held

Mrs. McCuiston Is

British Deploy
Armed Troops
To Bermuda

Mrs. Ida Bufford

His Home Saturday; For coy L. Hale Dead At Age 71;
Final rites for Coy L. Halt, Services
Funeral Is Today
Tuesday
retired fanner, were held

Dies At Hospital

Services for Mrs. Ida E.
Bufford, age 81, Benton, who
Ray Dowdy of A ueort, Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the -Mrs. Baymon (Mary died Saturday morning at
Benton Route Five, died .chapel of the Max Churchill Jewell) McCuiston of New Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
Saturday at 8:45 ten. at his 'Funeral Home with the Rev. Concord:died Sunday at 4:15 are being held today at one
home. He was 66 years of age. Julian Warren and the Rev. A. p.m. at the Murray-Calloway p.m. at Filbeck and Cann
+its sudden death was due tuM. Thomas officiating, pus County Hospital. She was 71 Funeral Home, Benton, with
an apparent heart attack.
Robertson, Jr., was soloist year-:Tage ahd'a menitipr of the. Rev. Dennis Waters and
Aurora
The
resident was a and Mrs. Otto Erwin was the Seventh and _ Poplar the Rev. R. J. Burpo officiating.
Church of Christ.
member of the Ferguson organist.
Burial will follow in Union
Springs Baptist Church, and
Pallbearers were Duff , The New Concord resident
Park="buI
Erwin,, Howard Perkins, was born May 8, 1906, in Ridge Cemetery.
bad retired as a toll collector
Mrs. Bufford, a member of
forthe Kentucky State
a ey Ttirgres, Sharinorr--€1tikowfili-C94w444--and was-the
way. Born March 13, 1911, in Ellis, Groover Parker, and daughter of the late Arthur B. Olive Baptist Church, is
Calloway County, he was the James Parker. Burial was in Jewel and Annie Charlotte survived by her husband,
son of the late William the Murray City. Cemetery. Saunders Jewel. She and her Hubert, at home; three
Edward Dowdy and Viola
Mr. Hale, age 85, died husband, who survives, were daughters, Mrs. Carrie Allen,
Mrs. Ethel York and Mrs.
Angeline Harris Dowdy. .
Friday at 11:30 p.m. at the married June 3, 1972.
Mrs. McCuiston is survived Ruby Henson, all of Benton;
Mr. Dowdy is survived by Westview Nursing Home. He
his wife, Mrs. Betty Collins was a member of the Goshen by her husband; one stepson, two sons, Lawrence Bufford
Dowdy, Benton Route Five; United, Methodist Church. Keys McCuiston, Murray and J. R. Bufford of Benton;
two sons, Donald Dowdy, Born February 18, 1892, in Route Six; three sisters, Mrs. three sitters, Mrs. Rena Kirk.
Dexter Route One, and Bobby Calloway County, he was the Christine Ramsey, Muskegon, Mrs. Alta York and Mrs.
Dowdy, Bristol, Tn.; five son of the late Jodie Hale and Mich., Mrs. Robert (Maude) Madie McElroy, both of Paris,
Steele, Murray Route Three, Tenn., a brother, Hestel Greer
sisters, Mrs. Errie Ellis and Rebecca Paschall Hale.
Mrs. Irene Garrison, Murray,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. and Mrs. George (Dorothy).of Renton; 19 grandchildren, -GETTING THE
TOUR—Cathy Bailey (right) of New
Mrs. Sadie Vance, Corinth, Vara Fain Hale, 215 South 15th Black, Murray Route Six; four 11 great grandchildren and Albany,
Ind., recipient of a S500 scholarship provided by
Miss., Mrs. Opal Smith, Street, but also a patient at brothers, Arthur Jewel, 804 three great great grand.
Fisher Price Toys in Murray, gets a first-hand look at the
Jefferson City, Mo., and Mrs. Westview Nursing Home, to South Fourth Street, Murray, children.
operation
in the plant. Conducting the tour for her are
Pearl Dickerson, Calvert City whom he had been married for John Henry Jewel, 1510
Paul Kiesow (left), the incoming plant manager, and Royal
Boulevard,
Johnson
Murray.
Nursing Home; two brothers, sixty-four years; three sons,
Kain, the retiring plant manager. Also observing is Dr.
Rex and Wallace Dowdy, Hilton Hale, 900 Coldwater Harold Jewel, Ferndale, "
Alice Koenecke, chairman of the Department of Home
Hale,
Mich.,
Lennis
Jewel,
and
Floy
Murray,
Murray; six grandchildren, Road,
Economics at Murray State University. Shown in the
Craig, LaDon, and Alex Murray Route Seven, and Hendersonville, Tn.; four step
foreground is Millie Warner of Murray Route 8 as she
Dowdy, Dexter Route One, Charles Hale, 1508 Chaucer grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Word had been received of works on the assembly liqt.
Bradley, Gayle, and Leis Drive, Murray; me sister,
Dowdy, Bristol, Tn.
Mrs. Ruby Barnes, Murray; Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the the death of E. J. Moore of
The funeral is being held four grandchildren, Barbara chapel of the Blalock-Coleman 1425 Forty-third Street, Birtoday at one p.m. at the Hale, Paducah, Jerry Hale, Funeral Home with Bro. Lloyd rningham, Ala., who died at
Ledbetter Baptist Church with Lexington. Steve
Fort Perrin---aad__BroJohn Dale _Alia lintne_this naorming_ataane____
the Rev. W. D. Billington and Worth,Texas,and Angie Hale, officiating. Burial will follow - o'clock.He is survived by his wife, $
the Rev. Howard Copeland, Murray; four great grand- in the Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the - Mrs. Helen Moore, BirJr.. efficiating. The Warren children.
funeral home.
mingham, Ala.; one son, Dr.
Quartet is providing the
E. J. Moore, Selma, Ala.; one
Miss Bailey, the daughter of
sister, Miss Virginia Moore, Cathy Bailey of New
Serving as pallbearers are
- Murray; three grandchildren. Albany, Ind., a junior child Mr. and Mrs. James E. Bailey
.
Gene Gregory, Carlton
Funeral and burial services development major at Murray of 1708 Lilly Lane in New
'Morgan, James McKinney,
Will be held in Birmingham, Stae University, has been Albany, is the first recipient cif
Jerry Lovett, Paul Thompson,
Ala., with the Elmwood awarded a 500 scholarship a scholarship made possible
and Marvin Newcomb. Burial
The death of J. MacFadden Funeral Home in charge of the provided by the Fisher Price by a donation by Fisher Price
will follow in the church
Toys 'plant in Murray for the to the President's Club.
Services for Fray Cun- Dick occurred November 15 in arrangements
cemetery with the Max
.
1977-78
ningham
were
held
Sunday
shcool year.
at
Beside her junior standing
Salisbury, Maryland.
Chruchill Funeral Home in
and her academic work in
He was the husband of the
charge of the arrangements. two p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral former
child development, Miss
Miss
Virginia
Home with the Rev. Horace McEirath, a native of Murray
Bailey also meet other
Duke and the Rev. Eugene and a former teacher at
guidelines for the scholarship,
Figge officiating. Music was Murray High School.
including at least a 3.00
by Alvin Usrey, soloist, with
academic standing of a
Her address is 105 E.
Janet Arnold as piano ac- Isabella St., Salisbury,
possible 4.00 and demoncompanist and by Loma Maryland 21801.
strated excellence in working
Borders, soloist, with Angela
with children.
Manning as organ acShe is a member of the
companist.
German Club and is pledging
Active pallbearers were
Alpha Chi national honor
Mrs. James Elmer Louella Earl and Gerald Tabers,
society for scholarship.
ROME
(AP)
— An Italian king that
Mullins) Adams, formerly of Richard Towery, Bill Mix, The funeral for Mrs. Ambie
Fisher Price, a Division of
he should rig four
_Murray, died Sunday at 10:55 Sherman
Borders, and Owen Futrell, widow of ambassador's letter written in caravels because he said he the Quaker Oats Co., began
1493
indicates
that wanted to go across
a.m. at the Western Baptist Eugene Manning. Honorary Stanley Futrell of Murray,
the Grand production in Murray in
Hospital, Paducah. She was 74 pallbearers were Ohs Beach, was held Sunday at two p.m. Christopher Columbus made Sea and sail straight west- October, 1973, and has
years of age and a resident of Twyinan Edwards, Carney at the chapel of the J. H. his first voyage to America ward long enough as to reach produced almost 35 million toy
Wingo Route Two.
Pierce, Raymond Workman, Churchill Funeral Home with with four ships rather than the Orient since the world units since that date. The
three as history records, Prof. being
The deceased was a Emery Hooks, and C. C. Bro. John Dale officiating.
roundhe could but make Murray plant employs about
Marinella Bonvini Mazzanti of a
member of the Mt. Pleasant Farless. Burial was in the
turn and find the eastern 400 full-time workers.
Pallbearers were Wayne Urbino
University says.
Church of Christ in Graves Murray City Cemetery.
Royal Kain is retiring as
Clark, John W. Owen, Mickey
Part."
Mrs. Bonvini Mazzanti says "Columbus returned
County. She was born July 12,
Mr. Cunningham, age 70, Overbey, Tony Horton, Nick
aboard plant manager Jan. 1. He is
1903.
died suddenly Friday at Allen Horton, and Joe Clark. the letter was written from the Nina, followed by the Pin- being succeeded by Paul
Mrs. Adams is survived by eleven a.m. at his home at 1402 Burial was in the Murray City Barcelona on March 9, 1493. ta,." said Mrs. Bonvini Maz- Kiesow, who joined the
by Annibale de Gennaro, the zanti, a 36-year
her husband; one daughter, Sycamore Street, Murray. He Cemetery.
-old history operation in October to begin
ambassador of the king of, professor, in
Mrs. Thomas Rhodes, Water was a member of the Locust
a telephone in- making the transition.
Mrs. Futrell, age 88, died
Valley; one son, Alden Grove
Church of
the Thursday at LeHigh General Naples. It went to de Gen- terview from her home in
Adams, Venice, Fla.; two Nazarene, a retired employee HosPital, LeHigh Acres, Fla. naro's brother, the am- Senigaglia, near Urbino.
sisters, Mrs. Ovene Owens, of the Murray Division of the She is survived by one bassador to the duchy of 'The Santa Maria
was
Wingo Route Two, and Mrs. Tappan Company, and em- daughter, Mrs. Sue Corbin, Milan, and the scholar said wrecked on Christmas Day
of
Eloise Carney, Frazier, ployed at Big K Department Clewiston, Fla.; one brother, she found it in the archives of 1492 when Columbus left
40
the
Este
family, which ruled men in a fort called
Mich.; two brothers, Lerman Store at the time of his death. Genith Owen, Murray; two
'Navidad'
Mullins., Wingo Route One,
He is survived by his,wife ,granddaughters, Nancy in Modena then.
on the island of Hispaniola.
According....
.to
..
history,
Detroit,
and Glossy Mullins,
Mrs. Tilby Russell Cun- Corbin, Milledgeville, Ga.,
The fourth ship remained
Mich.; four grandchildren; ningham, to whom he was and Mary Corbin Thomas, Columbus' first expedition in behind with those in the
fort."
search of a westward water
six great grandchildren.
inArried on November 8, 1930;
4
Gainesville, Fla.
She
said
the
are
By LOUISE COOK
route
to
the Far East conThe Tuneral- will be held two sons, Glen N. CunAssociated Press Writer
sisted of three caravels, the references to this fourth ship
Tuesday aa two p.m. at the ningham, Murray Route Two,
Americans still spend the
Nina, the Pinta and the Santa being left behind in Columbus'
chapel of the Hopkins and and Kenneth Cunningham,
diary, although the diary is
biggest chunk of their food
Maria.riBut Mrs. Bonvini
Brown Funeral Home, Wingo, Lone Oak; two sisters, Mrs.
never precise _about the
dollars for fresh, unprocessed
Mazzantt says-de Gennaro, in
with Bro. Kenneth Hoover and. .Carl Usrey, Kirksey, and Mrs.
number
of ships, and in the
items, despite the increasing
telling -his brother about the
Bro. Jerry Mayes officiating. Jesse Tucker, Mayfield; six
report he sent to- King Feravailability of convenlenct
explorer's 'departure from
Burial will follow in the Mt. grandchildren, Kathy, Gary,
dinand's
treasurer from
foods.
Spain, wrote:
Pleasant Cemetery -in Graves Randy, David, Melinda, and
That's one of the findings of
"For the entreaties of one Lisbon on March 14, 1493, 10
County.
Aleshia Cunningham; two Funeral services for Mrs.
a U.S. Department of
called Columba, it pleased the days after he docked there on
Friends may call at the great grandchildren, Chuck Lanie Barrow
his return journey.
were held
Agriculture study based on
funeral home after four p.m. Shelton and Valerie Cun- Sunday at two p.m.
at the
conducted
surveys
by
-today Monday)...-the Miller Funeral
Supermarketing, a trade
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
publication, in'1965 and 1975.
James T. Garland officiating
The USDA looked at what
and Mrs. Oneida White as
happens to every $100 you
pianist.
spend on food. Here's how the
Pallbearers were Charles1975 breakdown worked out:
By Lochie Overbeychapeaux, attic-found long
Beale, Louie and Adene
—Fresh, unprocessed foods
Christopher —
Westerman, Scott Barrow,
skirts and aprons; and (milk; cream, meat, poultry,
Murray-Calloway
Steve Sanders, and Henry
By Kenny Imes
County colorful ragged burlap, seafood,
nuts,
eggs,
'.•
Staley. Burial was in the Community
Theatre's portray interesting charac- vegetables and fruit): $45.75.
Wofford Cemetery in Stewart production of "Story Theatre" ters. The ten tales and fables
—Mixes and mixtures, deby Paul Sills, adapted from are about animals and people.
County,
Tn.
scribed as ready-to-eat or
Do you ever feel an emptiness or unfulfilled desire in
Mrs. Barrow, age 78, died the Grimm Brothers and The Simpleton, Old Woman, ready-to-heat: $19.98.
your life? If so, have you ever considered your view is
Saturday at 5:30 a.m. at the Aesop's Fables, under the Crows, Bridegroom,
perhaps nearsighted, instead of farsighted enough to
—Foods
like
bacon,
Murray-Calloway
vision your capabilities? The plain fact is that every
County direction of Richard Calen- Musicians, Peasants, Cows, macaroni products and oils
tine,
is
an
exciting portrayal Counts, Theifs, Fisherman, that are cured, frozen, canHospital. She was a member
one possesses certain energies and resources that are
of the Hazel Baptist Church. of community cooperation Venus, goose, King, are just ned, dried or only slightly
often unused or wasted.
Very few people of course can be a Benjamin
Born September 4, 1899, in businesses, families, friends, some of the characters found refined: $17.31.
Franklin, a printer by trade, but who also became a
Stewart County, Tn., she was chwches, schools have in "Story Theatre".
—Modified products with
scientist, inventor, philosopher, diplomat, educator,
the daughter of the late Dan Iltilled-together" to make
While the characters sugar or some other minor inpolitician and public servant. He is an excellent examKenney and Emma Crutcher "Story Theatre" a SUCCESS. changed scenes the BANJON gredient added: $9.27.
ple of a self made man. He was the 15th child born to a
The show opened to a large played and the audience
Kenney. One son, Buford
—Accessories like coffee,
and enthusiastic crowd over tapped their feet. The openpoor couple. His father was a soap and candle maker
Barrow, died in 1974.
tea, cocoa, soft drinks and
Franklin only had two years of formal education. He
the weekend, and has proven stage was an invitation to
condiments: $7.69.
Survivors include two to
refusdti-to limit his energies, resources and abilities.
be an enjoyable time for all. some of the audience. The
When the figures were comdaughters, Mrs. Gerstal
While we may not be able to duplicate his feats, we
"story Theatre" will con- some were laughing others
pared with 1965 statistics, the
Paschall, Hazel, and Mrs. Joe clude
surely can strive for his idealism, his thinking, and his
tonight and tommorrow actually spoke out or joined
USDA found that the perLancaster, Murray; two sons, night
step by step progress in a way of life. When depressed
with performances at the crowd on the stage.—"Tell centage of'money spent
on the
Clifford
Barrow,
Dover,
Tn., Murray Middle
by our own limitations, a reminder of a man such as
School and ,Benny Penny the sky is first three categories — fresh
and Hubert Barrow, Hazel; East
Franklin, a man undaunted by difficult problems can
Elementary respec- falling." "I did not realize I foods, mixes and mixtures and
five grandchildren, Mrs. Rita
be a sobering and helpful experience...
-tively. Performances begin at had joined the characters"
frozen, canned, cured, etc.
Staley, Nashville, .Tn., Mrs. 7 p.m.
each day.
If you Erre looking ,for an products — had decreased
Laadra Sanders, Paris, Tn..
Fifty young people and,
'evening of laughter and FUN slightly over the decade.
.: Melia. Lancaster. Murf113—_...a
dults, dreishd„-iss- -iimilst;w
rik'n'
Spending for-,Jane Ann and Scott Barrow,
1. -7--Sfarli -Thealle""
201 Sesrth 3111
'aceessories
colored T-starts and jeans; old
' Truly, the-production is an increased slightly.
-Hazel.
753-2411
•
hand-me-down coats and evening of
•
The big incrrase came in the
P"ifeilmitifin
'• •
.

E I Moore Dies

At His Home Today

FisherPrice Awards
500 Scholarship

fray Cunningham's J. MacFadden Dick
Rites Held Sunday

Dies In Maryland - - , ---

Mrs. Adams Dies At
Hospital; Funeral

Planned On Tuesday

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Futrell

Newly Found Letter
Cites Four Ships
In Columbus Trip

r

HAMILTON, Bermuda
(AP) — British troops armed
with rifles and machine guns
deployed in Bermuda today
—Tor the first time in nearly 10
years, but rioting to protest
the execution of two blacks for
political murders already had
ended.
- British commanders said
260 troops had been brought in
from bases in Belize, in
America,
Central
and
England to back up the 900
men of the local police force
and the Bermuda Regiment.
The British island colony
was calm all day Sunday, and
only three fire bombs exploded Sunday night; in a
truck and a vacant house in
Hamilton and at a reform
school 12 miles outside the
city. No casualties were
reported.
"I think the steam has gone
out of it," said Police
Inspector Allan Lister.
A dusk-to-dawn curfew remained in effect.
Black youths rioted and
hurled fire bombs Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights to
protest the hanging Friday of
two black terrorists convicted
of murdering the British
gusei'for and his
British police chief and two
white supermarket owners in
1972-73. It was Bermuda's first
executions in 31 years.
The rioters were estimated
to have done $5 million worth
of .damage, bur no serious
injuries have .been reported.

aide,--the

Seminar Will
Be On Tuesday

Three persons, including two Americans, died in a fire at
the Southampton Princess
Hotel Thursday night during
the first riot; but the rioting
and the hotel were seven miles
apart, and officials said they
had been unable to determine
yet, whether there was any
connection.
Lots Brown EvansTleader o
the predominantly black
opposition Labor party,
charged at a news conference
that Prime Minister David
Gibbons and
Sir
Peter Ramsbcitham overreacted. by calling in the
British troops and that their
presence would create more
tension.
There also was resentment
among some black soldiers of
the Bermuda Regiment.
Hamilton's downtown
streets
were
virtually
deserted Sunday although
some tourists were out with
cameras and tennis rackets.
Many of the 3,000 tourists were
cutting their holidays short
because of the inconvenience
of being confined to their,
hotels at dusk. Many restaurants and shops were closing
hours before the curfew.

aovernor

refused to identify the two
Americans.killed in the hotel
fire. But Peter Baur of
Philadelphia, Pa., said officials had notified his family
that one of them was his
granduncle, George B. Gandy,
61; of Ambler, Pa., and the "
other was believed to be his
grandmother, Dorothy Jean
Joyce, 71.

Brass Choir

"The Church and Community Issues of Poverty,
Hunger and Criminal Justice"
is the subject for a seminar to
be given at the United Campus
Ministry Tuesday, December
6, from 2:45 to 4:00 p.m.
The Brass Choir of Murray
The seminar, designed for
community clergy
and State University will appear in
students will be led by the concert at 8:15 p.m. Thursday,
Rev. Bill Barnes, visiting Dec. 8, in the Recital Hall
professor at Scarritt College, Annex of the Price Doyle Fine
who will be on campus Arts Center.
Conducted by John Hanspeaking to Social Work
classes. He is the minister of cock, the group will perform
Edgehill United Methodist music from the Renaissance
Church in Nashville, Tn., and period and from the 20th
has been active in community century. Appearing as soloists
issues there for a number of will be timpanist Richard
Gardner and trumpeter Kathy
years.
The program is made Young.
Hancock said the public is
possible by the Social Work
Department at Murray State invited to attend at no admission charge.
University.

To Give

Concert Dec. 8

Americans Still Buy
Fresh Grocery Items

Mrs. Lanie Barrow
Saituday With
Rites Held Sunday

•••••

THINK ABOUT IT!

'Story Theatre' Termed
A Success By Reviewer

r

category of items like frank- that consumers spent $172.3
furters, peanut butter and billion to-U.S., farm-produced
process cheese which are foOds in 1976. This includes
described the government aS foods purchased for use at
"modified." The share of the home and those bought away
food -dollar taken by these from home. It does not include
items increased 11 percent iraports.like coffee or nonfarm
from 1965 to 1975.
items like seafood.
A look at individual items Sixty-seven percent of the
within the five categories total — $116 billion — went for
showed some sharp changes. marketing costs; 33 percent —
'the amount of the food dollar $56.3 billion — went to fargoing to presweetened cocoa mers.
Increased 120 percent from
1965 to 1975; the share taken
by process cheese — a blend
that may include some noncheese flavorings — went up Prices of stocks of local interest at
113 percent in the same noon -today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by i. M. Simon Co. of Murray re
period.
as follows!
Other items that took a big- Industrial
Av. .
-079
ger share of the food dollar in Airco
Air Products .
1975 than they
26
unc.
10 years American Motors
one.
earlier include° u,, sugar, 'Ashland Oil .
AT & T
margarine, ready-to-eat Ford
Motor Co
442",
cereal, natural cheese, dry Gen Dynamics
482s
General Motors
644
milk, salad dresses, frozen General
Tire
.23'.
dinners, entrees, soups and Goodrich..
212s -4
2s-z.
Gulf Oil .
Juices; rice, potato chips and IRM
. .
284
fresh vegetables(not counting Pennwal
—t
342* +
Quaker Oats .
222
. ..'4
potatoes).
Tappan
7L4 +
Items that lost ground over Western Union
18-us
Zenith-Ra
dio
the decade included conone.
densed milk, lard, fresh
Prices of stock oflocal interest at noon
cream, butter, evaporated EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
by First of Michigan. Corp., of
milk, cornmeal,dry beans and Times
Murray. are as follows
peas, ready-to-eat sweet
bakery goods, eggs, fresh Renblein lne, - . -982s-rww.-- potatoes, canned pork and McDonalds Corp
502. +2ii
Ponderosa Systems.....
15-2
.one
beans, flour and ice cream. Kimberly(lark
Mrs A1
Less than half of the food Union Carbide
W. Ai
W R Grace
2 241 -24
dollar actually goes for food. TPXJIC0
27 -IV
General
Flee.
Most of your dollar goes to
• 492s As '
GAF Corp
cover marketing costs — Georgia Pacific ------- ------ 104 unc
29one
transportation, processing Pfizer
Jim Walters .. ...
V"one
. _.
and distribution. A study by,
42 +2*
Andrew Weiser of the USDA's Disney
iillki -14 ABM
ills .1- lii
economic -research service Prattklin
... . ......
IF'

STOCK MARKET
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1
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